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THE PROBLEM. The problem was to study the recreation re-

source-user and to determine attitudes, characteristics and relation-

ships between selected variables common to these users.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY. The purpose of the study was to

examine:

1) Who are the recreation resource-users of the Bend Ranger

District, Deschutes National Forest ?

2) What were some of his characteristics, attitudes and opin-

ions?

'3) How can resource management and the needs of the recrea-

tion resource-user be more closely coordinated?

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS. The study was limited to the

analysis of the data obtained from 525 recreation units of the Bend

Ranger District of the Deschutes National Forest in Oregon. Factors



within the sample were limited to the material recorded in the inter-

view with the recreation resource-users and the analysis of the re-

sults. The findings of the study cannot be applied without adjustment

to other geographic areas unless a careful fitting is undertaken.

METHODOLOGY. The author analyzed the target population,

their opinions, characteristics and attitudes. The study was of the

user population of summer-oriented forest recreation facilities of the

resource-based type. A questionnaire was used in conjunction with

personal interviews to obtain the data. Sites within the forest were

delineated and given a weight according to historical records of user

attendance, and interviews proceeded accordingly.

The treatment of the data in this study has been undertaken by

examining select variables for high associations or inter-relation-

ships with other variables. Three statistical tools were used in the

analysis of said data.

The first tool was that of examining the "simple correlation" co-

efficients between independent variables.

Secondly, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to study

the relationships between variables. The "Variance Ratio," called F,

was used to obtain an over-all test of the significance of the difference

among means.

Another statistical tool chosen for analysis purposes was the

Chi Square (X ) test. This statistic represents a useful method of



comparing experimentally obtained results with those to be expected

theoretically on some hypothesis. This allowed investigation of the

relationship between variables which are classified into two or more

categories.

Heavy emphasis was also placed upon statistical inference which

enables the development of a profile from the sample that might be

representative of the larger population of which the sample is a part.

Other statistics such as the standard arithmetic mean were applied as

it was appropriate. Graphic presentation of the arithmetic mean was

also used.

The data was punched on IBM cards and processed through the

Oregon State University computer center.

CONCLUSIONS. The conclusions were formulated from variable

associations dealing with the value of the site, residence of the user,

relationship to water, the retired user, desire of the user to return,

equipment ownership, expressed likes and dislikes, environmental

factors, camping experience, and major activity participation.

Characteristics of the recreation resource-user are manifold.

For example, the average family size is 3.65. Children average

1.65 in number and 11 years in age. The parents of the family unit

are 45 and 43 years of age, respectively. Over 81% of the users have

completed high school. The average income per family-unit was



$11,082. Over 73% of the users are Oregonians, 21% Californians

and 6% from other states.

A detailed analysis of the user's ownership patterns, place of

residence, length of stay, camping experience, and activity prefer-

ence and participation is reported., Attitudinal responses of the

recreation resource-user's reaction to the value of the site, noise,

water sports, privacy, sociability, beauty, convenience, cleanliness,

development and safety and how these related to a resource manage-

ment program are given.

Considerations and recommendations for resource managers are

derived from the findings of the attitudes, opinions and characteristics

of the resource-user and the experience and observations of the

author.

For example, it was concluded that:

1) Resource management teams must draw more from other

disciplines and approach the problems from an interdis-

ciplinary point of view.

2) The "quality" of the water resource and of the recreation

site, as well as the quality of water available, constitute

important considerations in the users' choice of recreation

site/location.

3) Recreation resource-users are middle and upper-middle

class in income, education and occupation.



4) The above suggests an educational opportunity for man

agers. These users are probably above average in the

awareness of natural resource management controversy.

Efforts to provide answers and information should prove

worthwhile because these users represent the politically

more expressive socio-economic classes in the general

population.

5) Campground facilities that offer opportunities for the entire

family are needed.

6) Although camping occasions are somewhat numerous, the

users' experience is somewhat limited. Their interests

are high, and they are receptive to information and reason-

ing behind land management decisions.

Not only must we pay greater attention to the "quality of our

environment" . . the recreation resources, our water, our air, our

land. But: we must continually strive for knowledge of our recreation

resource-users. Only through this dual effort can recreation resource-

managers serve both adequately.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

How we Americans spend leisure time might seem to
have little bearing on the strength of our nation or the
worth and prestige of our free society. Yet we certainly
cannot continue to thrive as a strong, vigorous, free
people unless we understand and use creatively one of
our greatest resources - our leisure.

- John F. Kennedy

There are some .new and very exciting things happening in parks,

recreation and conservation. Ma.ny of these things are not fully under-

stood and require expla.natio.n and interpretation. The intent of this

study is to seek out information that will better explain and interpret

the recreation resource-user of the Deschutes National Forest. In

order to accomplish this, it was decided that more information about

the user's characteristics, attitudes a.nd opinions was needed.

The Outdoor Recreation Resource Review Commission (1962)

reports that about 90% of all Americans participate in some'form of

outdoor recreation activities. People flock to the outdoors for various

reasons- -more leisure time, more free income to spend for leisure

and better roads and cars for easier, safer, more pleasant trips.

Inbred in many of them is also the desire for a breath of fresh country

air, a quiet walk through the woods and, in general, a chance to asso-

ciate with nature - its simplicity and splendor.
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Hendee and Campbell (1969) go even further by saying, "Tradi-

tionally, camping has been viewed as a means whereby one could es -

cape from the soiled environment and social complexities of urban life

to the isolation and beauty of a.n area only slightly touched by man and

his machines." Here campground development and management are

minimal, serving only to regulate the exchange between man a.nd the

environment while preserving the area in its natural state for genera-

tions to come. However, as more people have taken up camping,

many changes have taken place.

Many people are finding that recreation is no longer "small

business." The cry "everyone is doing it" seems appropriate. Con-

siderable money is spent annually o.n recreation equipment, camping

vacations and by public age.ncies on development and improvement of

recreation resources. All indications are that much more will be

spe.nt o.n recreatio.n in the future. These prospects demand that our

public and private programs for providing recreation resources are

well founded in desired quality as well as quantity. An important tool

for evaluating the desirability of facilities is to thoroughly know the

recreation resource-user.

The recreatio.nist is by no means easy to know or understand.

For example, the Outdoor Recreation Resource Review Commission

Report (Report Number 20, 1962), which studied a national sample of

recreatio.nists, indicated that considerably less tha.n a majority of
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Americans participated in the major forest activities of boating, camp-

ing and hiking.

These studies also i.ndicate that many forms of forest recreation

are unattractive to persons 65 years old and over; non-white; married

persons who do .not have children; and the very poor and the very rich.

William Burch (1964) sums it up rather well when he says:

It would seem that in a pluralistic society such as America,
it is questionable as to whether any forest recreation oppor-
tunity reflects a majority decision. Here, research begins
to uncover the complexity of the world in contrast to the
simplicity of conventional wisdom.

Statement of Problems

Many researchers find that recreatio.n is a much desired yet

complex phenomenon. The recreation resource-user is a good ex-

ample of this complexity. Many people are often guilty of referring to

the recreationist i.n generalities . . . often saying that this year 70

million people will go camping . . that they want . . that they like

to do that. With this kind of thinking, public and private recreation

developers are inclined to provide standard facilities, such as standard

campgrounds, standard spacing, standard designs for widely different

situations. The question arises, Is this the way to develop recreation

resources, design parks or serve the user's individual or collective

needs? Theauthor believes it is not.
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A review of the literature reveals some of the complexities of

the recreatio.nist. Some campers prefer to be surrounded by home

conveniences and the society and security of other people. Other

campers pack their equipment across miles of rugged country in

search of solitude and the experience of roughing it in truly wild sur-

roundings. Apparently, recreation resource-users have tastes that

come in all shades between these extremes, and no one type of re-

source development can fill all the needs of all these users.

Because of these many a.nd diversified interests, certain varia-

tions in policy, program design and layout within a recreation resource

area may be desirable to protect the area from deterioration and to

satisfy both gregarious recreatio.nists a.nd those seeking privacy. The

following discussion of various problems observed and reported to the

author will lead to a better grasp of the problem selected in this study.

Conflicts of Use

It has been observed that campers tend to group themselves into

specific activity aggregation such as for fishing, nature study, swim-

ming, and water skiing. Often the requirements of one aggregation

are incompatible with that of another. Unplanned or forced i.ntrusio.n

of one activity on another can bring unwanted competition, place un-

necessary demands upon the site, lower the level of satisfaction, or

can often create antagonism toward the resource manager. The nature
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study recreatio.nist may want wide spacing and tranquility. The water

skier seems to like company near his camp (provided the company is

that of a fellow-skier) and complains that the camp's boat launching

facilities are inadequate. The swimmers, fishing groups, and nature

study groups, on the other hand, think that large boats and water

skiing should be prohibited because they can no longer enjoy the fish-

ing, swimming and quiet that once prevailed and pity the poor forest

manager who has provided the standard campground to serve all of

these groups.

Site Deterioration

The phenomenal growth of recreation, such as camping, over the

years, has created a strain on the facilities. Efforts to upgrade exist-

ing campground facilities and add new areas as fast as possible have

failed to keep up with the pressures created by the demand from recre-

ationists. The Oregon State Parks and Recreation Division of the

Highway Divisio.n has estimated better than a 20% turn-away during the

summer season i.n many of the camping facilities located along the

coast of Oregon. The California Public Outdoor Recreation Planning

Committt. 3 estimated a 30% overuse of camping facilities in the state.

This was exhibited i.n site deterioration and overcrowding of the

facilities,
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James and Ripley (1963) stated,

Site deterioration is expected to become considerably more
acute in the future as the visitor load increases year by year.
Overuse of recreation areas is prevalent throughout the
United States. The U. S. Forest Service estimates that
camping and picnic grounds in the National Forests are
presently overused by at least 70 percent.

Art Magill and Eamore Nord (1963) studied 137 California camp-

grounds and picnic areas. They found that most sites are deteriorating

faster than .nature is rebuilding them; tree seedlings which must

eventually replace the old, mature, larger trees are often absent;

many older trees lack vigor; insects and diseases are prevailing, and

the natural regeneration and hand planted trees have seldom survived.

Site or resource deterioration from overuse is but one of the

many conflicts between the recreationist and the resource, or better

yet, the resource manager.

Depreciative Behavior

Fredrick L. Campbell, John C. Hendee, and Roger Clark (1968)

in their study of Law and Order in Public Parks stated,

We feel that many of the problems discussed are related
to some broad changes that are occurring in the American
society. First, the population has been growing at a rapid
rate for several years. The combinatio.n of more people
with more leisure time, greater prosperity, and improved
equipment has resulted in a.n u.nprecede.nted number of
campers. By sheer increase in the number of campers,
many small annoyances have gr-3w.n into major problems.
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Second, not only is our population growing, it is also
becoming more urban. Today, nearly 80% of all Americans
live in urban areas. Although the urban shift may not have
reduced our society's basic appreciation of nature, it has
reduced opportunities to learn behavior appropriate to
natural areas.

A third factor they called the "norm of non-involvement." In

urban environments, where strangers are continuously thrown to-

gether in public places, privacy is often created by a studious disre-

gard for other people. While creating privacy through anonymity, it

also frees the individual from responsibility for the plight of others or

their behavior. They observed that the "norm of non-involvement" is

very much in evidence in the public campground.

Campbell, Hendee and Clark (1968) stress that administrators

must recognize that managing the people who use public parks is a

challenge of the first magnitude. "Camping has become a social ex-

perience; we must begin basing policies, rules and training of rangers

on this fact as much as we currently do on the necessity for preserving

the environment . . ."

He.ndee and Campbell (1969) also reported that campers make

special demands of the campground and sometimes create management

problems. They te.nd to simply transfer their urban activity patterns

to the campgrounds. Compared with those families seeking joint activ-

ities in a natural area, these maintain the same role structure exist-

ing at home. Children were expected to leave their parents and
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entertain themselves. Bicycles, toys, televisions and all the things

used for entertainment at home were brought to the campground.

Children rode or ran through the campsites, and much damage result-

ing from the unsupervised play of the preteenage children was ob-

served.

They further hoped that campground design would strive to

recognize the social aspects of camping.

More group areas, open spaces for organized games and
separate areas for users with different recreational goals
are needed.

. . . We should recognize that the campground
community, like all communities, contains a broad range
of deviate behavior. Problems arising from these be-
haviors will increase and become more complicated as
the number of campers increases. Old standards, rules,
management policies and approaches will become obsolete
and outgrown. Recognition of the problems and the new
efforts to cope with them are imperative.

Management Problems

Many recreation resource-users can't find facilities that rea-

sonably fit their needs and must "make do" with what is available.

Bury (1964) contends that this lack of fit between camper and facilities

often leads to management problems, including deterioration of soil

and trees, conflict with established rules, and other forms of friction.

He asks, are the rules or the campground designs wrong? Should

resource managers consider changing them? And if they did, which
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should be changed and in what way? None of these critical questions

can be answered without detailed information about the problems at

hand.

Rule violations may often stem from conflict between environ-

mental orientation of managers and the social orientation of users.

Many campground rules directed towards environmental preservation

directly interfere with the recreation or social goals of campers.

When this occurs, rules are typically sacrificed to the desired activity.

Loren S. Woerpel (1964) recognized that state and national park

organizations have somewhat different problems. He stated their

purpose is to provide recreational facilities for the public as well as

to preserve natural and historic attractions of the land. They need to

be concerned with the recreational use of the land. However, they

must alsobe assured that the monies they spend now for certain types

of improvements willprovide the right type of facility that will be used

in the future. Hence, we have a dichotomy. Can a resource be pre-

served and developed for public use?

Clientele Differences

Allen J. Wagar (1963) is one of the many researchers who has

tried to emphasize the range of recreationists' needs. In recognizing

these he suggests a classification that may help recreation planners
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meet the full spectrum of campers' needs. He suggests a classifica-

tion of seven types of campgrounds as follows:

Campgrounds accessible by automobiles:

Central camps

Forest camps

Peak load camps

Long term camps

Travelers camps

Pack country camping areas:

Large back-country camps

Small back-cou.ntry camps

Wagar further states,

By establishing and managing different types of camp-
grounds within an overall plan, those who provide
campgrounds might more fully meet the spectrum of
camping needs. At the same time, this planning could
reduce the impact of camping on the many other land
uses needed by society.

Wagar observes that the many recreation needs of different

campers cannot be met by one type of campground. His paper dis-

cusses a range of campgrounds needed and proposed categories of

campgrounds that may provide this range. He emphasizes that differ-

ent categories should compliment each other as part of a system that

may include several government agencies and private enterprise.
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Recreation Preference

The decision that sends a family on a camping trip to a public

park or to a private recreation site raises all sorts of questions for

the resource managers: To build a new campground, or not?; to

raise camping fees or to lower them?; to lengthen the camping seaso.n,

or shorte.n it?; how to advertise, and where?; and what new services

and facilities to provide?

Not only must more be learned about the people who use re-

sources for recreation, but accurate determinations of the future

demand a.nd trends for various activities are needed.

It is evide.nt that if facilities are going to be developed, either

private or public, they must provide a satisfying array of recreation

opportunities and still mai.ntain the land resources. Resource mana-

gers must become better acquainted with the recreation resource-

users, their preferences, attitudes and activities.

Lack of Research

Recreation may prove to be an important source of economic

growth because it is an expanding industry. New recreation develop-

ments should attract private enterprise and private capital. But many

preconditions to successful enterprise have, in the past, often been

overlooked. These need careful consideration in the future. About
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44% of all business failures in the United States are associated with a

lack of knowledge or experience (Dunn and Bradstreet, 1961). That

is, problems stem not so often from natural disaster, fraud, or neg-

lect, but more often from an apparent lack of prior information on

such factors as market capacity, competition, location, clientele

characteristics and attitudes.

Rapid increase in outdoor recreation participation since World

War II has led to huge government investments in recreation facilities

and large-scale shifts in natural resource use. Interest and concern

in this developing trend by effective resource management profession

and most recently by social scientists has resulted in numerous

studies attempting to explain and predict outdoor recreation participa-

tion. To date, these research efforts have been largely uncoordinated

and when applied in the field have yielded, for the most part, general

descriptive findings with little in explanation. Hendee and Campbell

(1969) stress that "Rigorous, infinitive studies of key variables com-

monly associated with outdoor recreation are needed."

Research Needs

Richard L. Bury (1964) has stressed that surveys of recreation

resource-users provide a vital kind of data.

First they produce the information needed for finding and
sizing the gaps between existing facilities and those ap-
parently needed by campers. Secondly, survey results
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can guide overall planning by helping to specify the
apparent best mix of facilities. And if surveys are
repeated periodically, the resulting information on
trends in visitor equipment and activities can be con-
sidered when new campgrounds are designed.

He goes on to say that after the needs of the campers are iden-

tified by surveys, the agencies and individuals providing recreation

facilities are better equipped to decide which gaps and facilities can be

filled. This could be done by comparing needs and desires of campers

with other such planning criteria as maintenance of site conditions,

ease of operation and effective use of investment money. A coopera-

tive effort might eve.n plug some gaps without a major adjustment in

current designs, facilities or programs. Privately operated camp-

grounds or trailer parks could supply a variety or level of facilities

not found in public campgrounds, and campers could find the kind of

facilities they want if a well-financed educational and public i.nforma-

tio.n program was undertaken. The best solutions can be reached only

if well-grounded information is available.

David A. King (1968) states,

There is a need for research to identify campground cate-
gories and relate user characteristics and motives to their
choice of categories. Once the categories are defined, it
may be possible to develop improved models for relating
the amount of camping done to the socioeconomic character-
istics of camping families.
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Purpose of Study

Recreation-related activities, in particular, are challeng-

ing resource administrators to develop better methods of planning,

operating and developing facilities. Maintenance of facilities, super-

vision of heavily used recreation areas, law enforcement, informational

activities, and public safety are a few of the routine administrative

matters that must be handled by the resource manager. Researchers

and administrators must learn from the visitors themselves. The

U. S. Forest Service (September 1965) of the Department of Agri-

culture in o.ne publication stated that:

Broad research objectives are to obtain sound information
that will help resource managers to:

1. Improve the recreation opportunities on forest
land through a better understanding of the
recreatio.nist's needs and desires.

2. Restore worn and damaged forest recreation
sites; select and plan new sites; and manage
areas so that a desirable recreation environ-
ment can be maintained.

3. Determine the economic prospects of forest
recreation development.

4. Coordinate recreatio.n development and use with
other critical demands upon forest resources-
timber, range, water and wildlife.

The objectives for this study are in close harmo.ny with those

listed above. It is the author's co.ntention that the recreation resource-

user represents many diversified groups of people. To provide a

broad and satisfactory range of recreation opportunities for these

diverse groups, some new thinking as to kinds of areas, facilities,
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a.nd management must be added to the recreatio.n spectrum. But in

order for us to do this, we must know the recreation clientele . .

the recreatio.n resource-user.

It is suggested that by knowing the clientele, recreation areas

will be better designed to meet specialized needs, publicity will be

more relevant to the user's needs and resource managers will be

better able to meet the various demands of the diversified segments

of the public by allocating the different types of developments on some

predescribed basis.

Perhaps by understanding the recreation resource-user, private

e.nterprise may be able to develop private resources to help take some

of the burdening demands being placed upon public resources in the

state of Oregon.

In a New Hampshire study, Wilbur La Page (1967) a.nd S. H.

Foster polled campers as to their present preferences for camping.

They found that many campers (39%) prefer private development- -

their reasons were the availability of sites, customer services such

as advanced reservations, special trailer facilities, modern co.nven-

iences and well-planned recreatio.n and entertainment there. Is this

private campgrou.nd popularity evident in Oregon? Observations of the

author say it is not.

The purpose of this research is to examine:
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1) Who are the recreation resource-users of the Bend

Ranger District, Deschutes National Forest?

2) What are some of his characteristics, attitudes and

opinions?

3) How can resource management and the needs of the

recreatio.n resource-user be more closely coordin-

ated?

In managing recreatio.n resources for recreation resource-users

there probably is no foolproof formula for success, yet this type of

research should improve the chances for success considerably.

Organization of Content

Chapter I includes an introduction to the study and a statement

of the many problems related to understanding of the recreation re-

source-user. The purpose of the study is also delineated in this chap-

ter.

Chapter II includes a description of the study area with a map

and supportive tables. The sample, sampling procedure and how the

data was treated, along with known limitations is also discussed in

this chapter.

Chapter III affords an opportunity to discuss literature that is

generally related to the study. Special emphasis is placed on the
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review of literature related to recreation-user characteristics and

attitudes.

A descriptive analysis of the characteristics of the recreation

resource-user of the Bend Ranger District, Deschutes National Forest,

is covered in Chapter IV.

Chapter V deals with the attitudes and opinions of the recreation

resource-user. This includes the user's attitude about the recreation

site or location (site/location) and his expressed "likes" and "dislikes."

Statistical analysis of selected variables develops a better under-

standing of the recreation resource-user. Chapter VI focuses on

variable relationships and associations and their implications.

Chapter VII covers a summary of the above mentioned variable

associations, characteristics and attitudes. Conclusions and obser-

vations are shared with the reader. Following this chapter is found

the Bibliography and several appendices.
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CHAPTER II

AREA OF STUDY AND SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Climb the mountains to get their good tidings. Nature's
peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees.
The winds will blow their freshness into you and the
showers their energy, while cares will drop off like
autumn leaves.

John Muir

Deschutes County

The eastern part of Deschutes County consists principally of a

nearly level to rolling high plain, or plateau which slopes very gently

northward. The altitude is about 3,700 feet south of Bend and 3,000

feet near Redmond. The western part of the county consists of the

Cascade Mountains and their foothills. The highest mountain is the

South Sister at 10, 354 feet.

The area is drained by the Deschutes River and its tributaries.

The main tributaries are the Crooked River, Mud Spring Creek and

Willow Creek. The Deschutes River enters the area from the south

at an altitude of about 3,700 feet. It flows in a shallow valley only 50

to 100 feet lower than the adjoining plain to the east. The valley be-

comes only slightly deeper as the river flows northward to Big Falls.

Below Big Falls, the river has cut deeper.
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Much of the eastern part of the county has a constructional

topography in which streams have caused little or no dissection. This

is particularly .noticeable in areas underlain by lava flows and in

areas west of the Deschutes River that are underlain by outwash sand

and gravel. Most of the southeastern part of the area was covered by

the most recent lava, flow. This region is undulating or somewhat

rolling. The higher parts of the uneven surface are narrow ridges,

mounds, or swells of outcropping lava, or shallow, very stony soils.

Between the higher parts are swales, disconnected shallow basins,

and level areas where the soils are deeper and arable. Many of the

swales and basins have no surface drainage outlets.

Over half the area is covered with coniferous forest and wood-

lands, and the remainder is covered with sagebrush and bu.nchgrass.

Forests blanket the entire eastern slopes of the Cascades except for

small areas above timberline around the higher peaks and on recent

lava, flows. They also cover the Ochoco and Maury Mountains but are

found mostly on the north facing slopes of the lower foothills a.nd out-

lying buttes.

The dominant species of tree is the po.nderosa pine (Pinus

po.nderosa) which occupies a belt varying from 5 to 20 miles in width

along the entire western border of the region and throughout most of

the Ochoco Mountains. In the more accessible areas, many, of the

larger trees have been logged off, but there are still large stands of
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old growth timber adjacent to highways and in remote and inaccessible

areas which have long been in national forests. The continuity of the

virgin po.nderosa belt is broken by some Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga

Menziesii), western white pine (Pinus monticola), immature stands of

second growth ponderosa, andpodkets of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta)

where cutting has occurred. On the upper slopes of the Cascades are

pure stands of mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertesiana), western hem-

lock (Tsuga heterophylla), noble fir (Abies procera), Pacific silver fir

(Abies amabilis) Douglas fir, larch (Larix occidentalis), and mixed

stands of these and other species. In the highest areas are found sub-

alpine forests consisting of sparse stands of alpine fir (Abies

lasiocarpa), white fir (Abies gra.ndis), and lodgepole pine. These

often cover the ridges a.nd extend to timberline on the several peaks

that rise above the summit of the Cascades. Mixed types predominate

for three to te.n miles along the Cascade summits. Although the stands

of ponderosa are relatively pure in most of the timbered areas, on the

basin floor they begin to merge into a woodland-steppe zone of scat-

tered juniper (Juniperus occidentalis), and lodgepole pi.ne, bunchgrass,

and sagebrush.

Areas where there are large, relatively pure stands of juniper

and lodgepole pine are found in the central and south central portions

of the Basi.n. Lodgepole pine predominates to the south near Beaver

Marsh and extends north gradually intermixing with ponderosa pine.
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Where drainage is poor the ponderosa is absent, or confined to slight

rises which are better drained. Farther north on the central plateau,

which included much of the core area, is an extensive woodland of

junipers, said to be the largest in the world. They are also found to

the southeast along ridges in the semi-arid High Lava Plains.

The following table from "Forest Statistics for Deschutes

County" U. S. Forest Service, July 1954, gives the complete picture

of land ownership in the commercial forest area of the county and the

stand-size class of the forest growth on this land in 1953.

Table 1. Area of Commercial Forest Land by Type of Ownership and Major Forest Types - 1953.

Ownership Class Total

Saw-
timber
Stands

Pole-
timber
Stands

Seedling
& Sapling
Stands

Non-
Stocked
Areas

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

Private 143, 330 80, 460 54, 070 4, 200 4, 600

State 1,220 700 400 120

County 2, 310 440 1, 590 280

Federal :
Bureau of Land Management 22,580 11,540 10,360 320 360

Bureau of Reclamation 3,100 1,360 1,660 80

National Forest 796, 450 502, 790 249, 050 34, 750 9, 860

Total All Ownerships 968, 990 597, 290 317,130 39, 630 14, 940

Another table from this same statistical report on the forests of

Deschutes County shows the acreage and stand-size of the principal

kinds of forest trees in the total commercial forest area. The "Fir-

Spruce" item includes the rather large acreage in Mountain Hemlock.
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Table 2. Area of Commercial Forest Land by Major Forest Types and Stand-Size Class 1953.

Forest Type Total

Sawtimber Stands Pole-
timber
Stands

Seedling
& Sapling
Stands

Non-
stocked
Areas

Large

(1)

Small
(2)

Ponderosa pine

Acres Acres Acres Acres

160,000

Acres Acres

633,270 318,810 119,070 35,390

White pine 3, 250 1, 680 1,570
Lodgepole pine 237,530 81,470 152,180 3,880
Douglas Fir 910 910

Fir - Spruce 79, 090 17, 660 56,120 4, 950 360

Nonstocked Areas 14, 940 14, 940

TOTAL 968, 990 339, 060 258, 230 317,130 39, 630 14, 940

(1) 21 inches diameter breast high and larger
(2) 11 to 21 inches diameter breast high

The climate of the Deschutes area is continental, but the moder-

ating effects of the Pacific Ocean are not entirely shut off by the Cas-

cade Mountains. The prevailing weather is not so mild as that of

western Oregon nor so rigorous as that of the Rocky Mountain region

or the Great Plains. The climate is healthful and invigorating, and

there is a high percentage of sunshine. Temperatures are generally

comfortable, though there are occasional extremes, and cloudy or

foggy weather is rare.

Other features of the climate, such as a high percentage of

possible sunshine in summer and cool nights, are favorable for and

invite tourists, vacationers, and sportsmen who enjoy the brisk dry

air, clear skies, and cool nights.
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Table 3. Weather Stations.

Station Latitude Longitude Elevation

Bend 44 04 121 19 3599

Brothers 43 48 120 36 4640

Hampton 43 40 120 14 4415

Redmond KPRB 44 18 121 10 2972

Redmond FAA Airport 44 16 121 09 3075

Sisters 44 17 121 32 3180

Wickiup Dam 43 41 121 41 4358

Deschutes County contains a large number of varied recreational

resources, consisting of mountain and river scenery; outstanding

geologic features, some of national significance; extensive forests;

excellent hunting; and a valuable sport fishery in the High Cascade

Mou.ntain lakes and reservoirs. State Parks and National Forest

camps provide picnicking and camping facilities. Deschutes National

Forest provides a wide variety of recreational activities such as

skiing, sightseeing, mountain climbing, boating and fishing.

Bend Ranger District

The Bend Ranger District is located on the east side of the

Cascade Mountain Range. It lies approximately southwest of the town

of Bend, Oregon, and borders on the Three Sisters Wilderness area.

A portion of the wilderness area lies within the boundaries of the dis-

trict. A map locating the Bend Ranger District in the state of Oregon



Table 4. Average Temperatures and Total Precipitation Monthly 1965.

Average Temperature - degrees F.
Station Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Bend 33.3 37.6 35.9 43.9 47.5 55.8 63.2 61.0 50.6 51.9 40.6 31..8
Brothers 28.6 34.9 33, 9 41.7 45.2 54.2 61.5 59.3 48.2 49,4 36.0 26.6
Hampton 29.7 35.7 34.9 42.6 44.9 54.6 60.6 59.4 48.0 48.5 37.2 27.2
Redmond KPRB 34.5 39.2 38.3 46.5 49.3 57.8 64.8 63.2 53.3 53.8 42.3 34.8
Redmond Arpt, 33.8 38.1 37.9 46.1 49.1 58.4 66.2 63.9 53.2 53.5 41.2 31.7
Sisters 32.9 37.6 36.5 43.6 46.1 55.1 62.7 61.3 50,3 50.4 39.6 30.3
Wickiup Dam 29.9 33.3 35.8 42.0 46.0 55.4 61.3 59.4 48.9 48.9 37.6 26.7

Total Precipitation 1965 , inches

Bend 1.99 .26 .01 .44 .30 1.69 .80 1.39 .07 .27 1.42 .. 76
Brothers 2.64 .07 T 95 . 47 1.70 1.12 3.13 . 10 . 11 1.65 . 64
Hampton .98 .11 .00 .72 .36 2.73 .94 1.76 .06 .34 1.84 .97
Redmond KPRB . 95 T T . 39 . 50 1.65 .86 1.95 T 18 . 85 . 03
Redmond Arpt. 1.41 .05 . 01 . 58 . 52 1.58 . 96 1.61 . 03 . 27 1.50 . 07
Sisters 3.05 .38 .10 .98 .20 .84 1.37 1.59 .07 .35 2.15 .72
Wickiup Dam 3.41 . 60 T 1.92 .55 .86 . 72 3.73 T . 88 2.67 1,. 38
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Table 5. Public Outdoor Recreation Areas.

Ownership and Area Acreage
1

Facilities
2

Activities

U. S. Forest Service
Deschutes National Forest (1, 670, 755)3 Campgrounds All Activities

Beach NR TC, PT, PW B,F,H, S, Sc
Benham Falls NR TC F, H, Sc, St
Big River TC, BL B, F, H, St

Browns Creek TC F, H, St

Bull Bend TC F, H, St

China Hat TC, PW H

Cinder Hill TS, PT, BL B, F, G, Sc

Cold Springs TS H, Hi, Sc

Cow Camp TC, BL B,F,H, S
Crane Prairie TC, BL B,F,H,S
Cultus Lake TC, BL B, F, H, S, Sc, St

Cultus Lake Picnic Ground PT H, S, Sc

Cultus Lake North Unit TC, TS, BL B, F, H, S, Sc

Deschutes Bridge TC B, F, St

Devils Garden TC F, G, H, Sc, St

Devils Lake TC, BL B, F, H, Sc

Driftwood TC B, F, H, Sc

East Lake TS, BL, PW B, F, G, Sc

Elk Lake TC, TS, PT, BL, PW B,F,H, Sc
Gull Room TS, FT, BL B,F,H,S
Hot Springs TS, BL, PW B, F, G, Sc

Indian Ford TC, TS, FT, GP H, St

Lava Camp Lake TC, TS F,H,Hi,Sc
Lava Flow TS, BL B,F,H
Lava Lake TC, TS, PT, BL B,F,Hi,S,Sc
Little Crater TS, BL B, F, Hi, Sc

Little Cultus TC,BL B, F, H, S, Sc

Little Fawn Picnic Ground TC, BL, PT 13,F,H,S,Sc
Little Lava Lake TC,BL B,F,H,S
Mallard Marsh TC, TS B,F,H,L
Meadow TC F, H, St

Mile TC B, F, St

North Davis Creek TS, FT, BL, PW B, F, H, S

North Twin Lake TC,BL B,F,H,S
North Wickiup TC,TS, PT, BL B,F,H
Paulina Creek Falls PT, PW G, Sc, St

Paulina Lake TS, PT, BL B, F, Hi, G, S, Sc

Point TC, PT, BL, PW B,F,H, Sc
Prairie TS F,H
Pringle Falls TC F,H, St
Quinn River TC, BL, PW B,F,H, St
Rainbow TC B,F,H
Reservoir TS, BL 13,F,H

RIver TC F, H, St

Rock Creek TC,BL B,F,H
Rosland TS F, H, Sc, St
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Table 5. Continued.

Ownership and Area Acreage Facilities Activities

Satan Creek TC F, H, Hi, Sc

Sheep Bridge TC,BL B, F, H

Soda Creek TC B,F,H, Hi, Sc
South TC, TS, BL B, F, Sc

South Twin Lake TC B,F,H,S
Spring TC, TS, PT, BL B, F, H, Hi, S, Sc

Sunset View Picnic Ground PT, PW F, H, S, Sc

Three Creek Lake TC, BL B,F,H, S, Sc
Todd Lake TC, PW B,F,H,S,Sc
Tumalo Falls TC, FT, B H, Hi, Sc, St

West Cultus Lake TC, L, PW F, Hi, Sc

West Indian Ford TC, TS H, Hi, Sc, St

State Park Agency
Cline Falls State Park 9 PT, PW F, S

Lava River Caves State Park 22 PT G

Pilot Butte State Park 101 N. R. G

Redmond-Bend Juniper Wayside 635 N. R. N. R.

Robert W. Sawyer State Park 41 PT, PW F

Sisters State Park 41 PT, PW N. R.

Smith Rock State Park 304 PT, PW F, G

Tumalo State Park 117 TC, TS, PT, PW F, S

City of Bend
Brooks 0. 75 N. R. N. R.

Drake 11 N. R. N. R.

Harmon 3. 75 N. R. N. R.

Juniper 23 N. R. N. R.

Pioneer 5 N. R. N. R.

Shevlin 388 N. R. N. R.

1
F acilities:

EL - Boat Landing
GP - Group Picnic
PT Picnic Tables
PW - Piped Water
TC - Tent Campsites
TS - Trailer Sites

?Activities:
B - Boating
F Fishing
G - Geological
H - Hunting

Hi - Hiking
S - Swimming

Sc - Scenery
St - Stream

3
Only part of the total area of Deschutes National Forest lies within Deschutes County.
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is found on page 29. The district covers a land area of approximately

540,000 acres of the o.ne and one-half million acres contained in the

Deschutes National Forest. It is estimated that three and a quarter

million visitor days 1 were taken in the Deschutes National Forest in

1966; 1,174,100 were taken within the Bend District. The district is

located a substantial distance from population centers; therefore,

these visits are generally related to overnight or weekend trips.

Recreation activities undertaken by these visitors within the district

range from back-packing into wilderness areas to relaxing on the patio

of a resort. Visitors to the district are primarily from Oregon,

California and Washington.

This study will focus on summer forest recreation, and there-

fore those sites within the Bend District designated primarily for win-

ter sports, such as skiing, will not be included in the study area.

There are 59 designated summer recreation sites and trails, with

man-made development ranging from a garbage can and toilet facilities

to resorts which include cabins, restaurants and concessions. There-

fore, the level of development across these sites varies considerably,

offering a broad range of diverse recreation activities.

In order not to be misleading on the range of site development

which exists within the Bend Ranger District, some further description

1A visitor day as defined by the U. S. Forest Service is o.ne
visitor staying twelve hours or two visitors staying six hours, etc.
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Figure 2. The Study Area in Oregon (Bend Ranger District of the Deschutes National Forest).
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is warranted. The sites within the district can be broken into three

groups: 1) trails and shelters; 2) campgrounds; and 3) resorts. The

trails and shelters are the most primitive from the standpoint of

facility development. Among the campgrounds a range of development

exists. However, if compared to highly developed campgrounds else-

where, the most highly developed campground within the district would

not be considered as well developed. For example, there are no

campgrounds with sewer hookups for campers, showers, etc. The

resorts are the most intensively developed areas and are reasonably

comparable to these types of facilities elsewhere.

Sampling

The problem a.nd specific objectives outlined in Chapter I specify

not only the choice of a study area but also other facets associated with

the sample survey. The primary factors to be considered are: 1) the

population to be sampled, 2) the data to be collected, 3) the choice of

the sampling unit, and 4). the size of the sample to be collected. The

first portio.n of the study will be devoted to a discussion of these four

factors in relation to the study to be conducted i.n this thesis.

The author will attempt to analyze the target population, their

opinions, characteristics and attitudes. It is hoped that this informa-

tion will be meaningful whe.n applied to similar recreation facilities
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and the development thereof. Therefore, the target population2
of

interest i.n this study is the user population of summer-oriented forest

recreation facilities of the resource-based type. In attempting to focus

the analysis of this target population, a sample was taken from the

summer recreatio.nists at a given resource-based facility, the Bend

Ranger District of the Deschutes National Forest. The sampled popu-

lation 3 is identified as the population of users in the Bend Ranger

District of the Deschutes National Forest during the summer recrea-

tion seaso.n4
of 1967. The questionnaire used in the personal inter-

views conducted within the district is given in Appendix I.

The final aspect of sampling to be considered is the determina-

tio.n of the size of the sample. Two pieces of information are neces-

sary to arrive at the appropriate sample size. First, the tolerable

limits of error which can be accepted i.n the sample estimates and the

purpose of the study accomplished must be specified. Secondly, a

probability statement relating the sample size and the limits of error

must be constructed. The construction of the latter is dependent upon

2"The totality of elements which are under discussion and about
which information is desired will be called the target population"
(Mood and Grabill, 1963, p. 141).

3"Let xl, x2, , xn be a random sample from a population with
density f(x); then this population is called the sampled population"
(Ibid. , p. 142).

4Discussions with U.S. Forest Service officials in the Bend Dis-
trict indicated that the major portion of the summer recreation activity
takes place between July 4th and Labor Day.
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the type of sampling used in this study. There are 59 designated sum-

mer sites i.n the Bend Ranger District. Because annual use data was

not available or the sites were similar to other sites and adjacent to

them, five of the 59 were deleted from the sample area.

The lack of adequate information on the variances made it neces-

sary to arrive at a sample size by means other than conventional sta-

tistical procedures. Consequently, the sample size of 600 recreation

units was arrived at by considering several factors. The number of

interviews which can be conducted is constrained by availability of

funds. Therefore, when funds are limited, the amount of error which

will be accepted i.n the parameter estimates is partially determined.

In addition, the use to be made of the data collected in the sample is

also known. It was desirable that the sample taken be large enough so

that an adequate representation of the resource-user population could

be identified. It also seemed desirable that the sample be large enough

and distributed across the campground and sites i.n such a way that, if,

appropriate, further stratificatio.n of the sites could be accomplished

and adequate sample data would be available to yield meaningful analy-

sis. Combining this i.nformation with the number of sites contained in

the study area, the sample size of 600 recreation units was decided

upon.
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Sampling Procedure

The actual collection of the sample by personal interview in each

site and the size of that sample were determined in the following man-

ner. Estimates of recreation visits 5 by "area kind" 6 at each desig-

nated site were obtained from the U. S. Forest Service for the Bend

Ranger District. Since the summation across each "area kind" to get

the total recreation visits for each site would involve double counting,

some other method had to be used if the available use data were to be

useful in distributing the sample across the sites considered in the

study. It was expected that most of the recreation units interviewed

would be involved in the camping activity. It seemed reasonable to

expect that more recreation visits would be observed at the easily

accessible sites. If the sample was distributed to each site on the

basis of the proportion of visits taken at the site to the total recreation

visits for all sites, the easily accessible sites would be sampled in-

tensely and the more difficult to reach sites sparsely. An objective

of the study is to learn of the characteristics and attitudes of the

5A recreation visit is a visit to the recreation site. No length of
time is associated with its measurement. In total, it is a measure of
the total number of visits to a given "area kind" within a designated
recreation site.

6 ,' Area kind" is a designation of a code which identified within a
recreation activity(s) they are designed for, or on the basis of some
site characteristic associated with that given area of the recreation
site. Examples of area kinds are: campground family-type; lakes or
ponds; picnic ground-family type and trails-recreation.
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recreation resource-users. Therefore, the sample taken must re-

flect the user population at all sites sufficiently well to provide enough

observations so that meaningful information ca.n be developed from the

sample data. Each site was given equal weighting for purposes of dis-

tributing the 600 recreation units.

Using the estimated recreation visits obtained for 1966 from the

U. S. Forest Service, the number of recreation units to be sampled

was distributed to each site o.n the following basis.

Unofficial data available over a four-year period, 1963-1966,

indicated that use i.n the district was not equally distributed throughout

a week during the summer recreation season. The average, over this

four-year period, i.ndicated that 52. 5% of the visits occurred during

the five week days and 47. 5% occurred on the two-day weekend. To

accou.nt for this unequal use pattern within a week, the total number of

recreation units to be sampled at each site were distributed to the week

days and weekends on the basis of these two percentages. In additio.n,

during the 1967 camping season there were two holiday weekends, the

Fourth of July and the Labor Day weekend. Therefore, in attempting

to account for all types of use i.n the facility, some consideration had

to be given to the holiday users. There were ten weekends in the gen-

eral camping season, two of which were holiday weekends. Of the

number of recreation units to be sampled on the weekend, two-tenths

were allocated to be collected o.n the Labor Day weekend. The
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remainder of the recreation units to be sampled o.n the weekends were

selected during the two and one-half weeks period i.n August, 1967 when

the sampling, other than the Labor Day weekend, was conducted. The

amount of recreation units at each site to be sampled on the regular

weekends were distributed equally to each of the three weekends. A

total of 13 week days was available during the sampling period, three

in the first week and five in each of the remaining two weeks. The

number of recreatio.n units sampled at a site on the week days were to

be selected as closely as possible o.n the basis of the distribution of

the number of week days available during the sampling period.

Sampling at each site was conducted in the following way: The

interviewer entered the site, selecting the first recreation unit inter-

viewed i.n such a way that each unit at the site had an equal opportu.nity

to be selected. Subsequently, every nth recreation unit was inter-

viewed, until the number of recreatio.n units to be interviewed o.n that

day was collected,. How many units were skipped betwee.n each inter-

view depended o.n the number of units at the site at that time. This

procedure was adhered to as closely as possible at each site; however,

at the more remote sites where difficulty was encountered in finding

recreation units, generally whatever recreatio.n units were available

were interviewed.

The preceding is a description of the planned sampling procedure

which was to be followed i.n the study. However, due to forest fires in
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the region, the sampling had to be less than the intended total of 600

recreation units. The existence of fire hazard in the forests of Oregon

necessitated the closing of all forests to recreationists near the end

of the sampling period. Twenty-one of the recreation units to be col-

lected during the two and one-half weeks period were missed and were

to be collected the last week in August, prior to the Labor Day week-

end. These, along with the 54 recreation units to be interviewed on

the Labor Day weekend, had to be cancelled. Therefore, a total of

525 recreation units were interviewed.

Of the 525 total questionnaires collected, 45 were used only in

part because of irregularities. Sixteen of those were related to rec-

reation units stopping at the Bend Ranger District as a side trip to

some other primary destination. Hindsight suggests that the construc-

tion of Question 19, which was designed to encounter this problem, was

not extensive enough to allow satisfactory handling in these 16 cases.

Twenty-one responses showed obvious misinterpretation of the ques-

tions by the respondents. Eight questionnaires were excluded from

total analysis because the respondents refused to give their family

incomes. Therefore, the total number of complete observations was

480; the remaining 45 observatio.ns received only partial analysis.

Through the courtesy of the Department of Agricultural Economics at

Oregon State University, these questionnaires were made available for

further analysis. A copy of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix I.
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Treatment of Data

The treatment of the data in this study has been undertaken by

examining select variables for high associations or inter-relationships

with other variables. Three statistical tools were used in the analysis

of said data.

The first tool was that of examining the "simple correlation" co-

efficients between independent variables. A simple correlation co-

efficientefficient of .7 or greater between two independent variables was

considered as a high inter-relationship between the two.

In an attempt to further analyze the relationship between variables

the statistical procedure of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used.

This allowed the opportunity to look at the significance of the difference

between means. Using the resultant "Variance Ratio," called F, a

comprehensive or over-all test of the significance of the difference

among means was obtained. Although a significant F does not tell

which means are significantly different, it does indicate that at least

one is reliably different from some others. If F is not significant,

7 The selection of "r" greater than .7 as indication of a higher
interrelationship between two variables is admittedly arbitrary and
incomplete. It is incomplete because the simple correlation coefficient
only measures the linear relationship between two variables. It is
arbitrary because there is no way to determine whether simple corre-
lation coefficient is high or low, in terms of one variables effect on
another.
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there is no reason for further testing, as none of the mean differences

will be significant.

If the F test proved to be significant at the .05 or the .01 levels,

this means that these results could be expected once in 20 or once in

100 trials respectively. If the calculated F proves to be larger than

those obtained from a statistical F Table, the hypothesis that the means

don't differ can be rejected and the assumption made that they do in

fact differ.

Another statistical tool chosen for analysis purposes was the Chi
2Square CX ) test. This statistic represents a useful method of corn-

paring experimentally obtained results with those to be expected theo-

retically on some hypothesis. This allowed the investigation of the

relationship between variables which are classified into two or more

categories. If x2 was not significant then it was concluded that there

was no evidence of any real association between the variables. Again

a thatthat proved to be significant at the .05 and .01 level was chosen.

In some cases the author chose to look at those associations that were

significant at the . 10 level, if these associations seemed to make sense

and merited further analysis.

Heavy emphasis was also placed upon statistical inference which

enabled the development of a profile from the sample that might be

representative of the larger population of which the sample is a part.
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Other statistics such as the standard arithmetic mean were applied as

it seemed appropriate.

Graphic presentation of the arithmetic mean was also used. The

data was punched o.n IBM cards and processed through the Oregon

State University computer center. The statistical lab serving the

Department of Agricultural Economics at Oregon State University was

also of considerable assistance to the author.

Limitations of Study

The study is limited to the analysis of the data obtained from

525 recreatio.n units of the Be.nd Ra.nger District of the Deschutes

National Forest in Oregon. Factors within this sample are limited to

the material recorded in the interview with the recreation resource-

user, using the questionnaire shown in Appendix I. It is to be realized

that the results gathered in the study cannot be applied without adjust-

me.nt to other geographic areas unless a careful fitting has been under-

taken. For example, the characteristics and attitudes of the recreation

resource-user of the Be.nd Ranger District cannot be assumed to be

the same as those of users frequenting State Parks on the Oregon

Coast, or even the users of the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest.

These findings should be considered unique to this area at the time the

survey was conducted.
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Education is our first ally in the fight to protect our human
and natural resources.

Clayne R. Jensen (70)

General Review

Research in outdoor recreation has bee.n accumulating for two or

more decades. Rolf Meyersohn (1969) has prepared an excellent guide

to some of the social research literature i.n outdoor recreation.

Before attempting to project further research, fragments of

some past work are drawn together. One of the obvious is the Natio.nal

Recreation Survey (Ferriss et al. , 1962) which used the broadest

sample of the population available. The data was gathered as part of a

regular Curre.nt Populatio.n Survey of the Bureau of the Census, which

sampled one in every 35,000 households i.n the United States.

The directors of the study were forced to limit themselves to

items feasible for a door-to-door census canvass by people trained in

simple enumerating rather than interviewing. Recreation activities

were classified as boating, water skiing, bicycling, camping, and so

on, and respondents were asked how often they took part i.n these

activities. These popular formulations of outdoor activities are
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classifications of the implements used, the places where they are

used, or the relation between some implement and a feature of the

physical environment. Such classes might be helpful for short-range

planning for manufacturers of boats and skis. They are not, however,

good substitutes for relevant sociological or psychological factors and

give little directio.n for long-range planning to recreation resources

managers.

The National Recreation Survey includes a factor analysis based

on frequency of participation i.n these recreational activities. By

grouping recreational activities, the factor analysis allows inferences

from common attributes of activities in particular groups. Sightseeing

and driving may be grouped as passive pursuits; water skiing and fish-

ing may be grouped as water-related activities; sports and bicycling as

physically demanding activities. This factor analysis shows the likeli-

hood that individuals who engage in one also e.ngage i.n another activity- -

that is, people who drive for pleasure are more likely to sightsee than

they are to go water skii.ng, and people who fish are more likely to go

boating than they are to go hiking. This information leads to social

and psychological analysis if we assume that the recreatio.nist chooses

among such activities in a group in terms of some underlying predis-

position.

Gerald Gurin and Eva Mueller (1962), also employing a national

sample, attempted to assess the demand for outdoor recreation. Their
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principal dependent variable is a constructed activities scale. Eleven

activities including swimming, boating, hunting, driving for relaxation,

and nature walking enter the scale. Each respondent received a score

of "1" for each activity i.n which he participated four or less times and

a score of "2" for participating over four times during the preceding

year. Some extra points were granted for spontaneous mention of

participation. The sum of these credits constituted the activities

score.

Combining the activities arithmetically assumes them to be

mutually substitutable--a one-time participation in skiing has the same

effect on the score as a one-time participation in sightseeing. Pic-

nicking is equated with hunting i.n its activity value. There is little

hint as to what these activities might mean to the participants.

In 1960 Charles Glock and Gertrude Selznick (1962) interviewed

491 respondents in seven wilderness areas. They found that by classi-

fying respondents according to their social backgrounds--involving

whether they were church members --it was possible to explain the

types of meanings the wilderness experience held for respondents.

The meanings were classified as exit-civilization (to get away from

people or the work-a-day world), aesthetic-religious (to observe the

beauty of nature), health (to restore health), sociability (to enjoy com-

panionship) and pioneer spirit (to experience the feeling of being able

to survive alone). Nonchurch members, for example, were more
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likely to find a.n exit-civilizatio.n appeal in the wilderness than were

church members. This study combines numerous items into useful

indices of the strength of each appeal of the wilderness and the degree

of commitment to the wilderness and relates these indices, for instance,

to early camping experience. This work cannot be generalized to a

larger population a.nd certainly not to the population of nonusers of the

areas.

Robert Davis (1967) interviewed a small sample of hu.nters and

campers to gather information to construct a measure of the demand

for outdoor recreation in the Maine woods. L. C. Merriman, Jr. and

R. B. Ammons (1965) studied recreationists in the Bob Marshall Mis-

sion Mou.ntai.n Primitive Area and Glacier National Park. Both studies

located slightly over one hundred respondents. While the unrepresen-

tative character of their samples precludes generalization of the re-

sults to a broader population--including the population of users of

these areas--these investigators could probe attitudes toward terrain,

conditions of crowding, and the availability of facilities. Davis re-

corded information on the nature of the groups in which these recrea-

tionists traveled.

Hauser (1962) argues that demand for outdoor facilities may be a

function of the size, distribution, and composition of the potential user

population. Demand is not a direct function of such factors but is con-

ditioned by the way a population incorporates a resource in its action
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system. One group or nationality may be adjacent to a lake or ocean,

yet swimming or bathing may be of small importance to them. On the

other hand, another group or nationality may travel great distances to

avail themselves of the same water bodies. Such preferences may be

rooted i.n cultural or what Hauser calls the "composition" of the popula-

tion.

The probability of camping seems to have a curvilinear relation

to income. Interest i.n camping increases to above the nine thousand

dollar income level a.nd then declines. Abbott Ferriss' (1962) findings

differ from those of Gurin and Mueller (1962) only i.n detail. The

income/camping curve levels off at the fifteen thousand dollar level for

Ferriss' national sample. (In the South and Northeast, Ferriss also

found that it leveled off in the $8, 000 -$9, 999 income class.) Thus, the

effective demand is conditioned by the high motivation among those

with moderate ability to pay and lower motivation among those better

able to pay. People who live in urban areas are more likely to picnic

and less likely to camp. Urbanization may decrease willingness to pay

for camping. People in the Northeast are more interested i.n swim-

ming than are people in other parts of the country. People in the West

are more interested i.n camping. We do not k.now whether this is a

result of urban-rural contacts or of some regional cultural factor such

as access to camping areas.
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Camping is also curvilinearly related to the number of years of

education. It peaks among those who completed .no more than high

school. Since income and education are so highly correlated, it is

impossible to discern from the tables in the Ferriss report whether

the contribution of education to the variance is independent of that of

income. Nonwhites, compared with whites, rarely go camping. Fur-

ther analysis of the data would be required to tell how much of this is

due to the relative sparseness of Negroes in the West, where so much

of the camping is done, and how much to their low i.ncome level. Pro-

fessionals, craftsmen, foremen, and technical workers are more likely

to camp than members of other occupations.

Calvin Stillma.n (Black Rock Forest Papers, No. 28, 1966) dis-

tinguishes between hunters who want a touchable environment and those

who are satisfied to observe, it. Touching is a.n active orientation to

the environment; observi.ng is a way of passively taking it in. Burch

(1965) emphasizes the dimensions of self-sufficiency i.n the case of the

family camping group. The group that goes away to be alone is seeking

to be self-sufficient.

Elwood Shafer et al. (1969) use landscape categories in assessing

preference ranks assigned by campers to scenic photographs. They

classify landscapes into zones of water, sky, vegetation, and non-

vegetation.
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Tony Peter le (1967), studying hunters in Ohio, found that those

who enjoyed the esthetics of the natural environment hunted less. This

may, of course, be a special case of the inverse correlation between

hunting -- and level of income groups. Davis (1967) hypothesizes

that one chooses the campground where he will take up more
than transient residence with the same social considerations
(and possibly with a higher degree of realization) that guide
his choice of neighborhood, club, and other associations.

In some cases the social criteria applied might, of course, differ for

home and for camp.

All this leads us from this general sample or fragmentation of

the literature to more specific examples. For convenience the follow-

ing review has been separated into two general categories. The first

deals with what might be termed "characteristics," the second with

"attitudes."

Characteristics of Recreation Resource-Users

Like people in general, recreation resource-users come in

many varieties. Some people prefer the comforts of a travel trailer

hooked up to an electrical outlet and water lines. Others want a saddle

for a pillow. Camping tastes of all shades lie between these extremes.

In his publication "Guidelines for Campground Development,"

Charles Rombold (1964) asks some fundamental questions a.nd offers

a picture of an average camping family.
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What are these people like? How many children do they
have? When do they camp? The average camping family
is not the wilderness camper or the camper living in a
luxury travel trailer, but is the one that piles in the car to
spend a weekend at a nearby campground. This camping
family averages 4 to 4 1/2 people, will travel between 75
and 300 miles to camp for a weekend, and will take two
or three trips annually.

This leads to other categories of characteristics that seem quite

relevant to the task at hand. These characteristics are as follows.

Motivation

Rombold (1964) further states,

The desire for a cha.nge of environment and the opportunity
to give children a camping experience are two stro.ng mo-
tives for camping. Economy is also a factor. Professional
and technical workers and craftsmen, foremen and kindred
workers participate more in camping than other occupa-
tional groups. Camping and income are directly related,
each higher income group participating at rates greater
than the preceeding, except for the highest income class
($15,000 and over).

Loren S. Woerpel (1964) in describing characteristics of family

campers states,

Members of the 'average' family believe that there is a
do-it-yourself aspect in camping that brings satisfaction
to their family, and they consider this when choosing their
campsites. The most important motive for choosing
camping for the family vacation seems to be economics.
In addition, other group or personal motives may be very
important.
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Camper Experience

Woerpel (1964), too, stresses the importance of knowing the

various recreation clientele. He stresses that,

As recreation planning is stepped up, it is becoming in-
creasingly important that more be known about the nature
of the family campers. Our 'average' family camper has
no more than four years of experience i.n the field. Com-
monly, one of its members has been camping before. They
make about two to three camping trips annually, usually in
their home state. They have not decreased the number of
yearly trips. Usually coming from urban areas, they
most likely will use a tent. The more years they camp,
the greater probability of changes to other modes.

If it could be assumed that the above statement is characteristic

of family campers, at least for this study area, a resource manager

could better understand that the clientele in this case is urban oriented,

inexperienced i.n camping and eager to camp. This understanding

could make for better management.

Trip Planning

When recreationists are determining or deciding on camping as

a recreation experience, La Page (1968b) found that,

The decision to camp is not a simple, spontaneous, one-step
affair. At least three decisions are involved -to camp?,
where to camp?, and when to camp? A number of predis-
posing forces influence all three decisions, such as: (1)
the amount and variety of a family's past camping exper-
ience; (2) the amount of money invested in camping equip-
ment; (3) preferences for specific campground facilities,
locations and management; (4) awareness of alternatives;
and (5) a variety of other factors such as weather, health
and Dersonal finances.
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He goes on to say that,

Decisions of when and where to camp did .not follow any
single pattern. Most of the decisions of camping trips
were made at least two weeks in advance.

And while on the camping trip, the camper was often loosely

scheduled. Their trip plans are apparently fairly flexible, judging

from the increase in actual overpla.nned visit lengths. A surprising

number of campers indicated that they had planned a two or three day

visit and ended up staying a week or more.

Children Considerations

Contrary to what many may think, La Page (1968b) found that

children did not influence the decision where and when to camp. He

reported that,

Despite lengthy planning periods, few campers (27%) con-
sidered any alternative destinations, and only 5% of the
campers considered more than one alternative. And be-
cause camping is basically a family affair, we were
surprised to find that children and family-group decisions
played a small role in determining when and where to
camp.

This again is somewhat confusing to La Page when he found that

family groups and families with children were the predominant users of

the campsites. David`King (1965) emphasizes that, "Campground

facilities that offer opportunities for a variety of activities are needed."
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Camper Residence

One variable whose inclusion in recreation studies is almost

institutional is residence. Several studies suggest that urbanites are

disproportionately represented in many forms of outdoor recreation

relative to their representation in the national population.

Guedry (1970) observed in his study that

The place of residence may affect the level of use patterns
within a facility. Within the total facility, it appears that
users from inside city limits have a greater effect on the
total demand than those from suburbs.

In a rece.nt inventory of behavioral propositions implied
in recreation studies, Neilsen (1969), identified 86 propo-
sitions in twenty articles suggesting rural-urban variations
in recreation behavior.

Hauser (1962) has two opposite hypotheses of the implications of

rural versus urban differences in outdoor recreation participation.

They were: 1) 11. . . that as urban population increases, the need for

outdoor recreation activities --a return to nature--will increase" and

2%) . . that as urbanism as a way of life becomes more widespread,

there will be a diminuation in demand for outdoor recreation." He

found some evidence supporti.ng his second hypothesis and concluded

that

Increasing urbanization may diminish the importance of
outdoor recreation activity, in general, and specifically
those forms of outdoor recreation restricted to the non-
urban environment or which require a great deal of physical
vigor and relative discomfort.



The fact that the comprehensive ORRRC studies reveal little and

sometimes conflicting variations i.n outdoor recreation participation by

rural versus urban residents calls into question the importance of the

rural-urban variable and the validity of numerous small studies report-

ing rural-urban recreation differences.

Hendee (1968) observed that the relationship between urban ver-

sus rural residence and other key variables such as age, education,

occupation and income, are rarely analyzed simultaneously, yet rural-

urban differences may be masking the effects of these other variables.

Education

Leo Guedry (1970) inferred that education appears to have a

greater influence on the user's demand i.n the more remote areas of

resource based facilities. He suggests that if higher levels of educa-

tion are anticipated, the establishment and development of new sites

may be considered accordingly.

After studying the characteristics of family campers using the

Huron Manistee National Forests, David King (1965) observed that,

The social-economic characteristics of these families in-
dicate that they are probably above average in political
awareness and activity. Recent controversy over wildlife
management policies have shown the political energy of
recreationists. The forestry professional has an oppor-
tunity to use some of this energy to improve forest re-
source management.
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Certainly here is a lesson that can be learned by resource man-

agers. If for a particular area or resource a manager finds that the

recreatio.n clientele fits King's observations, then perhaps an educa-

tional program directed at this camper can bring about greater under-

standing and cooperation.

Occupation

Harry, Gale and Hendee (1969) observed that the conservation

movement appears to be composed largely of upper-middle class occu-

pations, especially professional occupations. King (1965) in his study

on campsite use felt that the most important variables associated with

how long the family camped during the season were: occupatio.n, age,

years of camping on the forests, log of 1961 family per capita income,

education, age of the youngest child and whether the forest was con-

sidered a final destination.

Equipment Investment

In studying the influence of fees in campers' decision, it was

reported that the more money a family has invested in camping equip-

ment, the less the problem in making the first decision--to camp.

This is practically predetermined. So, according to how much a

sample of campers has invested for equipment, researchers might

expect to see different patterns of decision-making. For example,
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large investments seem to lead to longer periods of planning before

a camping trip.

La Page (1968b) commented that, "Two types of investment-

time and money- -are inevitably related." He observed that not only

do the more experienced campers tend to have a larger investment

in equipment; their trip expenses run higher too.

In one study of commercial campgrounds (La Page 1968a), it was

reported that highly mobile camping equipment was generally accom-

panied by shorter but more frequent visits; and an incidence of mobile

equipment was 100% higher at private campgrounds than at public ones.

Richard L. Bury (1964) asked the question, "Do campers fit our

campgrounds ?" He then went on to find an answer. He concluded

that,

A single standard for campground development won't suit
anyone. Campers take to field with a wide variety of equip-
ment, and each expects to find facilities suitable for his
preferences and equipment. And just as all campers don't
want the same kind of facilities, neither do their desires
and needs stand still. Equipment appears today that
doesn't fit with the facilities built under yesterday's stan-
dards.

Attitudes of Recreation Resource-User

Resource managers are often the first to say that demand for

recreatio.n on a massive scale as organized operation is relatively

new. An understanding of the psychology involved and some attitudes
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toward recreation is basic to solutions of some of the problems of

providing required resources and facilities.

John Clare Hendee (1967) does an interesting job in studying the

recreational clientele at various campgrounds. His clientele types

were national park wilderness users, national forest wilderness users,

national park car campers, national forest car campers and state park

users. This study will lead into a review of some relevant attitudes.

Camper Preferences

He.ndee's (1967) respondents were asked why they stated their

preferences for a particular type of area. In general, the area prefer-

ences were clear-cut in that only one reason came to most people's

mind. State parks were preferred because of their "modern facilities,"

convenience and accessibility," a.nd "supervision of the area."

National forest car campers chose these areas because of "insulation

from people," "convenience of accessibility" and "natural environment

features." National park wilderness users cited "features of the

natural environment" and "i.nsulatio.n from other people" in that order,

but national forest wilderness users gave these two reasons sharply

reversed in order.

National park wilderness users were the most "wilderness

purists" followed by national forest wilderness clientele, national

forest car campers, national park car campers and state park users.
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The most "wildernist" users also tended to be the most "preserva-

tionists." These observations seem to further substantiate that there

is a wide variety of clientele that have certain specific attitudes and

preferences.

In a study conducted by Wilbur F. La Page (1967) an interesting

observation was made. He stated, "In the studying of factors that are

likely to influence visitor behavior at private campgrounds, we soon

became aware that the factors that may have the most influence are

those that also seem to have the least direct applicability to recrea-

tion-area planning. For example, many variables of campers them-

selves, their preferences in campgrounds, their reaso.ns for camping,

their past camping experiences and their equipment, undoubtedly

exert much stronger impacts o.n behavior than the campground's size,

locatio.n or attractiveness.

Loren S. Woerpel (1964) found that

This 'average' camping family has started camping on
developed sites and it is likely that they will continue to
do so. They prefer small campgrounds to large ones.
The distance between campsites is important to the
family camper. The average camper prefers about 45
to 100 feet between campsites.

So other preferences come to light as the literature about the

complex camper is reviewed.
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Camper Experience

Woerpel (1964) further found that,

No matter what their preference was for quality of facilities
when they first began camping, they have changed their de-
sires after having experience. The more years they camp,
the greater is the probability of change. The trends indi-
cate that most likely this family will not prefer highly deluxe
campgrounds after they have gained some experience.

Similarily, a family's years of past camping experience will

tend to influence not only the decision to camp but also where and when

to camp.

When studying camper satisfaction, La Page (1968a) found ex-

perience is important. For example,- when cons idering the incidence

of intentions to return, past visits were more common among private

campground patrons. "An increase in the variety of past camping ex-

perience accompanies an increase of camper satisfaction, but it also

accompanies a more critical reaction to campground crowding."

Of particular sig.nifica.nce and in the opinion of some sociologists,

with far Teaching 'implications, is the growing evidence that camping

is a social experience.

Social Attitudes

John C. Hendee a.nd Fredrick L. Campbell (1969) have studied

the social aspects of outdoor recreation, specifically camping. They

state,
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Campgrounds, once primitive and small, are now large
and intensively developed with water systems, flush
toilets, paved roads, and special equipment for the grow-
ing number of trailers. In these highly developed areas,
the incentives for camping and the preferred activities
for campers are both varied and non-traditional. Today,
camping for many people is much less of an environmental
than a social experience.

The increased use of intensively developed camp-
grounds has not, by any means, replaced the preference
of an increasing minority of recreationists for environ-
ment-oriented camping experience. Nevertheless, the
majority of campers today go to highly developed camp-
grounds. In these areas, the environmental aspect of the
experience are secondary to the social aspect for a great
many campers. This relatively recent development calls
for more attention by recreation managers to the social
aspect of camping and a reconsideration of management
goals for such areas.

Hendee and Campbell (1969) further state that,

The social aspects of camping were also clearly reflected
in the behavior of many recreationists using the camp-
ground for inexpensive summer vacations. Many of these
people camp not only to save money but also to solve other
family problems. It frees the wife from daily routine and
keeps the children out of trouble in the city during the
vacation. Particularly for women who camped with their
children while their husbands remain in the city to work,
these were important factors, and contact with the natural
environment was not sought, but only endured, because
of other advantages.

In summary, Hendee and Campbell (1969) state,

We feel that the expectations of a sizable proportion of
campers have changed more rapidly than have camp-
grounds or the perspective of managers. Developed
campgrounds attract a large proportion of users with a
social perspective; and in such areas, enhancing the
social benefits of camping is an important part of the
recreation manager's job.
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Fees and Charges

In studying the attitudes of campers toward fees, La Page (1968b)

found that practically without exception, these campers were in favor

of payi.ng a fee for the use of public campgrounds. Only seven campers

(1%) opposed the idea of charging or were undecided whether they

favored a fee or not. Most of these campers defended the fee as a

legitimate means of paying the cost of maintaining public camping

facilities.

This type of attitude is ofte.n contrary to popular opinion, but

perhaps the recreation public, of which we are a part, isn't give.n

nearly enough credit. Nor are the managers of recreatio.n resources

very knowledgeable about the users of these resources.

Campground Size

La Page (1968a) in another study reported,

A direct i.ncrease in campground size (number of camp-
sites), campground age (in years), and investment (in
dollars), is accompanied by direct increases in visit
length, visit frequency, and percentage of visitors who
plan to return in the future.

This would seem to indicate to campground developers and resource

managers that optimum size, quality development and adequate man-

agemc_rtt is of prime importance. La Page (1968) also noted, "An

increase in camprou.nd crowding results in a drop of satisfaction to

the level where campers stay only as long as they planned."
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It is quite possible that the general finding that campground size

accompanies success may indicate a hidden problem of part-time

management as well as fewer attractions and activities, at many of

the smaller enterprises.

Activities

Many reports indicate that a variety of activities is important to

the camping family. An increase in the number of activities engaged

at the campground is often accompanied by a slight increase in camper

satisfaction.

Charles Rombold (1964), while establishing campground develop-

ment criteria, reported that,

Participation i.n camping is more strongly associated with
preference for water activities a.nd hunting than with other
types of outdoor recreation. Three-quarters of all campers
go fishing, two-thirds go swimming, while boating occupies
the time of one-third. Hiking and hu.nti.ng are also fre-
quently mentioned. Participation in camping is negatively
associated with the preference for pleasure driving, sight-
seeing, walking for pleasure and other passive activities.

Another study found that the presence of a swimming and boating

attraction at or near the campground is associated with longer and

more frequent visits and more numerous plans to return.

Green and Wadsworth (1966) suggest that a complementary rela-

tionship exists among certain recreational activities. Data i.n their

study suggested that one such group includes swimming, hiking,
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fishing, boating and playground facilities (picnic facilities) . . . State

parks and forests, reservoirs, historical points of interest, and

scenic areas may serve as focal points around which one or more of

the above recreational enterprises can successfully be included.

Accessibility

If camping areas were operated on a profit making basis, it

might be found that accessibility is far more important than many

people previously assumed. La Page (1968a) while giving advice to

commercial campground managers stressed that, "Location of a camp-

ground is important to success." In a regional comparison, the less

successful ventures were mostly in a region remote from major metro-

politan areas where lakes were scarce, competition (both public and

private) was keen, and the camping season was shorter.

In an unpublished doctorate dissertation, Leo J. Guedry, Jr.

(1970) observes that as the remoteness of sites increases within the

facility (resource area), it appears that the existence of children

within the recreation units (campgrounds, etc.) has an inverse rela-

tionship with the number of days taken.
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CHAPTER IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RECREATION RESOURCE-USER

We do not know a nation until we know its pleasures of
life, just as we do not know a man until we know how he
spends his leisure. It is when a man ceases to do the
things he has to do, and does the things he likes to do
that the character is revealed.

- Lin Yutang, Philosopher

This chapter is devoted to determining the characteristics of the

recreation resource-user of the Bend Ranger District, Deschutes

National Forest, Oregon. An attempt is made to present a descrip-

tive analysis of the data compiled. Determinations as to place of

residence, size of party, number of children, occupation, education,

income, expenditure patterns and age of the recreation resource-users

are examples.

Residence of Recreation Resource-User

Oregonians made up over seventy-three percent (73. 15) of the

recreation resource-users in the Bend Ranger District of the Deschutes

National Forests. Californians accounted for nearly twenty-one per-

cent (20.87), Washingtonians for nearly three percent (2.78) and col-

lectively other states amounted to somewhat over three percent (3. 20).
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Out-of-state users of the resources amounted to nearly twenty-

seven percent (26.85) of the users; again it's interesting to note that

the majority of these out-of-state visitors are Californians.

An analysis of the counties of residence of those out-of-state

users from California shows that nearly twenty-three percent (22.86)

of these visitors come from Los Angeles County; nearly eleven (10.88)

percent come from Alameda County and over nine percent (9.52) come

from Santa Clara County.

In Oregon the majority of the recreation resource-users come

from Multnomah County, with over twenty-seven percent (27. 17) of

these Oregonians declaring Multnomah County as their place of resi-

dence.

Lane County residents made up over sixteen percent (16.58) of

the in-state visitors to the area. Deschutes County contributed over

thirteen percent (13.59), and the multi-county area of Marion, Polk,

Linn and Benton Counties contributed nearly another thirteen percent

(12. 77) of the in-state visitors to the area.

As might be expected the highly populated urban counties contri-

buted the greater number of recreation resource-users.
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Table 6. Home State of Recreation Resource-Users.

State Number Percent of Visitors Rank

Oregon 368 73.15 1

California 105 20.87 2

Washington 14 2.78 3

Missouri 1 .20 6

Montana 2 . 40 5

Virginia 2 .40 5

New Mexico 1 .20 6

New York 1 .20 6

Nevada 2 .40 5

Arizona 4 .80 4

Oklahoma 1 .20 6

Idaho 2 . 40 5

Total 12 States 503 100.00
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Table 7. Origin of Recreation Resource-Users by Travel Zone,
Population Center, States and Counties.

Travel Population
zone center State and Counties a

1 Bend, Oregon: Deschutes, Crook, Jefferson
Oregon

2 Eugene, Oregon: Benton, Lane, Linn, Marion,
Oregon Hood River, Harney, Klamath, Wasco,

Sherman, Gilliam, Wheeler

3 Portland, Oregon: Douglas, Jackson, Lake, Grant,
Oregon Morrow, Lincoln, Polk, Yamhill,

Washington, Multnomah, Clackamas

Washington: Clark, Skamania, Klictitat

4 Seattle, Oregon: Clatsop, Columbia, Tillamook,
Washington Coos, Curry, Josephine, Umatilla, Union,

Wallowa, Baker, Malheur

California: Del Norte, Siskiyou, Modoc,
Humboldt, Trinity, Shasta, Lassen,
Tehama, Mendocino, Glenn, Butte, Plumas,
Sierra, Lake, Colusa, Sutter, Yuba,
Nevada, Placer, Yolo

Washington: Adams, Asotin, Benton,
Chelan, Clallam, Columbia, Cowlitz,
Douglas, Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Grays
Harbor, Island, Jefferson, King, Kitsap,
Kittitas, Lewis, Lincoln, Mason, Pacific,
Pierce, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish,
Spokane, Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla
Walla, Whatcom, Whitman, Yakima

Idaho: Latah, Nez Perce, Lewis, Adams,
Valley, Washington, Payette, Gem, Boise,
Canyon, Ada, Elmore, Gooding, Owyhee

Nevada: Douglas, Humboldt, Ormsby,
Storey, Washoe

Canada: British Columbia: Victoria
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Table 7. Continued.

Travel Population
zone center State and Counties

5 San Francisco, California: Sonoma, Napa, Solano,
California Sacramento, El Dorado, Alpine, Mono,

Tuolumne, Mariposa, Madera, Amador,
Calaveras, San Joaquin, Stanislaus,
Merced, Marin, Contra Costa, San
Francisco, Alameda, San Mateo, Santa
Clara, Santa Cruz, San Benito, Monterey,
Fresno

6 Los Angeles,
California

Washington: Okanogan, Ferry, Stevens,
Pend Oriel le

Idaho: Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai,
Benewah, Shoshone, Clearwater, Idaho,
Custer, Camas, Blaine, Butte, Lincoln,
Jerome, Twin Falls, Minidoka, Cassia,
Power, Bannock, Bingham, Oneida

Nevada: Churchill, Elko, Lander,
Lyon, Mineral, Pershing

Utah: Box Elder, Cache

Montana: Lincoln, Sanders

Canada, British Columbia: Greater
Vancouver, Comox-Alberni, Kootenay
East, Nanaimo, Okanogan Boundary

California: All remaining counties in
California not included in zones 4 and 5.

Idaho: All remaining counties in Idaho
not included in zones 4 and 5.

Nevada: Remaining counties in Nevada
not included in zones 4 and 5.

Utah: All remaining counties in Utah
not included in zone 5.
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Table 7. Continued.

Travel Population
zone center State and Counties

Wyoming: All counties except Crook,
Weston, Converse, Niobrara, Platte,
Goshen, Laramie

Montana: All remaining counties not
included in zone 5 except Phillips,
Valley, Daniels, Sheridan, Roosevelt,
Garfield, Mc Cone, Richland, Dawson,
Prairie, Wilbaux, Custer, Powder
River, Fallon, Carter

Colorado: Moffat, Routt, Jackson,
Rio Blanco, Garfield, Mesa, Delta,
Montros e

Arizona: Mohave

Canada:
British Columbia: Cariboo, Kamloops,
Kootney West, Cowichan, The Islands,
Okanogan Revelstoke

Alberta: Battle River, Camerose,
Bow River, Calgary, Edmonton,
Lethbridge, Maclead, Medicine Hat,
Red Deer, Wetaskiwin

aIn the case of Canada, names within the two provinces correspond to
electoral districts since county demarcations are not used in Canada.
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Figure 3. Geographic Location of the Six Travel Zones.
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Recreation Resource-User's Childhood Place of Residence

The recreation resource-user was also questioned as to where

he lived as a child - that is, did he reside (a) inside the city limits (b)

in the suburbs of a city (c) in a rural area, but not on a farm, (d) in

a rural area, on a farm or (e) someplace else.

The respondent was asked to base his answer on where he re-

sided between the age of one and eight years. Nearly sixty-one per-

cent (60.68) of the respondents indicated that they resided inside the

city limits. Another nine percent (9. 47) indicated that they lived in

the suburbs of a city. Collectively, these respondents totaled over

seventy percent (70. 15) of the recreation resource-users. These

users could be judged as being raised at least during their early years

in an urban environment.

The number and percent of respondents indicating that they spent

their first eight years in a rural environment collectively amounted to

nearly twenty-nine Percent (28.82). Of this group slightly less than

seven percent (6. 85) indicated that they lived in a rural area but were

not on a farm. The remaining twenty-two percent (21.97) indicated

that they resided in a rural area on a farm.
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Figure 4. Place of Residence as Child

Size of Party

One of the first questions asked the recreation resource-user

was:

69

"Including yourself, how many persons are in your party which

is camping or stopping in this particular place?"

Closely related to the above were questions to determine what type of

group that is, is the party a family or non-related group.

Out of 502 responses to this question 433 or over 86 percent

(86. 25 %) were families. Over thirteen percent (13. 14 %) made up the

second category of unrelated individuals and others.

The average size of the family was 3.65 people. The size of the

group, excluding the families, ran somewhat larger on the average.

The average for this group of unrelated individuals and others was
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3.90 people. The average size of the party, including the family and

others, was 4.01 people.

Children

The average number of children per family unit was 1.65. The

average age of the children approached 11 years (10.87). In the 433

family units there were 715 children that used the recreation resources

to one degree or another.

One of the reasons for the increase in the demands for recrea-

tion at a particular resource has been attributed to its suitability for

family recreation. When focusing attention on the family, not only the

age of parents is important but also the age of the children. The age

of the youngest child may act as a constraint on the activities of the

family in much the same way as the physical limitations resulting

from aging have been hypothesized to do. Much of this constraint may

result from psychological inhibition rather than actual physical limita-

tion.

An alternative to age might be the "Family Life Cycle" variable,

which is a reflection of age, marital status, and children's ages

(Lansing and Kish, 1957). This would be particularly of use in a case

where the demand under consideration is that of family group activities.
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Occupational Analysis of Resource-User

Reiss (1961) stated in his work that

Few empirical studies have achieved a place in the
scientific literature of sociology comparable to that of
the NORC-North Hatt investigations . . the North Hatt
ranking of occupations has been widely accepted as af-
firming a rank-structure of the prestige status of occu-
pations.

Using the NORC rating score occupations of recreation resource-

user's were coded according to their respective score. A copy of the

NORC Table can be found in the Appendix II under the title "Distribu-

tions of Prestige Ratings, United States, 1947 and 1963."

Campers or recreation resource-users had Occupation Prestige

scores that ranged from 36 to 93. Over forty percent (40. 75) of the

campers had scores in the sixties and another twenty-three (23. 49)

percent were in the seventies.

A quick look shows the majority of the occupations listed in the

"sixty" category. Examples of these types of occupations are as

follows:

Mailman Railroad Conductor

Garage Mechanic Auto Repairman

Corporal in Army Plumber

Lunch Stand Owner Traveling Salesman for
Wholesale Company

Barber Local Labor Union Official
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Playground Director Carpenter

Machine Operator Insurance Agent

Tenant Farmer-Manager Manager of Small Store

In the "seventy" category are found occupations such as:

Bookkeeper Undertaker

Newspaper Reporter Farm Operator and Owner

Radio Announcer Owner and Operator of
Print Shop

Policeman Railroad Engineer

Newspaper Columnist Musician (Symphony)

City Welfare Worker Artist who exhibits in Gallery

Trained Machinists Electrician

County Agent Official of International
Labor Union

Economist Author of Novels

In the third major category, which happens to be the "eighties,"

over seventeen percent (17. 67) of the resource-users are found. The

following list of occupation types are representative of this category:

Building Contractor

Owner of Factory that employs
over 100 people

Instructor in Public Schools Priest-Minister

Sociologist Director of large corporation

Captain in Army Ps ychologist

Civil Engineer

Banker
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Accountant for large Dentist
business

Biologist Lawyer

Airline Pilot Chemist

Judge Foreign Diplomat

Architect Mayor of large city

In the fourth major category, which represents those occupa-

tions with prestige scores in the "fifties," are found nearly twelve

percent (11.85) of the recreation resource-users. The following types

of occupations, are representative of this category.

Railroad Hand Street Car Motorman

Miner Milk Route Driver

Watchman Clerk

Dock Worker Charter Fisherman

Restaurant Worker Truck Driver

Lumber Jack

In the fifth major category, which represents those occupations

with prestige scores in the "nineties," only about four percent (3. 74)

of the recreation resource-users are found. These users would be

expected to have occupations such as:

Representative to Congress College Professor

State Governor Cabinet Member of Fed. Gov.

Physician Government Scientist
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The remaining categories, the "forties" and "thirties," have

limited representation at the recreation resource area. Only two and

one-half percent (2. 5) of the recreation resource-users fall into these

categories, These include such representative occupations as:

Street Sweeper Bartender

Garbage Collector Janitor

Clothes Presser in Laundry Farm Hand

Of the respondents surveyed those who indicated an occupation

had been at that occupation an average of sixteen (16) years.

Over eight percent (8. 24) of the recreation resource-users were

retired.

It has been suggested that participation in outdoor recreation

may be the resultant of a desire for social status in American society

(ORRRC, 1962). Sociologists have attempted to divide society into

socioeconomic classes as part of their attempt to determine social

status. Research in this area has established occupation as one of the

primary indicators of general social prestige or status (Hatt, 1950).

Is participation in outdoor recreation a class phenomenon or is

it strictly associated with income? It is suggested that a person's

existence in a given occupation and the interrelationship with other

members of the group influence his leisure time activity. Such group

interaction will influence his recreation preferences. Marguerite C.

Burk makes the following observation:
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Among other socioeconomic factors related to consumer
behavior, which have been studied by economists in the
postwar period, have been occupation and education.
These phenomena apparently influence preferences differ-
ently for different types of goods. They have less effect
on food and more on clothing, recreation, and outlays on
further education (Burk, 1968, p. 101).

Clarke (1956) uses an interesting approach that is useful for our

analysis. The range of scores from the North-Hatt occupational pres-

tige scale was divided into five broad categories - functionally labeled

as levels of occupational prestige. The levels, their respective scores

and description of general group represented are as follows:

Table 8. Levels of Occupational Prestige.

Level Score Description (Major Occupational Groupings)

Level I 82-96 Professional Persons
Level II 75-81 Managers, Officials and Proprietors
Level III 67-74 Sales, Clerical and other White Collar

Workers

Level IV 55-66 Skilled Craftsmen and Kindred Workers

Level V 44-54 Service Workers, Semi-skilled and Un-
skilled Laborers

Using the above classification and expanding the range of Level

V to 35-54, findings indicate that over thirty-five percent (35. 97) of

the recreation resource-users are "Skilled Craftsmen and Kindred

Workers." Another twenty-six percent (26. 19) come from the group

classified "Sales, Clerical and other white collar workers."
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Professionals, Managers, Officials and Proprietors make up another

thirty-two percent (32.43).

Service Workers, Semi-skilled and Unskilled laborers make up

only slightly more than five percent (5.41) of the users.

/ Level HI

26. 19%

Level IV

35. 97%

Level II \
18. 50%

vel V5. 41%

Level 193%

Figure 6. Major Occupation Groupings of Recreation Resource-User

Educational Attainment of the Recreation Resource-User

In an effort to determine the educational attainment of the recrea-

tion resource-user and the relationship of this variable to others, the

respondent was asked to indicate the last grade he or she completed

in school. The assumption was made that if an individual had com-

pleted twelve years of schooling, he was a high school graduate.

Similarly, if he had completed sixteen years of schooling, he was as-

sumed to have graduated from college.

Over forty-one percent (41.29) of the respondents indicated that

they had one or more years of college. Over forty percent (40.08)
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were high school graduates and only eighteen percent (18. 62) reported

having less than a high school education.

College graduates, or at least those with an equivalent number

of years of formal education, made up over twenty-six percent (26.31)

of the sampled recreation resource-users in the Bend Ranger District.
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Figure 7. Educational Attainment of Recreation Resource-user
Bend Ranger District, Deschutes National Forest

Income of the Recreation Resource-User

Personal interviews were also conducted in order to ascertain

the total and average income of each party. An examination of
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Appendix 1, Question 30 will reveal that the wording of the question

was not as precise as perhaps it should have been. No specific iden-

tification was attached to the total family income to indicate whether

"before" or "after taxes" income figures were desired. It is assumed

that the income given was the "before taxes" family income.

Income was collected in the form of $2, 000 range or categories;

with two open intervals under $2,000 and $20,000 or more. In the

analysis, the midpoints of the closed intervals are used as the income

of the recreation group. An unpublished summary of the distribution

of personal income for Oregon for 1966 obtained from the Oregon Tax

Commission is used to estimate the average incomes of recreation

groups with incomes under $2,000 and over $20,000 or more. It was

decided, based upon the information given and some test calculations

as to an average, to use $1,000 as the family income of the recreation

group indicating an income under $2,000.

For incomes of $20,000 or more, the unpublished personal tax

data went up to $500,000 or more. We excluded the range above

$500,000 and used the intervals in the range from $20,000 to $500,000.

Computations gave us a figure which averaged out to $35,000. This

was used as an estimate of the family income for recreation groups

indicating incomes of $20,000 or more. Approximately six percent

(6.33%) of the sample fell into this income category or interval.
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In calculating the mean income for the recreation resource-user

groups it was found that the aggregate income amounted to approxi-

mately $5,529,950.00, and the mean income level of the recreation

group was approximately $11,082.00. Median income tested out at

nine thousand dollars ($9,000).
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A high mean income for the recreation resource-users partici-

pating in outdoor recreation activities at a distance from population

centers suggests that use of the recreation resource may be an activity

of medium and high income groups.

Anticipated Expenditures of Recreation Resource-User

The recreation resource-user was questioned as to the cost of

the entire group for such items as food, lodging, rentals, campground

fees, clothing, souvenirs, gas and oil, repairs and so forth.

Of the 500 that responded favorably it was estimated that col-

lectively these resource-users spent in the neighborhood of forty-two

thousand dollars ($42, 585.00) or at least anticipated that they would

spend this amount on the entire trip. On an average this amounted to

over ninety dollars ($90.27) per party per trip. The percentage

breakdown of expenditures are listed in the table on page 8,1.

Age of Recreation Resource Users

A look at the family unit disclosed that the average age of the

husband was 45 years old. The wife was somewhat younger, reporting

an average age of 43 years.

When the head of the household was grouped into ten year age

groupings, over thirty-three percent (33. 49 %) of the heads of house-

holds that were recreation resource-users were in the age grouping
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Table 9. Anticipated Expenditures by Recreation Resource-User Per
Visit.

Item Dollars Percent of Total

Food While Traveling 6,210.90 14.58

Food and Beverage While Camping 16,279.72 38.23

Lodging While Traveling 1,460.00 3.43

Campground Fee 254.00 .60

Golden Eagle Passport
(Entrance Permit) 483.00 1.13

Lodging and Motel 574.00 1.35

Boat Rental 553.40 1.30

Boat Launching 9.00 .02

Gas and Oil For Boat 1,484.42 3.49

Boat Equipment 1,453.90 3.41

Motor or Boat Maintenance 384. 69 . 90

Fishing Tackle Rental 116.40 .27

Bait For Fishing 454.46 1.07

Trailer or Camper Rental 1,246.00 2.93

Tent Rental 39.00 .09

Stove Rental 2.50 .01

Clothing 1,202.20 2.82

Souvenirs 226.90 .53

Film or Camera Supplies 1,379.29 3.24

Car Maintenance and Repairs 1,178.00 2.77

Gas and Oil For Car 7,512.09 17.64

Other Expenditures 82.00 .19

Total 42,585.57 100 %
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from 40-49 years. Nearly twenty-three percent (22.89%) were in the

age grouping from 30-39 years, and over twenty-one percent (21.44%)

were in the age grouping from 50-59 years old.

In the age grouping from 60-69 years slightly over eleven per-

cent (11.08%) of the heads of households were represented. Moving

to the next age grouping, 70-79 years, the percentage decreased to

less than three percent (2. 65%).

It was interesting to note that the youngest age grouping, 20-29

years, had slightly over eight percent (8. 20%) of the resource-users

who were the head of a family unit. Only one household head appeared

in the age grouping from 80-89 years.

The Outdoor Recreation Resource Review Commission (1962)

indicated that the results of their statistical analysis show age to have

the strongest relation to outdoor recreation of all the sociological

variables considered in their study. Age enters the individual's de-

mand for outdoor recreation in the following two ways: (1) It may act

as a constraint resulting from physical limitations; e.g. , those re-

sulting from aging; (2) Age may also be reflected in the individual's

tastes and preferences. These two effects of age are not necessarily

independent; that is, a change in tastes may be the result of a change

in physical capabilities.
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Recreation Resource-User and Activity Preferences

40

The recreation resource-user was asked a series of questions

in order to ascertain what were his own personal recreation interests

and what were the recreation interests of the family. The first ques-

tion was meant to identify an individual's recreation interest. The

second question was meant to identify a group or family unit responses,

that is, what the family would prefer to do as a group for recreation.

A third question was asked in order to identify the various recre-

ation activities that the resource-user engaged in while in a particular

area. The respondent was asked to rank three of these recreation

activities in decreasing order of importance.

The respondents indicated their recreation interests and their

family recreation interests as follows:
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Table 10. Recreation Interest of Resource-User.

Activity
Respondents Interests

Number Percent
Family Recreation Interests

Number Percent

Fishing 325 34.72 282 28.12

Boating 43 4.59 36 3.59

Waterskiing 38 4.06 35 3.49

Swimming 0 0 112 11.17

Camping 176 18.81 270 26.91

Hunting 155 16.56 104 10.37

Sightseeing 7 .75 11 1.10

Photography 7 .75 3 .30

Hiking 81 8.65 69 6.88

Riding 7 .75 8 .80

Other 30 3.20 19 1.89

No Other 67 7.16 54 5.38

936 1003

It was interesting to note that the respondent felt that fishing,

boating, waterskiing, hunting, hiking and to a minor degree photog-

raphy were less of a family endeavor and more of an individual or

select group endeavor. On the other hand, swimming showed a large

increase in importance to the family unit. Camping, sightseeing and

to a small degree riding increased in importance to the family as op-

posed to the individual.

When the recreation resource-user was asked to indicate the

activities participated in most while staying in the area the following

responses were recorded.



Table 11. Area Recreation Participation.

Activity
Most

Number Indicating Percent
Next

Number Indicating Percent
Third

Number Indicating Percent

Fishing 227 45.49 109 21.84 36 7.24

Boating 11 2.21 43 8.62 30 6.04

Water Skiing 19 3.81 14 2.80 10 2.01

Swimming 23 4.61 84 16.83 77 15.49

Camping 154 30.86 136 27.25 95 19.12

Hunting 12 2.40 16 3.21 26 5.23

Sightseeing 11 2.21 39 7.82 84 16.90

Photography 1 . 20 3 . 60 17 3.42

Hiking 24 4.81 32 6.41 49 9.86

Riding 3 . 60 3 . 60 1 . 20

Other 14 2.80 18 3.61 16 3.22

No Other 0 2 .41 56 11.27
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Under the category of primary recreation participation fishing

held the number one spot with over forty-five percent (45. 49%) indi-

cating their involvement. Camping ranked second with over thirty

percent (30.86%) participating. Hiking (4.81%) and swimming (4. 61%)

followed in rank order but considerably behind the first two activities

mentioned.

The secondary recreation participation category showed camp

ing as number one with a percent participation of over twenty-seven

percent (27. 25 %). Fishing (21. 84%) was number two and swimming

moved into number three spot with over sixteen percent participation

(16.83%). Boating (8.62%), sightseeing (7.82%), and hiking (6.41%)

showed growing popularity as a secondary recreation interest.

In the tertiary recreation participation category camping again

ranked number one. Over nineteen percent (19. 12 %) indicated par-

ticipation in this activity as a third preference. Sightseeing (16. 90 %)

moved into the number two spot and swimming (15.49%) held on to its

number three ranking. Hiking (9.86%), fishing (7. 24 %), boating

(6.04%) and hunting (5. 23%) were other recreation activities of third

priority to the recreation resource-user. It was interesting to note

that over eleven percent (11.27%) of the users indicated that they had

no other interests than those indicated as primary and secondary.
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Camping. Experience of the Recreation Resource-User

In an effort to get a better understanding of past and present

camping experience of the recreation resource-user two questions

were asked which dealt with this topic. The first question asked:

"How often would you say you went camping as a child -- a lot, quite

a bit, a little or not at all?" Over twenty-one percent (21. 84%) of

those responding indicated that they felt they had camped "A Lot" as

a child. In the "Quite a Bit" category over twenty percent (20.44%)

indicated that they had camped quite a bit by their standards.

The largest group of recreation resource-users indicated that

they had some or "A Little" camping experience as a child. Nearly

thirty-six percent (35.87%) of the recreation resource-users were in

this category.

Over twenty-one percent (21.64%) also indicated that they had

not camped at all as a child. That is one out of every five recreation

resource-users had not camped as a child.

'N/ Camped
"A Lot" \

/ Camped 21.84%
/"Not At All"

( 21.64% I
Camped

Camped "A Little" )

\ "Quite a I
\ Bit" 35.87% /,20.44°\ ./../

Figure 10. Childhood Camping Experience
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The recreation resource-user was asked to give his best esti-

mate of how many years he had been camping. Estimates ranged all

the way from just beginning to 66 years of camping experience. The

average for the recreation resource-user was 21 years of camping

experience.

Breaking the indicated years of camping experience into ten

year categories it was discovered that over twenty-four percent

(24.22%) fell into the first category of 0-9 years camping experience.

Although this had the largest percent of resource-users, the categories

of 10-19 years and 20-29 years were close behind with twenty-one

percent (21.50%) and twenty-two percent (22.13%) respectively. The

following diagram shows the breakdown in an illustrative fashion.
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Figure 11. Years of Camping Experience
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Ownership Pattern of Recreation Resource-User

The recreation resource-users were questioned as to whether

they owned or rented their present residence. Ownership of their

residence was most common with nearly eighty-eight percent (87.80%)

of the respondents indicating that they owned the place where they are

presently living.

The remaining twelve percent (12. 30 %) of the respondents in-

dicated that they rented, leased or had some other arrangement.

The question was also asked:

Is the place where you presently live a single dwelling
unit, a duplex, a triplex, a multiple unit such as an
apartment house, or is it some other type, such as a
trailer house?

Of the 500 who responded to this question nearly ninety-two per-

cent (91.60%) indicated that they resided in a single dwelling unit.

The remaining eight percent (8. 40 %) indicated they resided in a duplex,

apartment or other type of dwelling unit.

/
8. 40%

\ Duplex, Apartment or
other

Single Dwelling Unit

91. 80%

Figure 12. Ownership Pattern of Recreation Resource-User
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Recreation Resource-User and Selected Equipment

Ih an attempt to find out more about the camping habits of the

recreation resource-user, he was questioned as to the kind of camp-

ing equipment used on the present trip. Items such as van campers,

tent campers, trailer campers, tents, sleeping bags, lanterns and

others were inventoried. Later in the analysis a special look at

"camper and/or trailers" was made and compared with the less ex-

pensive and sophisticated "tent." Over fifty-four percent (54. 11%)

of the respondents had some form of camper or trailer for outdoor

living. Over forty percent (40.28%) of the respondents indicated that

they had and used tents. The remaining five percent ((5. 61 %) made

other arrangements for camping. Some used resorts, slept under the

sky, or used a tarp or lean-to.

....---
,.....

Z N/
Camper - Trailer

other
5. 61%

54. 11%

Tent

40. 28%

Figure 13. Camp Shelter of Recreation Resource-User

The recreation resource-user was also questioned as to some of

his camping habits, for example, he was asked: "Before you used a
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stove, did you cook over the open fire when camping?

Nearly eighty-two percent (81.76%) indicated that they had

cooked over an open fire before they got a camping stove. Over

eighteen percent (18. 24%) indicated they never had this experience.

It was also found that the type of equipment used by the recrea-

tion resource-user changes over time. For example, when they were

asked what type of equipment they didn't use anymore, they responded

by indicating that over eleven percent (11.40%) had given up campers,

trailers, or tent trailers. Over forty-two percent (42. 40 %) had given

up tents. Nearly fifty-three percent (52.80%) had changed the type of

shelter equipment they used while camping.

Cooked over
Open-Campfire

81. 76%

No Open
C arnpfire

\Experience
\18. 240/

N

Figure 14. Cooked on Open
Campfire Before
Buying Stove.

/ Tents

42. 40%

1

No Change in

47. 20%

Camper-
Trailer I

1.404

Equipment

Figure 15. Shelter-Equipment
Not Used Anymore

The recreation resource-users also gave some indication as to

what their future purchasing habits might be. When questioned as to

what their plans were for shelter camping equipment, over fifteen
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percent (15.80%) indicated they planned to purchase a camper or

trailer in the future. Over four percent (4. 60%) indicated they planned

to purchase a tent of some kind.

When examination was made of two specific activities, back

packing and boating, it was discovered that over eight percent (8. 42%)

were using a back pack on their trip. Another thirty-two percent

(32.40%) were using a boat. The ownership of this type of outdoor

recreation equipment suggests something about the character of the

recreation resource-users' recreation preference. A high level of

investment in certain types of recreation equipment suggests that at

the time of purchase the resource-user preference for outdoor recrea-

tion activity of a given type was such that the recreationist was moti-

vated to make the purchase.

z
No Future Purchases

Planned
Tent

iI

76. 60%

4. 60%
Camper-

Trailer

15. 80% /

Figure 16. Planned Shelter Purchases
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Visitation Pattern of Recreation Resource-Users

Of the recreation resource-users contacted the question was

asked: "Are you staying overnight at this campsite, or are you stay-

ing elsewhere, such as at a lodge or motel?" Over ninety-one percent

(91.31%) of the respondents indicated that they planned to stay over-

night at the site. Those who intended to spend their night elsewhere

were asked if they planned to return to the campsite the following day.

With few exceptions the respondents indicated an immediate return to

the campsite was not planned.

The average length of stay at the campsite was nine (9) days.

Fourteen of the resource-users indicated they planned to stay a month

or more; twelve of these were intending to stay a minimum of two

months, and several (8) planned a stay of around four months or more.

The greatest number of resource-users stayed nine days or less

at the campsite. In fact over eighty-three percent (83. 53%) of the

users fell into this category. Another ten percent (10. 64%) stayed

from ten to nineteen days. Over two percent (2.20%) of the users

stayed from twenty to twenty-nine days. The remaining three percent

(3. 63%) stayed longer than thirty days at the site.

When questioned as to what their travel plans were, the recrea-

tion resource-users responded by indicating that nearly eighty percent

(78.89%) fully intended to visit the particular area they were in.
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Table 12. Sites and the Number of Recreation Days Taken at Each.

Site
(campground, resort, shelter

or trail)

Recreation Days

Cultus Lake North Unit 36
Browns Creek 26
West Cultus 170
Little Cultus 112
Meadow 8

Charlton Lake Shelter 0

Southfork Shelter 2
Swampy Lakes Shelter 1

Swede Ridge Shelter 0
Green Lakes Trail 47
Muskrat Lake Shelter 0

Six Lakes Trail 33
Irish and Taylor Lakes 7

Tumalo Falls 2

Cultus Lake 47
Cultus Lake Resort 94
Little Fawn 23
South 14
Elk Lake 80
Point 43
Mallard Marsh 35
Beach 26
Elk Lake Lodge 170
Crane Prairie 530
Cow Camp 45
Lava Lake 319
Little Lava Lake 17
North Wickiup 360
Gull Point 185
North Twin Lake 104
South Twin Lake 260
Sheep Bridge 190
Twin Lakes Resort 31
Quinn River 104
Rock Creek 635
Benham Falls 0
Big River 78
Bull Bend 5

Pringle Falls 14
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Table 12. Continued.

Site
(campground, resort, shelter

or trail)

Recreation Days

River 17

Deschutes Bridge 17
Mile 160
Devil's Garden 26
Devil's Lake 67
Soda Creek 43
Satan Creek 9

Todd Lake 25
Upper Campground 0

Lava Is land 0

Aspen MDF 1

Slough 0

Fall River 14
Island Meadow Trail 3

Mirror Lakes Trail 20
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Another nineteen percent (18. 94 %) intended to visit the Deschutes

National Forest. Very few responded that they just "stopped off"

(.05%).

Summary of Characteristics

Below is listed a summary of the basic characteristics of the

recreation resource-user of the Deschutes National Forest, Bend

Ranger District.

Size of Party (Family and other) 4.01 people

Size of Group (Party less family) 3.90 people

Size of Family 3. 65 people

Number of Children 1. 65

Average age of Husband 45 years

Average age of Wife 43 years

Average age of Children 11 years

Occupation

1. Skilled craftsmen and kindred workers 36%

2. Sales, clerical and other white collar workers 26%

3. Managers, proprietors and officials 19%

4. Professional Persons 14%

5. Service workers, semi-skilled and unskilled
workers 5%



Education

1. Completed high school

2. Completed high school and some college

Income

1. Median

2. Average

1.:esidence

1. Oregon

2. California

3. Other

Ownership of Residence (own or buying)

Type of Residence (single dwelling unit)

Residence as a child (urban/suburban)

Average length of stay

Median length of stay

Average camping experience

Childhood camping experience

99

40%
81%

41%

$9, 000

$11,082

73%

21%

6%

88%

92%

70%

9 days

9 days or
less (83%)

21 years

1.

2.

3.

4.

A lot

Quite a bit

A little

Not at all

22%

20%

36%

22%

78%
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Campfire cooking experience 82%

Equipment ownership

1. Camper/Trailer, etc. 54%

2. Tent 40%

3. Boat 32%

4. Backpack 8%

Average anticipated expenditures/trip/party $90. 27

Favorite activities for:
Fishing

Respondent Camping
Hunting

Fishing
Family Camping

Swimming

Activities participated in while in resource area

Most

Next

Third

Fishing
Camping
Hiking
Swimming

Camping
Fishing
Swimming

Camping
Sights eeing
Swimming
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CHAPTER V

ATTITUDES OF THE RECREATION RESOURCE-USER

A truly splendid environment doesn't just "happen"
except in untouched wilderness. Wherever there are
people, constant care is needed to guard against people.
Only by being our own sternest taskmaster can we keep
from being our own worst enemy.

- Clayne R. Jensen (70)

As part of the total sample of 525, a partial and additional sample

of 173 was added. This sub-sample was attitudinal in nature and asked

the recreation resource-user to respond to eleven (11) questions as

shown below:

a) How would you rate the recreation value of this particular

location high or low?

b) How noisy is this particular site--not at all noisy, quite

noisy, or very noisy?

c) How much, if any, is this particular location convenient to

water sports . . ?

d) How much privacy, if any, do you feel you have at this par-

ticular site . . ?

e) How friendly are the campers at this particular location . . ?

f) How beautiful is this particular site . .

g) How convenient is this particular location to your present

home . , ?
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h) How interested are you in returning to this particular site

next year?

i) How much, if any, do you feel this location is safe for

children?

j) How clean is this particular location . . ?

k) . . Do you personally think this camp site should be better

developed or not as well developed?

Various degrees of response were encouraged from each re-

spondent. For example, if asked to respond to question (d) above the

responses might be (1) A lot (2) Quite a bit (3) A little (4) None at all,

or (5) Don't know.

This subsample has been analyzed as to the indicated attitudes

and opinions of the recreation resource-user. The findings are as

follows:

Recreation Value of Location

Over eighty-two percent (82. 65 %) of the recreation resource-

users indicated that recreation value of the site or location was "high."

Another twelve percent (12.14%) indicated that the value was "medium"

and only two percent (2. 31 %) went on record as feeling the recreation

value of the location was "low." The enthusiasm for the recreation

value of the site reappears in later analysis.
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Low 2.31%

High

82. 65%

Don't Know
2. 89%

Figure 18. Recreation Value of Site

Noise Level of Site - Location

Noise didn't seem to be a particular problem to the recreation

resource-users. Only four percent (4.05%) felt the site was "very

noisy" and another two percent (2. 31 %) indicated that the site was

"quite noisy." Over sixty-three percent (63.58%) felt that the site was

"not at all noisy." Another twenty-six percent (26.01%) also indicated

that the site was "not too noisy." This lack of noise, or the attitude

that there was little noise to disturb the recreation experience, was

in agreement with expressed "likes" and "dislikes" of the recreation

resource-user, as exhibited in Questions 12 and 13 of the Question-

naire.(see Appendix I).



Quite Noisy
2. 31%

Don't Know
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Very Noisy
4.05%

Not too

\ Noisy
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Figure 19. Noise Level of Site

Convenience to Water Sports

Location figures to be important to many recreation resource-

users. When questioned as to the convenience of the site to water

sports, nearly sixty-one percent (60.69%) of the respondents indicated

that the site was "very convenient." Another twenty-five percent

(25. 43%) stated that the site was "quite convenient." Ten percent

(10.40%) stated that the site was "not too convenient" to water sports

and only two percent (1.73%) indicated that it was "not at all convenient."

Not Too Convenient 10. 42%

Not At All Convenient
1. 73%

Don't Know
1. 73%/ Quite

Convenient
25. 43%

Very Convenient

60. 69%

Figure 20. Convenience of Site to Water Sports
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Degree of Privacy at Site

The recreation resource-users were nearly as satisfied with the

degree or level of privacy as they were with the value of the site, the

noise level and the convenience to water sports from the site. Slightly

more than fifty percent (50. 28%) felt that they had "a lot" of privacy.

Another forty-one percent (41.04%) felt they had "quite a bit" and

nearly seven percent (6. 94 %) felt that they had at least "a little"

privacy.

....

/ Quite A Bit

41. 04% se-- A Little

A Lot

50. 28%

6. 94%

Figure 21. Privacy at Site

Friendliness of Campers

Don't Know
1. 74%

Nearly forty-eight percent (47. 97 %) of the recreation resource-

users felt that the campers were "very friendly." Another thirty-

seven percent (37. 57%) indicated that the campers at their particular

location were "quite friendly." Only two percent (2. 31 %) felt that the

campers were "not too friendly" and less than one percent (. 59 %)
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indicated that the campers were "not at all friendly." Over eleven

percent (11.56%) answered that they honestly didn't know.

. 59 Not At All FriendlyQuite Friendly

37. 57%
2. 31% Not Too Friendly

Very Friendly

47. 97%

Don't Know

Figure 22. Friendliness of Campers

Beauty of the Recreation Site

All the recreation resource-users felt that the site exhibited

beauty to some degree. Sixty-three percent (63.00%) felt that the site

was "verybeautiful "; another twenty-six percent (26.01%) indicated

that the site was "quite beautiful" but not "very beautiful." Nearly

eleven percent (10.99%) chose the "not too beautiful" response, yet no

one indicated that the site was "not at all beautiful."

Figure

/ Quite
Beautiful

( 26.01%

N

Not
Too

Beautiful
10. 98%

Very Beautiful

63. 00%

23, Beauty of Recreation Site
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Convenience of Site to User Residence

The distribution of responses was fairly equal compared to the

other responses discussed previously. Over seventeen percent (17. 34 %)

indicated that the site location was "very convenient" to the present

home of the recreation resource-user. Thirty-two percent (32.36%)

indicated that the location was "quite convenient." Over twenty-four

percent (24.27%) felt that the site was "not too convenient" and twenty-

six percent (26.01%) indicated that the site was "not at all convenient"

to their place of residence - but they came anyway.

Quite Convenint \
/ Very \/Convenie 32. 36%

I 17. 34% \

Not Too Not At All

\Convenient Convenient /
24. 27% 26. 01%

Figure 24. Convenience to User Residence

Interest of User to Return to Site

Over fifty-eight percent (58. 38 %) of the recreation resource-

users were "very interested" in returning to the particular site the

following year. Twenty-five percent (25.43%) were "quite interested

in returning." Collectively, nearly fourteen percent (13.87%)
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indicated that they were "not too interested" or were "not at all

interested" or "didn't know" if they would return the following year.

Not At All Interested
3.46%

Don't Know , 20%

Not Too -"'"'. 7.51%
Interested

Quite
Interested

25. 43%

Very
Interested

58. 38%

Figure 25. Interest in Returning

Safety of the Site for Children

Over fifty percent (50.86%) of the recreation resource-users

indicated that they felt that the site or location was "very safe" for

children. Another thirty-four percent (34. 10 %) felt that the site was

"quite safe." Nine percent (9.24%) of the recreation resource-users

also indicated that they felt the site was "not too safe" and another two

percent (1.73%) indicated that the site was "not at all safe." Over

four percent (4.05%) also indicated that they just "didn't know" to what

degree the site was safe for children.
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Not At All Safe 1. 73%

Don't Know 4. 05°/ t N
Quite Safe \

Not \34.10°//Too Safe
/ 9. 24%

Very Safe

50. 86%

Figure 26. Safety of Site

Cleanliness of Site - Location

Several of the "dislikes?' indicated by recreation resource-users

had to do with cleanliness. Dust and dirt, lack of toilet maintenance,

lack of running water and other comments appeared in questions 12 and

13 of the Questionnaire. In the sub-sample over thirty-four percent

(34. 10 %) of the users indicated that they felt the site was "very clean."

The majority of the users, fifty-two percent (52.02%), indicated that

the site was "quite clean." Ten percent (10. 40%) went on record as

feeling the site was "not too clean."

Don't Know 1. 15°

Not At All Clean 2. 31 Very Clean

/Not 34. 10%
Too

!Clean 10. 40

Quite Clean

52. 02%

**--- ---
Figure 27. Cleanliness of Site
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Degree of Site Development

The majority of the recreation resource-users felt that the site

didn't require additional improvements but was "all right as it is."

Over seventy percent (70.52%) of the users were in this category.

Another twenty-three percent (23.69%) felt that the site was in need of

"better development." Nearly five percent (4. 62 %) felt that the site

was somewhat over-developed and should be "not as well-developed."

Less Development

/More
ID evelopmen

23.69%

Don't Know
1. 15%

4. 62% N

All Right As

70.52%

Is

Figure 28. Development of Site

The responses by the recreation resource-users in this sub-

sample were quite favorable. Few complaints or dissatisfactions, of

one degree or another, were indicated. The greatest agreement was

reached when over eighty-two percent of the users indicated the recrea-

tion value of the resource was "high." Convenience to the user's place

of residence and "very noisy" were some of the objections raised. It

was also interesting to note that over eleven percent (11.56%) of the
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respondents, for one reason or another, didn't know if other campers

were friendly.

"Likes" and "Dislikes" of the Recreation Resource-User

During the interview the respondent was given the opportunity to

express his or her likes and dislikes of the particular recreation site

or camping location. The respondent was asked to respond to ques-

tions 12 and 13 in Appendix I which are stated as follows:

12. "Usually there are two sides to almost everything. First,

what do you like MOST about this particular site, or your camping

location?" There were 1027 responses to this question. These re-

sponses were categorized and indicated that the availability of certain

key resources seemed to attract the campers to the site or camping

location. For example, over fourteen percent (14.51%) of the re-

spondents indicated that fishing was one of their major "likes," pro-

vided, however, that the fishing was reasonably good.

The water resource also played an important role with nearly ten

percent (9.83%) saying that the availability of a lake or stream was one

of their major likes. Closely related to this was the fishing, swim-

ming, and boating activities that took place on and in the resource area.

Wildlife resources, for study and observation, such as birds,

deer and squirrels rated comment from 1.55 percent of the respondents.

Closely tied to this seemed to be the appreciation for the collective
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Table 13. Total Replacement Cost, Number of Units and Per Unit
Replacement Cost by Site in the Bend Ranger District.

Site
(Campground, resort,

shelter or trail)
Total replace-

ment costa
Number
of unitsb

Per unit
replace-
ment cost

($) ($)

Cultus Lake North Unit 17,654 43 410.56
Browns Creek 2,004 6 334.00
West Cultus 60,803 12 5,066.92
Little Cultus 4,226 10 422.60
Meadow 7,164 13 551.08
Charlton Lake Shelter 1,052 1 1,052.00
Southfork Shelter 1,182 1 1,182.00
Swampy Lakes Shelter 1,052 1 1,052.00
Swede Ridge Shelter 1,052 1 1,052.00
Green Lakes Trail 602 1 602.00
Muskrat Lakes Shelter 676 1 676.00
Six Lakes Trail 736 1 736.00
Irish and Taylor Lakes 634 1 634.00
Tumalo Falls 4,636 4 1,159.00
Cultus Lake 11,044 18 613.56
Cultus Lake Resortc 106,610 23 4,635.22
Little Fawn 8,952 35 255.77
South 11,380 24 474.17
Elk Lake 148,276 28 5,295.57
Point 42,614 11 3,874.00
Mallard Marsh 9,371 17 551.24
Beach 39,050 5 7,810.00
Elk Lake Lodgec 44,390 21 2,113.81
Crane Prairie 12,975 32 405.47
Cow Camp 6,274 37 169.57
Lava Lake 21,561 38 567.39
Little Lava Lake 1,984 9 220.44
North Wickiup 18,925 38 498.03
Gull Point 22,114 56 394.89
North Twin Lake 2,390 6 398.33
South Twin Lake 180,713 56 3,227.02
Sheep Bridge 6,308 15 420.53
Twin Lakes Resortc 53,390 12 4,449.17
Quinn River 14,403 40 360.08
Rock Creek 7,686 32 240.19
Benham Falls 1,602 5 320.40
Big River 6,210 5 1,242.00
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Table 13. Continued.

Site
(Campground, resort,

shelter or trail)
Total replace-

ment costa
Number
of units b

Per unit
replace-
ment cost

($) ($)

Bull Bend 1,520 3 506.67
Pringle Falls 1,498 4 374.50
River 887 4 221.75
Deschutes Bridge 4,680 12 390.00
Mile 2,090 5 418.00
Devil's Garden 2,496 8 312.00
Devil's Lake 3,202 9 355.78
Soda Creek 1,498 2 749.00
Satan Creek 746 4 186.50
Todd Lake 7,015 20 350.75
Upper Campground 2,288 5 457.60
Lava Island 934 1 934.00
Aspen MDF 736 1 736.00
Slough 882 1 882.00
Fall River 1,872 2 936.00
Island Meadow Trail-3 618 1 618.00
Mirror Lakes Trail-20 744 1 744.00

aSource: (U. S. Forest Service, 1968a)
bSource: (U. S. Forest Service, 1968c)
c The data for the resorts were obtained from public assessment
records of the Deschutes County Assessor's office.

Source: GUEDRY, L. J. , Jr. , The Role of Selected Population and
Site Characteristics in the Demand for Forest Recreation,
an unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Oregon State University,
June 1970. p. 369-370.
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beauty of the resource area. Over ten percent of the respondents

(10.03%) expressed that they liked the beauty and the scenery of the

area over all other attractions.

The desire to "get away from it all" appeared time and again in

the random comments made by the respondents. Comments such as

they liked the seclusion, the remoteness, few people, the uncrowded

area, the freedom and spaciousness, occurred collectively in over

thirteen percent (13.44%) of the responses. The desire to "escape

from the city," to "find privacy or seclusion" seemed to be character-

istic of the respondents. Over twenty-four percent (24. 11 %) responded

in such a manner.

Closely related is the desire and appreciation of the respondent

for "quiet" and "solitude." Over nine percent (9. 15 %) of the campers

favored the site because it was quiet, restful and provided them with

a peaceful and relaxing experience.

Another high percentage of the campers implied that the site

was desirable because it had good facilities and was a good camp-

ground. Restroorns and related facilities were important as was

cleanliness and good maintenance of said facilities. This also implied

that good maintenance practices were important. Keeping the rest-

rooms clean, flies and mosquitoes to a minimum and dust under con-

trol were appreciated to a degree by over ten percent (10. 52%) of

the campers.
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Good access to the resource and a favorable location of said

resource was appreciated by over seven percent (7. 11 %) of the

campers. Once the camper was in the Bend Ranger District he liked

having good access to lakes, streams and trails.

Water for recreation was very important as was potable water.

Nearly six percent (5. 75 %) indicated they liked having good water and

water facilities available close to their camp site. Unpolluted air

also was mentioned in conjunction with the appreciation for unpolluted

water.

As would be expected the availability of recreation opportunities

such as hiking (2. 24 %), camping (2.14%), swimming-watersking

(3. 12 %), and fishirig.(14.51%) rated high by the camper.

A favorable climate was mentioned by over four percent (4.19%)

of the campers. They seemed to particularly appreciate the fact that

the days were warm and the nights pleasantly cool.

Specific mention was made that the site or camping location was

a particularly good place for children. Nearly four percent (3.89%)

of the campers took the time to state that they liked the site for that

reason.

Other "likes" expressed by the campers were the other "friendly

campers" (1, 85 %), the fact that a specific body of water didn't allow

power boats (1.07%) and their appreciation that the area was still

"rustic" or primitive, that is not over-developed (1.75%).
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The campers were somewhat more reluctant to mention their

"dislikes" for the particular area or camping location. When asked

the question:

13. "Turning to the other side, what do you like LEAST about

this particular site, or your camping location?"

. . The responses dropped to 506 as opposed to 1027 "likes."

The campers responses were categorized. This was somewhat more

difficult in that the responses were more divergent than for the "likes"

category. More common agreement as to why a camper liked a loca-

tion or camp site seemed to occur. This seemed logical in that gen-

erally the campers wouldn't have been in the site or location unless

they were pleased with certain site attributes. The campers appeared

generally satisfied and had to express with care their "dislikes," per-

haps even then after some lengthy thought.

One objection or "dislike" of the area in general be it hiking,

driving or camping - was the dust or dirt. Many campers objected

to this and suggested control of dust by paving or oiling of roads,

gravel, setting of speed limits for cars, and planting of grass. Many

acknowledged that there was dust and dirt but didn't know what could

be done about it. Some said the dust from the light and friable soils

was to be expected. Over twenty-four percent (24.11%) of the

campers objected to the dust to one degree or another.
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The second major "dislike" was the lack of restrooms at the site

or in close proximity. Nearly eight percent (7. 90 %) of the campers

objected to this and another four percent (4.34%) objected if rest-

rooms were present but were "smelly or dirty."

Water for drinking or in some running form was needed in

several areas. Many campers (7. 31 %) objected when the water was

not available or at least in close proximity. Hauling water was quite

difficult for many, especially the older campers. Running water for

campers, trailers, toilets, showers and other modern conveniences

were also mentioned.

Remoteness of water wasn't the only design or location problem.

Over seven percent (7. 31 %) objected of the remoteness of restrooms,

tables and drinking water. These inconveniences detracted from the

quality of the recreation experience and were objectionable to the

campers.

Over six percent (6. 13%) of the users responding to this ques-

tion "disliked" and objected to insects and other pests. Flies,

mosquitoes and "bugs" were most often mentioned.

Nearly five percent (4. 74%) disliked the "litter," garbage and

trash left by others who had been in the area. Closely related to this

were the other "people problems" such as (a) too many people

crowding, and camping too close (3. 75%) (b) noise (c) traffic through

camp (1.19%) (d) dogs in camp (e) fire arms in camp (f) motor boats
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Table 14. People at One Time Capacity, Number of Developed Acres
and Potential Density of Use at Sites Within the Bend
Ranger District.

Site
Campground, resort,

shelter or trail

People at
one time
capacitya
(PAOT)

Number of
developed

acres

Capacity
per

Acre

Cultus Lake North Unit 165 15 11.0
Browns Creek 30 2 15.0
West Cultus 60 4 15.0
Little Cultus 50 9 5.6
Meadow 65 12 5.4
Charlton Lake Shelter 6 1 6.0
Southfork Shelter 6 1 6.0
Swampy Lakes Shelter 6 1 6.0
Swede Ridge Shelter \6 1 6.0
Green Lakes Trail 3 1 3.0
Muskrat Lakes Shelter 6 1 6.0
Six Lakes Trail 50 1 50.0
Irish-Taylor Lakesb 3 1 3.0
Tumalo Falls 40 3 13.3
Cultus Lake 105 4 26.2
Cultus Lake Resort 200 7 28.6
Little Fawn 20 12 1.7
South 120 11 10.9
Elk Lake 165 11 15.0
Point 75 3 25.0
Mallard Marsh 85 15 5.7
Beach 45 3 15.0
Elk Lake Lodge 200 16 12.5
Crane Prairie 160 5 32.0
Cow Camp 185 13 14.2
Lava Lake 254 11 23.1
Little Lava Lake 45 3 15.0
North Wickiup 300 12 25.0
Gull Point 290 21 13.8
North Twin Lake 30 8 3.8
South Twin Lake 280 24 11.7
Sheep Bridge 75 20 3.8
Twin Lakes Resort 40 6 6.7
Quinn River 200 20 10.0
Rock Creek 160 13 12.3
Benham Falls 25 5 5.0
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Table 14. Continued.

Site
Campground, resort,

shelter or trail

People at
one time
capacitya
(PAOT)

Number of
developed

acres

Capacity
per

Acre

Big River 25 5 5.0
Bull Bend 15 8 1.9
Pringle Falls 20 3 6.7
River 20 2 10.0
Deschutes Bridge 60 11 5.5
Mile 25 3 8.3
Devil's Garden 40 9 4.4
Devil' s Lake 45 4 11.2
Soda Creek 10 1 10.0
Satan Creek 20 1 20.0
Todd Lake 100 10 10.0
Upper Campground 25 3 8.3
Lava Island 5 2 2.5
Aspen MDF 6 2 3.0
Slough 25 3 8.3
Fall River 10 4 2.5
Island Meadow Trail-8 3 1 3.0
Mirror Lakes Trail-20 3 1 3.0

aSource: (U. S. Forest Service, 1968b)
b This is an estimate of the PAOT and number of developed acres.
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in swimming or fishing area (g) hondas and (h) deviant behavior of

other campers. These collectively amounted to over eight percent

(8.31%) of the camper complaints, excluding the problem of "litter,"

Another "people problem" that could reasonably be added to the

above list would be the problem of "Absentee Campers." Campers

complained that many people would bring their camper vehicles,

trailers or tents to the campground and set them on a camp site only

to leave for the week. They observed these "Absentee Campers"

returning only on weekends or holidays. In the interim many frus-

trated campers went without a camp site. Slightly over one and one-

third percent (1.38%) indicated that they observed and disliked this

practice. This people or behavioral problem added to the others pre-

viously mentioned bring this category to nearly ten percent (9. 69 %)

of the problems experienced.by the campers.

Fishing again appeared as a factor. For example, good fishing

ranked as one of the major "likes" of the campers. As was previously

mentioned, fishing accounted for somewhat over fourteen percent

(14.51%) of the favorable responses. On the other hand when fishing

was poor over four and a half percent (4. 55 %) of the campers objected

to the situation. Several blamed the condition on out-of-state fisher-

men, or poor stocking of fish or over-fishing of the area.
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Table 15. Average Length of Maturing Female Fish in Selected
Deschutes County Lakes.

Average Length
in inches

Lake Species 1962 1963 1964

Big Cultus Rainbow Trout 9.3 16.8 14.0
Brook Trout 8.5 NR 8.5
Kokanee NR NR 12.0
Whitefish 7.9 10.9 NR

Big Lava Brook Trout 10.3 10.8 7.4
Whitefish 11.2 11.7 NR

Crane Prairie Reservoir Rainbow Trout 13.6 13.8 12.7
Brook Trout 9. 8 11.6 10.8
Kokanee 10.9 9.1 8.7
Whitefish 11.2 12.2 12.1

Elk Rainbow Trout 14.0 8..3 12.4
Brook Trout 8.6 8.2 9. 4
Kokanee 8.5 NR 7.4

Little Cultus Rainbow Trout 10.5 12.5 9. 7
Brook Trout 10.3 11.2 8.7

Little Lava Rainbow Trout 9.0 NR 11.4
Brook Trout NR 7.4 8.6
Whitefish 8.7 9.9 NR

Problems to the campers related to facilities and services in the

area appear in the form of complaints that there was a need for (a)

picnic tables (3.95%) (b) fireplaces (2. 17 %) (c) firewood (4.55%) (d)

improvement of water sports areas launching, clearing of snags,

improving of swim area; etc. (4.35%) (e) showers (2.57%) and (fj

electricity (.79%). The above added to the need for drinking water
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(7. 31 %) and restrooms (7.90%) constitute over thirty-three percent

(33.59%) of the complaints or dislikes of the campers.

Complaints about poor maintenance other than that specifically

designated earlier in this writing amounted to nearly four percent

(3.95%) of the campers "dislikes." This along with the problem of

"smelly and dirty restrooms," which also could be attributed to poor

maintenance, would raise the "dislikes" percentage to over eight per-

cent (8. 29 %). One might also reasonably attribute some of the dust-

dirt problem (24. 11 %), litter problem (4. 74 %), "bugs" problem

(6. 13 %) to this category. In this case we chose not to, feeling it is

adequate to say that proper maintenance is important if you desire to

provide a high level of camper satisfaction.

Closely related to the maintenance and development categories

were the unprompted responses of some campers to pay a fee or

greater fee for needed improvements or services. Although the num-

ber of these comments were not significant, they might be a clue to

further study.
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Table 16. Expressed "Likes" about Campsite or Location. *

Frequency
Percent of
Responses

Good Fishing 149 14.51

Remoteness, Seclusion, Spacious,
Few People 138 13.44

Cleanliness and Good Maintenance 108 10.52

Beauty and Scenery 103 10.03

Close to Lake or Stream 101 9. 83

Quiet, Solitude 94 9. 15

Access - Location 73 7.11

Good Water, Water Facilities,
and Clean Air 59 5.75

Climate 43 4.19

Good Place for Children 40 3.89

Good Swimming 32 3.12

Good Trails 23 2.24

Friendliness of Other Campers 19 1.85

Primitive or Rustic 18 1.75

Wildlife - Birds, Squirrels, etc. 16 1.55

No Motor Boats 11 1.07

Totals 1027 100.00%

*Question number 12, Appendix I
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Table 17. Expressed "Dislikes" about Campsite or Location. '3'

Item Frequency
Percent of
Responses

Dusty or Dirty

Poor Facilities and Services
122

93

24.11

18.38

No Tables or Fireplaces
Firewood Lacking
Water Sports Area Poor
No Showers
No. Electricity

Crowded People Problems 42 8.31

Too Many People
Campers too Close
Hondas
Deviant Behavior of Campers
Noise
Traffic Through Camp
Dogs Running Loose
Fire Arms in Camp
Motor Boats

Lack of Restrooms 40 7.90

Lack of Drinking or Running Water 37 7.31

Flies, Mosquitoes, Bugs - Pests 37 7.32

Facilities too Remote - Water,
Restrooms, Tables, etc. 37 7.31

Litter Trash 24 4.74

Poor Fishing 23 4.55

Dirty Restrooms 22 4.34

Poor Maintenance 20 3.95

Absentee Campers 7 1.38

Weather 2 .40

Totals 506 100.00%

Questions number 13, Appendix I
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Summary of Attitudinal Response

The recreation resource-user responded to several questions

that were attitudinal in nature. The following is a brief summary of

these responses.

Subject of Response Response

Recreation value of site; /location
High 83%

Medium 12%

Low 2%

Don't know 3%

Noise level of site/location.
Not at all noisy 64%

Not too noisy 26%

Quite noisy 2%

Very noisy 4%

Don't know 4%

Convenience of site/location to water sports
Very convenient 61%

Quite convenient 25%

Not too convenient 10%

Not at all convenient 2%

Don't know 2%

Degree of site /location privacy
A lot 50%

Quite a bit 41%

A little 7%

Don't know 2%
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Subject of Response Response

Friendliness of camper at site/location
Very friendly 48%

Quite friendly 38%

Not too friendly 2%

Not at all friendly 1%

Don't know 11%

Beauty of recreation site/location
Very beautiful 63%

Quite beautiful 26%

Not too beautiful 11%

Convenience of site/locatio.n to users residence
Very convenient 17%

Quite convenient 33%

Not too convenient 24%

Not at all convenient 26%

Interest in returning to site/location
Very interested 58%

Quite interested 25%

Not too interested 8%

Not at all interested 4%

Don't know 5%

Safety of site/location for children
Very safe 51%

Quite safe 34%

Not too safe 9%

Not at all safe 2%

Don't know 4%
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Subject of Response Response

Cleanliness of site/location
Very. clean 34%

Quite clean 52%

Not too clean 11%

Not at all clean 2%

Don't know 1%

Development of site/location

More development needed 24%

All right as is 70%

Less development needed 5%

Don't know 1%

Major 'likes" ofthe site/location expressed by recreation resource-
user.

1. Remoteness, seclusion, spaciousness, few people, quiet,
solitude,

2. ,Good fishing

3. Cleanliness, Good maintenance
4. Beauty and Scenery

5. Close to stream or lake
Major "dislikes" of the site/location expressed by recreation re-
source-user.

1. Dust and dirt
2. Poor facilities and services
3. Crowded - people problems
4. Lack of restrooms
5. Lack of drinking or running water
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CHAPTER VI

RELATIONSHIPS AND ASSOCIATIONS OF VARIABLES

People minus space equals poverty. This is true whether
that space is a slum dwelling, a college classroom, a job
opportunity, or a National Park.

- Marya Mannes

Empirical Relationships and Associations of Variables

The purpose of this chapter is to examine if there were some

type of relationships or common associations between variables. That

is, was there a relationship between how the recreation resource-user

felt about the degree of site development and his attitude about the

value of the site? Variables such as activity preferences, equipment

ownership, place of residence and selected attitudes toward site value,

safety, cleanliness are examined.

Using the sub-sample of eleven attitudinal variables the author

attempted to discover if some relationships or associations were com-

mon between pairs of these variables, or between these variables and

others in the primary sample. The number of usable questionnaires

from the sub-sample ranged from 126 to 153 according to the variables

that were chosen for comparisons. The primary sample variables

numbered from 480 to 525.
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The test statistic chosen for this analysis was the Chi Square

test (X2'). This represents a useful method of comparing experi-

mentally obtained results with those to be expected theoretically on

some hypothesis .

Since Chi Square is used considerably in the following analysis,

a brief explanation of the "Levels of Significance" might be helpful.

One example is found in H. Garrett's (1959) book that deals with such

statistics.

In the figure shown on page 130 is an illustration of how the level
2of significance is determined. The author assumed a Chi Square (X )

distribution for 1, 4, 5 and 10 degrees of freedom (d.f. ) and started

with the X2 curve for 4 d. f. In the figure, beginning at zero, this

curve runs slightly beyond 14 on the base line. When referring to a

Chi Square table, which is usually found in most statistics books or

book of tables, one would find that for 4 d. f. , 5% of the area of the X2

curve lies to the right of 9.49 and 1% lies to the right of 13.28 or

larger if the null hypothesis is true. Any X2 in the region of the curve

at or beyond 13.28 represents a significant value in the sense of being

a very infrequent and unusual deviation from 0. If a X2 of 3.00 had

been computed it could easily be seen that it falls far short of 9.49,

the .05 point; and hence is nonsignificant. This would indicate that the

null hypothesis should be retained since the deviation of observed

answers from expectation might easily be a matter of chance.
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The author has chosen tb use the above procedure to investigate

the relationship between variables which are classified into two or

more categories. The hypothesis generally tested is the null hypothe-

sis that variable one is unrelated or independent of variable two. If

it is found that the X2 is not significant, then it may be concluded that

there is no evidence of any real association between the variables

within the group.

0 4 10 12 14

X2

16 18 20 22

Figure 29. Illustrative Distribution of Chi Square

24
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Value of Recreation Site Location

(1) Degree of Development: One of the first associations that

appeared in the Chi Square ( X2) test analysis was that of the recrea-

tion resource-user's attitude toward the value of the site and the de-

gree of site development. The X2 computed equaled 10.74 which gave

a probability (P) that is between .95 and .99, hence X2 proved to be

significant at least at the .05 level.

On one hand those users who indicated the value of the site was

"High" also felt that the site was "alright as it is and didn't require

additional or less development. Over 72 percent (72. 7%) of those who

indicated the "High" value of the site fell into this category. On the

other hand those users who indicated a "Low" site value also felt that

the site needed more or better development.

One might hypothesize that those who were somewhat "dissatis-

fied" with the recreation value of the site felt that the value could be

increased by increasing the level of development. Those users who

were "satisfied" felt that the recreation value was high and didn't want

change.

(2) Boating: A relationship between the user's opinion of the

value of the site and respondent's preference for boating was also

discovered. TheX
2 computed equaled 9.041 which gave a probability

(P) that is between .95 and .99, hence X2 proved to be significant at

least at the .05 level.
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As the recreation resource-users who preferred boating in-

creased, the author noted a greater tendency on the part of these users

to rate the site or location as having high or medium recreation value.

Sixty-six percent (66. 7%) and thirty-three percent (33. 3 %) respectively,

so indicated.

As one might suspect a good water resource for boating is valued

highly by those who boat and is so indicated in the user's responses.

(3) Residency (Instate-Out of State): A relationship was also

found to exist between the resource user's opinion of the value of the

site and whether the user was a resident Oregonian or from out of
2state. The X proved to be significant at the .10 level, with a proba-

bility (P) between .90 and .95. Although not as significant as the two

preceeding associations, it seems reasonable to look at the implica-

tions of this association. For example the "out-of-stater" tended to

rank the recreation value of the site higher than the in-state resident.

Certainly the out-of-stater is indicating, at least to a degree, that he

values the recreation site rather highly or he wouldn't be in Oregon.

The Oregonian on the other-hand seems to become more discrimin-

ating, and may even tend to take the recreation resources of the state

more for granted due to their relative abundance and availability.
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Urban-Rural Residence of Resource-User

(1) Friendliness of Other Campers: An examination as to the

place of residence of the recreation resource-user - that is, did he

live in an urban or rural area - proved of interest. The first rela-

tionship that appeared was between the type of residence and the

respondents' attitude or opinion as to the "friendliness" of other

campers. This X
2 test proved to be significant at the .10 level with a

probability (P) between .90 and .95.

A nigher percentage of urban dwellers indicated that they felt

the campers were "very friendly" than did the rural dwellers. A look

at the total sample population of urban and rural dwellers showed that

over eighty-seven percent (87. 3%) of the urban dwellers felt the

campers were "very friendly" and another forty-two percent (42. 5 %)

felt that they were "quite friendly."

(2) Activity Participation of the Recreation Resource-User:

The respondents were asked to indicate their main type of activities

while stopping or staying in the area. A ranking of "Most-Next-Third"

was requested from the respondent. No association was found to exist

between those activities participated in "Most" and whether the re-

spondent's place of residence was urban or rural. However in the

"Next" and "Third" categories a X2 was obtained that proved signifi-

cant at the .05 level with a probability (P) between .95 and .99.
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The urban dweller was observed to participate in a greater vari-

ety of activities than the rural dweller; this applied for all these cate-

gories. As a first preference fishing was relatively more popular

with the rural dweller than it was with the urban dweller. Camping

and swimming were generally more popular with the urban dweller

than they were with the rural resident. A summary is as follows:

Table 18. Urban/Rural Activity Participation Pattern.

Activity
Most Next Third

Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural

Fishing 43.9 58..9 22.1 17.5 8.2 1.8

Boating 2.4 1.8 9.6 5.3 4.8 17.5

Water Skiing 3.8 5,4 2.2 8.8 1.7 5.3
Swimming 5.0 1.8 17.5 17.5 17.1 7.0

Camping 31,9 25.0 26.6 31.6 18.8 24.6

Hunting 2.4 1..8 2.4 7.0 5.5 5.3
Sight Seeing 2.6 - 7.7 7.0 16.6 12.3

Photography .2 - .7 - 3.1 5.3
Hiking 4.8 3.6 7.4 - 9.4 12.3

Riding .2 - 1.8

Sailing 1.7 - 1.0 3.5 1.9 1.8

Rock Hounding - . 5 - . 2 -

Back Packing - . 5 - . 2

Relaxing 1.0 1.8 1.4 - . 7 -

Other Outdoor - . 5 - 11.6 7.0
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(3) Safety for children: Another association that appeared in the

Chi Square (X2) analysis was that of recreation resource-user atti-

tude toward the "safety of the Site for Children'? and the user's place

of residence. That is, are they from a urban or rural place of resi-

dence? The X2 computed gave a probability (P) between .90 and .95,

hence x2 proved to be significant at least at the .10 level.

The urban dweller indicated a generally cautious reaction about

safety at the site. The rural dweller appeared more sure of the situa-

tion with over seventy-one percent (71. 4%) of them responding that

they felt the site-location was "very safe" for children. This response

seems quite reasonable in that the rural dweller was in an environ-

ment that possibly was not so different than his home area. The

urban dweller may have found himself confronted with a new and un-

familiar type of environment. The responses are recorded as follows:
Not At All

Not At All Safe
. 8%

Safe

/Quite Safe/ Quite Safe

Very Safe

52.0%

Not
Too Safe \

11.8%

Very Safe

71. 4%

Figure 30. Urban Attitudes on Figure 31. Rural Attitudes on
Safety Safety
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Convenience of Site-Location to Water Sports

(1) Convenience of Recreation Resource User's home to site

location: The recreation resource-user was asked to respond to the

question, "How much, if any, is this particular location convenient to

water sports . . ." TheX 2 con-iputed equaled 18.21 with nine degrees

of freedom. This gave a probability (P) that is between .95 and 99,

hence X2 proved to be significant at least at the , 05 level.

The general feeling of the recreation resource-users was that

the site location was "Very Convenient" to water sports. Nearly

sixty-one percent (60. 93%) so indicated and another twenty-seven per-

cent (27. 15 %) agreed that it was "Quite Convenient" to water sports.

The convenience to the user's home varied fairly evenly with

over nineteen percent (19. 21%) saying that the location was "Very

Convenient" and the same percentage saying the site was "Not At All

Convenient" to the user's home.

It seems that although respondents had varying degrees of diffi-

culty getting to the site or location, they were in general agreement

that the site allowed them convenient access to a water resource for

sports purposes. From what the author has observed so far the water

is an attraction that was certainly worth some of the inconvenience of

home location to the user.
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Very \
Convenient

19. 21% 1

Not
At All
Convenient /

19. 21% /

Figure 32. Convenience of Site to Figure 33. Convenience of Site to
User's HomeWater Sports

(2) Activity Participation of the Recreation Resource-User:

The recreation resource-users indicated their main type of activity

participation while staying, in the area. The ranking of "Most-Next-

Third" was compared to how they had responded to the question deal-

ing with the "convenience of the Site-Location to water sports."

The X
2 computed gave a probability (P) that is between .95 and

.99, hence X proved to be significant at least at the .05 level. This

applied to both those who indicated their "Most" and "Next" preferred

recreation activities at the recreation site.

In all cases fishing ranked highest in participation no matter what

the degree of convenience to water sports. That is, even if the recrea-

tion resource-users felt the site was "Not Too Convenient" or "Not

At All Convenient" to water sports, they still participated in fishing

to a greater degree than any other activity. Swimming also ranked
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well no matter what type of access to water was indicated. Water

skiing was eliminated from the last two categories, "Not Too Con-

venient" and "Not At All Convenient" as was boating. Camping also

suffered when convenience to water sports was "Not At All Conven-

ient."

It appears that access and "Convenience" to the water resource

is an important factor in the participation in certain activities. As

one might assume, those activities that require launching facilities

suffer the most from inconvenient access to the water, for example

waterskiing and boating. Those activities where a recreationist can

walk to an inconvenient water sports area suffer but not to the same

degree. For example a fisherman can walk and fish a stream or lake

from the bank or shore. He might also slide a small boat over a bank

and into the water, or use a collapsible type of floatation device.

The swimmer has a similar degree of flexibility.

The total camping experience appears closely related to good

access or at least convenience to water sports.

(3) Participation in Hiking: Another association that became

evident was that between the recreation resource-user's attitudes

towards "Convenience to water sports" and his participation or lack

of participation in hiking. The computed X gave a probability that

was significant at the .01 level.
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Table 19. Average Fish Caught Per Hour by Site in the Bend Ranger
District.

Site
(Campground, resort, shelter or Average fish

trail) caught/houra

Cultus Lake North Unit
Browns Creekd
West Cultus
Little Cultusb
Meadow
Charlton Lake Shelter

.2498
0

.2498
1.1907

.46072761

Southfork Shelters 3.3333
Swampy Lakes Shelters .6875
Swede Ridge She lterd 0

Green Lakes Traile .5918
Muskrat Lake Shelter 2.4688
Six Lakes Trailb .6556
Irish-Taylor Lakes b .7248
Tumalo Falls .6875
Cultus Lake .2498
Cultus Lake Resort .2498
Little Fawn 1.2541
South .2771
East Lake 1.2541
Point 1.2541
Mallard Marsh .2771
Beach 1.2541
Elk Lake 1.2541
Crane Prairie .5465
Cow Campb .5480
Lava Lake .9132
Little Lava Lakeb .9472
North Wickiup .2925
Gull Point .2925
North Twin Lake .8467
South Twin Lake .8618
Sheep Bridged 0

Twin Lakes Resort .8618
Quinn Rivers .5465
Rock Creek .5465
Benham Falls .6721
Big River .6827
Bull Bend .6827
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Table 19. Continued.

Site
(Campground, resort, shelter or

trail)
Average fish
caught/houra

Pringle Falls .6827
River .6827
Deschutes Bridge .7895
Mile .7895
Devil's Gardend 0

Devil's Lake 1.0994
Soda Creeke .7713
Satan Creek .7713
Todd Lake .3886
Upper Campgroundd 0

Lava Island .6721
Aspen MDF .6721
Slough .6721
Fall River 1.0173
Island Meadow Trail-3d 0

Mirrow Lakes Trail-20d 0

aSource: Oregon State Game Commission annual report (1958-1967)
bSeveral lakes, rivers or streams were adjacent to the site, there-
fore, the average fish caught per hour for all adjacent bodies of water
was used.
cSeveral lakes, rivers or streams were adjacent to the site but data
was available for only one, therefore, its creel census data was used
in constructing the average.
dNo adjacent bodies of water or if the site was adjacent to a body of
water it was not open to fishing during 1967.
e No creel census data was available for the body of water adjacent to
the site. However, data for a body of water with similar character-
istics was available and the data from this body of water was used as
an estimate.

Source: Guedry (1970)
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Generally there was a tendency for those who hiked to be less

concerned about convenience to water sports. Being afoot, hikers

could participate in water sports by hiking to the desired area. Often

this gives the recreationist an opportunity to participate in more than

one recreation activity, or may even serve as a goal or rationale for

participation. For example, a hike in the back country may be moti-

vated, to a degree, by the desire to fish a remote lake.

Not Too
/ Convenient

24.0%

Not At
All

Conve
ient Quite

.0° Convenient
12.0%

Very Convenient

56. 0%

/ Quite
Convenient

30. 2%

N

ot Not At All
Too onvenient

onvenie . 8%
1%

Very Convenient

61. 9%

Figure 34, Convenience of Site-Location to Water Sports

(4) Participation in Fishing and Swimming: It is obvious that

there is an association between fishing or swimming and the conven-

ience of the recreation resource-user to a water sports area. This

will be covered elsewhere in more specific detail.

The computed X2 for fishing gave a probability that was signifi-

cant at the .10 level. The X2 for swimming was significant at the

.05 level. Each, of course, is very dependent upon access to water
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yet it appears that the location of the site is somewhat more important

for swimming than for fishing.

(5) Urban-Rural Residence of Resource-User: The relationship

between the convenience of the site to water sports, or at least the

respondent's attitude about said convenience, and whether the re-

spondent was from an urban or rural place of residence proved to be

significant. The computed x2 gave a probability that was significant

at the .10 level.

Respondents from a rural place of residence seemed to agree

that the sites were either "Very Convenient" or "Quite Convenient"

to water sports areas. Urban residents were of a more divergent

opinion, with over ten percent (10.90%) indicating that the site was

"Not Too Convenient" and another two percent (2. 30 %) saying that the

location was "Not At All Convenient" to water sports.

One might assume that distance, time and effort might be some-

what different to someone who has been raised in the city as opposed

to someone who has been raised in a rural environment. For example,

the urban resident may have his mail delivered to the door of his

house, whereas the rural resident may have to walk one-half mile or

more to get his mail from the main mail route. Both residents may

feel that this is convenient according to their past experience or frame

of reference. The same may hold for various recreation opportunities.
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The city dweller may feel that a half-hour drive to the swimming pool

is convenient, yet a ten minute walk to a swimming hole while camp-

ing is terribly inconvenient.

Desire to Return to Site-Location

(1) Convenience to Recreation Resource-User's Home: The

author was interested in knowing what were some of the variables that

seemed to be associated with an individual's desire to return to the

site the following year. One of the first variables looked at was the

"Convenience of the site-location to the recreation resource-user's

home. In this case an association was found to exist.

The computed X2 gave a probability (P) that was greater than

.99 and hence, significant at least at the .01 level.

The majority, sixty-six percent (66,44%), were very interested

in returning the following year no matter how "Convenient" or "Incon-

venient" their home was from the site. Another twenty-three percent

(23.29%) were "Quite Interested" in returning. Those who found it

relatively difficult to get to the site still planned to return, fifty-two

percent (51.8%); however, over eleven percent (11.1%) did not.
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Figure 35. Plans to Return

(2) Beauty of the Site-Location: Another variable that proved

to have a thatthat was significant at least at the .01 level was that of

the beauty of the site or location. When tested against the recreation

resource-user's desire to return to the site a probability (P) between

.99 and 1.00 was calculated.

Over seventy-one percent (71. 1%) of those who expressed a

strong interest (Very Interested) in returning the following year also

indicated that they thought the site-location was "Very Beautiful."

No one indicated that they felt the site was "Not At All Beautiful."
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Figure 36. Interested in Returning Figure 37. Beauty of Site-Location
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It might be assumed that the beauty of the site or location to

some degree influences the recreation resource-user in his desire to

return the. following year. Beauty and scenery were two items that

ra.nked favorably in the "Likes" and "Dislikes" analysis of questions

12 and 13 of the questionnaire. (Appendix I). The beauty does not

always have to be natural but can be man-made through planning and

design considerations, careful construction and good maintenance.

(3) Friendliness of Campers at Site-Location: The friendliness

of campers at the site-location also seemed to be closely associated

with the recreation-resource user's desire to return the next year.

The X2 computed gave a probability (P) of between . 9 9 and 1.00, hence

X2 proved to be significant at least at the .05 level.

Almost eighty-two percent (81.9%) of the resource-users who

were interested in returning the following year indicated that they

thought the campers were "Very Friendly"; over fifteen percent (15.3%)

of these same users indicated that the campers were "Quite Friendly."

Only a very small percentage of the recreation resource-users indi-

cated that they felt the campers fell into the "Not Too Friendly" and

"Not At All Friendly" categories. The percentages were 2.26 and

.75 respectively.
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Figure 38. Interest In Returning Figure 39. Friendliness of
Campers

It might be assumed that the friendliness of the campers to

some degree influences the recreation resource-user in his desire to

return the following year. It seems reasonable to assume that a

friendly environment would be much preferred to that of an unfriendly

environment. The importance of this relationship is unknown. One

might wonder when we consider the responses of the users when they

were asked their "Likes." The desire to "Get Away from it all"

appeared time and time again in the random comments made by the

respondents. Comments such as they liked the seclusion, the re-

moteness, few people, the uncrowded area, the freedom and spacious-

ness, occurred collectively in over thirteen percent (13. 44%) of the

responses. Only 1.85 percent of the respondents specifically men-

tioned they liked the site or location because of friendly campers.

Perhaps the recreation resource-user would sum it up by saying

that if one must have campers around, the friendlier they are the more
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pleasant the experience and the more apt he might be to return to the

site or location.

(4) Safety of the Site-Location for Children: Another variable

that proved to have a X2 that was significant at least at the .05 level

was that of the safety of the site or location for children. When tested

against the recreation resource-user's desire to return to the site

a probability (P) between .95 and .99 was observed.

Nearly sixty-two percent (61. 9%) of those who were "Very

Interested" in returning the following year indicated that they felt the

site or location was "Very Safe" for children. Another fifty-one per-

cent (51.5%) of those who were "Quite Interested" in returning also

felt the site or location was "Very Safe" for children. The following

charts show the percentage responses of those who were interested in

returning and also how they felt about the safety of the site or loca-

tion for children.
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Safety of the site or location probably influences family groups

to return to an area. If the parents must be continually watchful for

the safety of their children, their recreation experience certainly is

less than it could be.. The relaxation and freedom sought by the

parents, would be minimized and leisure would in many cases be turned

to the work of child supervision,

(5) Development of the Site-Location: The desire to return to

a site or location was also associated to some degree by the level of

development. The author found that x2 was significant at least at the

.10 level and approached quite closely to the .05 level. When tested

against the recreation resource-user's desire to return to the site,

a probability (P) between .90 and . 95 was observed.

Over seventy-three percent (73. 2%) of those who were "Very

Interested" in returning to the site the following year indicated they

felt that the site development was "All Right As Is." Of those who

were "Quite Interested" in returning over seventy-three percent

(73. 5 %) felt that the site was developed "All Right As Is."

Even those who felt they were "Not Too" or "Not At All" inter-

ested in returning indicated a high support for leaving the site un-

changed. The percentage breakdown of those who responded to the

question on development and their interest in returning to the site-

location the following year is as follows:
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Figure 42. Degree of Development Figure 43. Interest in Returning

Nearly seventy-two percent (71. 92%) of the recreation resource-

users didn't want any change in the level or degree of development.

They indicated that change was not needed nor desirable. Apparently

they liked things the way they were and would return to a large degree

without any changes in the development.

Over twenty-five percent (25. 34 %) did indicate that they wanted

better development. Of this group over sixty-seven percent (67. 6 %)

indicated that they were "Very Interested" in returning and another

twenty-one percent (21.6%) indicated that they were "Quite Interested"

in returning. Development was desired by these respondents, yet not

necessary for them to return the following year. Perhaps other fac-

tors overrode the lack of development so that the user would sacrifice

less desirable man-made conditions for other attributes. Examples of

such attributes could be beauty, safety, remoteness, friendliness and

so forth.
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(6) Cleanliness of the Site-Location: The desire to return to

the site or location was associated to some degree by the cleanliness

of the site. The author found that X2 was significant at least at the

.01 level. When tested against the recreation resource-user's desire

to return to the site, a probability (P) between .99 and 1.00 was ob-

served.

Over eighty-three percent (83. 6 %) of those who expressed a

strong interest (Very Interested) in returning the following year also

indicated that they thought the site-location was "Very Clean."

Another sixteen percent (16. 4%) indicated that the site was "Very

Clean"; this group was "Quite Interested" in returning.
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/----7.
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/
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I
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Figure 44. Cleanliness of Site Figure 45. Interest in Returning

The largest percentage (48.64%) of the recreation resource-

users felt that the site was "Quite Clean." This was true even if the

users were "Not At All Interested" in returning the following year or

if they were "Very Interested." One of the major "Dislikes" indicated
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in question 13 of the questionnaire was the "Dust and Dirt." We found

that this "dislike" existed whether the recreation resource-user was

a hiker, sightseer or camper. There seemed to be a general attitude

that dust and dirt, although not desirable, was to be expected and

would be tolerated if other attributes of the site-location were present.

x. or example, good fishing, scenery and access might more than over-

balance the inconvenience of dust and dirt.

The general attitude that the site was "Very to Quite Clean"

suggests a general satisfaction on the part of the recreation resource-

user. It seems reasonable that this user would be more receptive to

the idea of returning to the site the following year if this cleanliness

prevailed. This would especially be true if the other site attributes

remained constant.

The Retired Recreation Resource-User

The author also chose to look at those recreation resource-users

who indicated that they were presently retired.8 Although this group

represented a relatively small percent of the sample (8. 13 %), it was

felt that a certain amount of information might prove of value.

The retiree was observed in relation to variables such as se-

lected recreation activities and ownership patterns of equipment.

8Refers to head of household or family "breadwinner" who is no
longer gainfully employed on a full-time basis.
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These ownership patterns could also indicate participation in certain

recreation activities. The following is a report of findings and ob-

servations related to specific variables.

(1) The Retiree and Fishing Interests

A variable that proved to have a X2 that was significant at least

at the .10 level was that of the fishing activity preference of the re-

spondent. When tested against the recreation resource-users who

were presently retired, a probability (P) between .90 and .95 was

observed. The "P" was quite close to .95 level.

Over seventy-nine percent (79.5%) of those who were retired

stated that they fished. Of those who were not retired nearly sixty-

four percent (64. 9 %) indicated that they fished. Close to ten percent

(9. 9%) of the fishing population were retirees, whereas less than five

percent (4.8%) of the group that didn't fish were retirees.
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It might be assumed that participation in the recreation activity

of fishing was somewhat more frequent once a recreation resource-

user has retired from an occupation. Fishing seems to be more

popular with those who are retired than those who are not.

(2) The Retiree and Water Ski Interests

Another variable that proved to have a X2 that was significant

at least at the .10 level was that of the retiree's interest in water

skiing. When tested against the retiree's recreation resource-user's

interest and participation in this activity, a probability (P) between

.90 and .95 was observed.

Not one recreation resource-user who was retired expressed

an interest in water skiing. Only seven percent (7. 71 %) of the re-

source-users indicated that they were water skiers.
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It might be assumed that water skiing is not one activity of

interest to the recreation resource-users who are retired. Many

factors may contribute to this. For example, most people retire

somewhere around 62-65 years of age. The physical demands of

water skiing may not be to the liking of this age group. Economics

may also greatly influence the decision to water ski boats, motors

and ski equipment do not come inexpensively., Water skiing also

requires usually two or more people - someone to run the boat, some-

one to observe and someone to ski.

Perhaps the lack of previous opportunities to learn the skill also

has a great influence on this type of activity by the retiree.

(3) The Retiree and Swimming Interests

Another association that appeared in Chi Square ( x2) analysis

was that of the recreation resource-user's participation in swimming.

The X2 computed gave a probability (P) between .95 and .90,

hence x2 proved to be significant at least at the .05 level.

Much like water skiing, swimming was not a popular activity

among those recreation resource-users who were retired. Of those

who were retired only 2.9 percent indicated that they enjoyed par-

ticipating in the activity of swimming.

Many factors again may influence the retiree; lack of skill,

physical demands, poor physical facilities, water temperature are
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but a few. Whatever the reasons one might assume that the retiree

who is using the recreation resources of the Bend Ranger District is

not one who is inclined to do much swimming.
Retired

1.3%

Employed

98. 7%

Figure 50. Resource-Users Who Figure 51. Resource-Users Who
Prefer to Swim Don't Prefer to Swim

(4) The Retiree and Camping Interests

The recreation resource-user was asked to respond to the

question, "What type of outdoor recreation activities do you, person-

ally, enjoy doing the most." Camping was one activity mentioned by

many. This activity was then compared to whether users were re-

tired or employed.

The X2 computed equaled 8.179 with one degree of freedom.

This gave a probability (P) that is between .99 and 1.00, hence X

proved to be significant at least at the .01 level.

The general feeling of the recreation resource-users was that

camping was a very desirable activity. Nearly fifty-six percent

2
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(56.4%) of the retirees so indicated and another thirty-three percent

(33. 6%) of the employed group agreed that it was a preferred activity.

12. 9%

Employed

87. 1%

Retired

Employed I

94.5%

Figure 52. Resource-Users Who Figure 53. Resource-Users Who
Prefer to Camp Don't Prefer to Camp

It might be concluded that the respondents who were retired

preferred to camp (56. 4 %) and they did so in greater proportion than

those who were regularly employed. Camping is a relatively popular

recreation activity of the recreation resource-users who are currently

retired.

(5) The Retiree and Sightseeing Interests

Another association that appeared in Chi Square (x ) analysis

was that of the retired recreation resource-user's attitude toward the

recreation activity of sightseeing. That is, did the respondent prefer

to go sightseeing and if so to what extent? The X2 computed gave a

probability (P) between .99 and 1.00, hence X2 proved to be signifi-

cant at least at the .01 level.
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Although sightseeing didn't appear to be a real popular activity

among retiree or regularly employed recreation resource-users, it

was relatively more important among retirees than the others.

Of the retirees nearly eight percent (7.7%) indicated they pre-

ferred to sightsee, whereas those who are regularly employed re-

sponded with less than one percent (.9%) showing the interest.

The assumption might be made from these responses that sight-

seeing is somewhat more popular with those who are retired than

with those who are not. It seems reasonable that as one gets older

more passive types of recreation activities would be more popular
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Figure 54. Retired Resource- Figure 55. Regularly Employed
Users Resource-Users

with the individual. Also the retiree may feel he has less of a time

restraint and can take more time to get from one place to another.

This enables the retiree to take the time to see the points of interests

while enroute without worrying about the time-clock or calendar.
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(6) The Retiree and Photographic Interests

Another variable that proved to have a X 2 that was significant

at least at the .05 level was that of the retiree's preference for

photographic activity. When tested against the retired recreation re-

source-user's preference for photography, a probability (P) between

.95 and .99 was calculated.

Over five percent (5.1%) of those who were retired expressed

an interest in photography whereas only slightly over one percent

(1. 1 %) of those who were regularly employed indicated that they pre-

ferred photography.
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The author assumes that the retirees prefer photography, like

sightseeing, to a greater degree than those who are regularly em-

ployed. The time restraint may influence this preference pattern as

might the lesser physical demands placed upon the individual.
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(7) The' Retiree a;nd Rock Hounding (CQllecting Rocks)

Another association that appeared in Chi Square (x2) analysis

was that of the retired recreation resource-user's attitude toward the

recreation activity of rock hounding.

That is, did the respondent prefer to rock hound and if so to

what extent? The X2 computed gave a probability (P) between .95 and

99, hence X2 proved to be significant at least at the .05 level.

Over five percent (5. 1%) of those respondents who were retired

expressed an interest in rock hounding, whereas less than one percent

(.9%) of those who were regularly employed indicated that they pre-

ferred to rock hound.

It seems that those who are retired had more of an interest in

collecting of rocks than those who were regularly employed. There

are probably several reasons for this. One might possibly be the

economics, for generally it is not considered to be an expensive pas -

time, Another reason might be that rock hounding requires less men-

tal than physical dexterity than some other activities.
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(8) The Retiree and Camper-Trailer Equipment

Another variable that proved to have a x2 that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of the camper, trailer or camper-

trailer combination. When tested against the retired recreation

resource-user's ownership pattern, a probability (P) between .99 and

1.00 was observed.

Over eighty-two percent (82. 1%) of those who were retired in-

dicated that they owned a camper, trailer, tent-trailer or combina-

tion thereof. Surprisingly over fifty-one percent (51.5%) of those

who were regularly employed also indicated that they owned such

equipment.
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Figure 60. Retired Resource- Figure 61. Regularly Employed
Users Resource-Users

An assumption might be made that as one gets older he can (1)

Better afford such a piece of equipment than he could as a young family

man. (2) As one gets older the convenience and comfort is more
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important to a quality recreation experience. (3) Physical demands

of setting-up camp become more prohibitive, and (4) The amount

of leisure time available to a retiree may help him to justify the need

for such equipment.

(9) The Retiree and Tent Camping, Equipment

Another variable that proved to have a x2 that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of the tent. When tested against the

retired recreation resource-user's ownership pattern, a probability

(P) between .99 and 1.00 was observed.

Over fifteen percent (15. 4%) of those who were retired indicated

that they owned some type of tent. Over forty-three percent (43. 1%)

of those who were regularly employed also indicated that they owned

such equipment.
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It might be assumed that much the same reasoning for the use

of more campers and trailers by retirees can be applied to our find-

ings on tents, only in reverse.

(10) The Retiree and Back Pack Equipment

Another association that appeared in Chi Square (x2) analysis

was that of the recreation resource-user's attitude toward the activity

of back packing. One way to test this was to find out if he owned a

back pack this would give some indication if he participated in said

activity. That is, does the respondent own a back pack; if so, per-

haps he at one time or another had a preference for back packing.

The X 2 computed gave a probability (P) between .95 and . 99,

hence x2 proved to be significant at least at the .05 level.

It was particularly interesting to note that over eight percent

(8.54%) of the respondents owned a back pack, yet not one of these

owners were in the group of retired recreation resource-users.

Over nine percent (9.3%) of the regularly employed respondents

owned a back pack. It might be reasoned that age and physical limita-

tions influence participation in a strenuous activity such as back

packing. The retirees may have occasionally back packed, but it

might be assumed that they did so seldom that the purchase and con-

venience of owning such equipment was unnecessary.
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Figure 64. Retired Resource- Figure 65. Regularly Employed
Users

(11) The Retiree and Boat Ownership

Resource-Users

One variable that proved to have a X2 that was significant at

least at the .01 level was that of ownership and use of a boat. When

tested against whether the recreation resource-user was retired or

not, a probability (P) between .99 and 1.00 was observed.

Over thirteen percent (13. 5%) of those who were retired indi-

cated that they owned some kind of boat. Another five percent (5. 6%)

of those who were regularly employed also indicated that they owned

such equipment.

It might be assumed that as one gets older he can better afford

such equipment; he may value the convenience and comfort more and

finds such ownership in harmony with his interest in fishing. The

amount of leisure time available to the retiree may also help him to

justify the need for such equipment.
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Figure 66. Retired Resource- Figure 67, Regularly Employed
Users Resource-Users

Recreation Resource-Users Type of Dwelling

The recreation resource-user was asked to respond to the

question "Is the place where you presently live a single dwelling unit,

a duplex, a triplex, a multiple unit, such as an apartment house, or

is it some other type, such as a trailer house?"

The responses were then grouped into two categories for analy-

sis purposes, "single dwelling unit" or "other." These responses

were then tested to see if some association exists between certain

variables such as camper ownership, back pack ownership and tent

ownership. The results of the findings are as follows:.

(1) Type of Dwelling and Camper Trailer Owner

An association was found to exist between the type of dwelling

the recreation-resource-user lived in and his ownership of a camper,

tent-trailer or trailer.
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The X2 computed gave a probability (P) of between .89 and 1.00,

hence x2 proved to be significant at least at the .01 level.

Nearly fifty-four percent (53. 96 %) of the respondents had camper-

trailers or some modification thereof. Eighty-eight percent (88.75%)

of all the respondents lived in a single dwelling unit. Of those who

lived in a single dwelling unit fifty-six percent had the camper or

trailer unit.

Apparently those who lived in a single dwelling unit were more

inclined to own a camper or trailer than those who lived in some other

type of dwelling. This may be an income relationship or may reflect

limited storage space. No actual conclusion could be drawn here.

/Other Camping Equipment

43. 7%

Camper-Trailer Ownership )

56. 3%

***.

I

Camper-Trailer \
Ownership

35. 2%

Other Camping Equipment

N

64. 8%

Figure 68. Single Dwelling Figure 69. Multiple Dwelling
Residence

(2) Type of Dwelling and Back Pack Ownership

Residence

Another association that appeared in Chi Square (x2) analysis

was that of the recreation resource-user's type of residence and

their ownership pattern of Back Pack equipment.
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That is, do they own a back pack and is there any relation to

the type of dwelling they live in at home? The X2 computed gave a

probability (P) between 99 and 1.00, hence X2 proved to be signifi-

cant at least at the .01 level.

Although there weren't a great number of back pack owners,

those resource-users who lived in multiple dwelling units owned

proportionally more than those who lived in single dwelling units.

Only seven percent (7. 3 %) of those who lived in single dwelling units

owned back packs, whereas over eighteen percent (18.5%) in multiple

dwelling units owned back packs.

Perhaps this reflects the tendency for young people to start off

married life in apartments, duplexes or other multiple family units.

As the family and income grow, the tendency is to strive for a home

of your own. Back packing seems to be more a young and middle age

activity, hence the higher percentage shows up in multiple dwelling

category.
Back Pack Ownership

7.3

No Back Pack Ownership /
92.7°A)

Back N
Pack
Ownership
18.5%

No Back Pack Ownership

81.5%

N.

Figure 70. Single Dwelling Figure 71, Multiple Dwelling
ResidenceResidence
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Recreation Resource-User and Boat Ownership

The recreation resource-user was also asked if he owned a boat

or not. This response was compared to other variables to see if

some association could be detected. Associations were found to exist

between certain favored recreation activities and boat ownership.

Over thirty-two percent (32.5%) of the respondents indicated that they

owned a boat of some kind. Of this group the major interests were

fishing (55.8%) and camping (25.6%). Secondary interests showed a

different pattern with camping being first (27. 6 %), fishing second

(23.7%), swimming (14. 7 %) and boating (12.8%) in that order of popu-

larity. Water skiing ranked low in both categories, being tied with

three others for third in the most popular activities and ranking around

sixth in the secondary preference category.

(1) Boat and Camper Ownership Patterns

Another variable that proved to have a X2 that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of the ownership of a camper, trailer

or modification thereof. When tested against the recreation resource-

user's boat ownership pattern, a probability (P) between .99 and 1.00

was observed.

Over sixty-four percent (64. 1 %) of those who owned boats also

owned a camper-trailer or equivalent piece of equipment. Only slightly
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over forty-nine percent (49. 1%) of those who were not boat owners

indicated that they owned a camper, trailer, or similar piece of equip-

ment.

...----
.......-- .........

/.. N/
/ Camper-Trailer Ownership \

/ 49. 1%

tNo Camper-Trailer Ownership/

\ 50. 9%

/No Camper-Trailer
Ownership

35. 9%

1

Camper-Trailer Ownership

64.1%

Figure 72. Boat Ownership Figure 73. No Boat Ownership

It might be assumed that one would also find an association be-

tween income, age of respondent, and activity preference. Those

who can afford the camper-trailer and boat combinations probably

have greater incomes, are somewhat older, and may show a stronger

interest in fishing than those who do not own a boat.

The Instate and Out-of-State Recreation Resource-User

(1) Convenience to Place of Residence

The recreation resource-user was asked to respond to the

question "How convenient is this particular location to your present

home. . ." This response was then compared to whether the respon-

dent was from Oregon or out-of-state.



The x2 computed equaled 24.872 with 3 degrees of freedom.

This gave a probability (P) that is between . 99 and 1.00, hence X

proved to be significant at least at the .01 level.

The general feeling of the recreation resource-users were that

the location was "Very to Quite" convenient to their home. Nearly

fifty-five percent (54. 9 %) so indicated; however, another twenty per-

cent (19. 61%) agreed that it was "Not At All Convenient" to their Home.

Twenty-six percent (26. 14%) of the respondents had a greater

tendency to feel the location was "Not Too Convenient" to "Not At All

Convenient" to their homes. A distribution of responses is shown

below:

2
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..
Not Too

Convenient

/ Not 25.7%
/ At All

Convenient
I 10.6%

Very
\ Convenient\ 20. 4%

N

Quite
Convenient

43.4%

.....- --- ---- ......
N/ Not At All/ Convenient

/ 45.0%

INot Too 1

Very Convenient
Convenient

Quite 25. 0% /
15.0% onvenien

15.0%

Figure 74. In-State Opinion of Figure 75. Out-of-State Opinion
Site - Location

(2) Camper-Trailer Ownership Pattern

of Site-Location

Another variable that proved to have a X2 that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of ownership of a camper, trailer or
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similar type equipment. When-tested against the recreation resource-

user's place of residence, In-State or Out-Of-State, a probability (P)

between .99 and 1.00 was observed.

Over sixty-three percent (63.6%) of the Out-Of-State respondents

owned a camper-trailer or similar type of camping vehicle. Around

fifty percent (50.8%) of the In-State respondents also indicated that

they owned this type of equipment.

......-.

/".
-.., //No Camper-Trailer

/No Camper-Trailer \

I Ownership \ / Ownership \
1 49.2% \ i

36.4% \
1

1

Camper-Trailer Ownership / Camper-Trailer Ownership /I

\ /50.8% \ \ /63.6% /

N / N // .-...,_ -- ..../

Figure 76. In-State Resource- Figure 77. Out-Of-State Resource-
Users Users

It might be assumed that those resource-users that live Out-Of

State, and have to travel greater distances to get to the recreation

resource, are more prone to having a camper, trailer, tent-trailer

or similar type of recreation vehicle.

The Recreation Resource-User and Noise

(1) Noise and Site Development

The recreation resource-user was asked to respond to the
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question, "How noisy is this particular site . . . ?" This was tested

against his attitudes about the degree of development of the site-loca-

tion.

The x2 computed equaled 14.69 with six degrees of freedom.

This gave a probability (P) that is between .95 and .99, hence X

proved to be significant at least at the .05 level.

The general feeling of the recreation resource-users was that

the sites were "Not Too Noisy" or "Not At All Noisy." Approximately

ninety-four percent (93.83%) agreed that the noise at the site was a

minor problem. The resource-users also felt that the site develop-

ment was "All Right As It Is," over seventy-one percent (71.23%) so

2

indicated.

/ Not Too
Noisy

28. 77%

Very Noisy 4. 11%

Quite Noisy 2.05%

Not At All Noisy

65.07%

/ More
Developmen/ Needed

25. 34%

N

Less Development
3.43%

Site All Right As Is

71. 23%

Figure 78. Noise Level at Site Figure 79. Desired Development
of Site

Although it may be faulty, it might be assumed that because the

sites are developed and spaced the way they are that noise is not a

problem. Forest Service developments have in the past been popular
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because of the rustic development, the adequate spacing of sites, and

the distribution of user loads over large areas. Good management

can also contribute much to keeping the noise at a minimum.

Safety and Cleanliness of the Site-Location

Another association that appeared in Chi Square ( X ) analysis

was that of the recreation resource-user's attitude toward the safety

of the site for children and his attitude on the degree of cleanliness

of the site-location. That is, were they related in some fashion in

the mind of the respondent? The x 2 computed gave a probability (P)

between . 99 and 1.00, hence X 2 proved to be significant at least at

the .01 level.

Over fifty-four percent (54. 36 %) of the respondents felt that the

site was "Very Safe" and another thirty-three percent felt the site

was "Quite safe."

Nearly thirty-seven percent (36. 91 %) indicated they felt the site

was also "Very Clean" and nearly fifty percent (49.66%) felt it was at

least "Quite Clean."

Sixty-nine percent (69. 1 %) of those who thought the site was

"Very Safe" rated the site as being "very clean." This percentage

decreased in this "Very Safe" category as the attitude toward cleanli-

ness decreased. As might be supposed "Cleanliness" and "Safety"

seem to be related in the eyes of the recreation resource-user.
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Physical danger can be present in filth as well as at the edge of a

steep cliff. A site may be viewed as being unsafe for children be-

cause of clutter, garbage or unsanitary conditions.

Not At All
Clean
2. 02%

Not Too-ib.
Clean I

11.41%

.N
Very Clean

36. 91%

N

Quite Clean

49.66%

Not At All
Safe
1.34%

Not Too Safe r
10. 74%

Very Safe

54. 36%

Quite Safe

33.56%

Figure 80. Cleanliness of Site Figure 81. Safety of the Site

Resource-User's Camping Experience as Child

(1) Place of Residence as Child-Urban/Rural

Another variable that proved to have a X 2 that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of whether the respondent lived in an

urban or rural environment as a child. When tested against the

recreation resource-user's camping experience as a child, a probabil-

ity (P) between . 99 and 1.00 was observed.

Over seventy-eight percent (78. 3%) of those who indicated they

had camping experience as a child came from an urban environment.

This group consisted of about forty-two percent (41.95%) of the re-

spondents.
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Camping Experience as a Child

/
/
No Camping As a Child

53. 6%

Camped As a Child

46. 4%

No Camping As a Child

68.8%

Camped As a Child/

31.2%

Figure 82. Urban Childhood Figure 83. Rural Childhood

It might be assumed that the parents of children living in urban

areas felt the importance of "returning to nature," by way of a camp-

ing experience, much more than those already in the rural environ-

ment. Closely related to this is that those in the urban area are often

afforded a more formal camping opportunity through scouting pro-

grams, Y. M. C.A. , community recreation programs and special

interest groups and associations.

Analysis of Variance

In an attempt to further analyze the relationships between vari-

ables the statistical procedure of "Analysis of Variance" was used.
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This afforded the opportunity to look at the significance of the differ-

ence between means. Using the resultant "Variance Ratio," called F,

the author was able to obtain a comprehensive or overall test of the

significance of the differences among means. Although a significant F

does not tell which means are significantly different, it does indicate

that at least one is reliably different from some others. If F is not

significant, there is no reason for further testing, as none of the mean

differences will be significant.

If the F test proved to be significant at the .05 or the .01 levels,

this means that these results could be expected once in 20 or once in

100 trials respectively. If the calculated F proves to be larger than

those obtained from an F Table, the hypothesis that the means don't

differ can be rejected and the assumption made that they do in fact

differ.

F- Test of Anticipated. Expenditures
and Camper/Trailer Ownership

The recreation resource-users who owned and those who didn't

own a camper, trailer, tent-trailer, or similiar piece of camping

equipment differed in their expectations as to how much they would

spend on their visit to the Deschutes National Forests in Oregon.
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The camper/trailer owner's average anticipated expenditure

was approximately $108 dollars. Those who didn't use a camper/

trailer estimated expenditures in the neighborhood of $66. The differ-

ence between these means proved to be significant at the .01 level.

Table 20. Types and Number of Vehicles in the Sample.

Vehicle type or combination Number observed
in samplea

Van camper 9

Truck camper and trailer camper 9

Truck camper and boat and trailer 21

Truck camper 47

Trailer camper and boat and
trailer (2 cars) 20

Trailer camper 128

Tent trailer 18

Car or truck and boat and trailer 54

Car or truck 158

a The total of this column will not sum to 480 because 15 of the obser-
vations did not fit into any of the defined vehicle categories.

It appears that those who own the more sophisticated type of

camping vehicle anticipated a far greater expenditure than those who

do not have such equipment. Historically, camping has been looked

upon as an inexpensive form of recreation activity; perhaps those who

have not purchased much of the sophisticated camping equipment are

striving to keep this activity as economical as possible. On the other
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hand those who own campers/trailers more than likely pay more for

gas, oil and vehicle service. They may require more sophisticated

and costly overnight facilities while enroute and in our study traveled

somewhat farther to get to the site-location. They also show a ten-

dency to stay longer at the site/location; this in turn would also help

to explain the higher level of anticipated expenditures.

F Test of Income and Camper/Trailer Ownership

The difference between the mean income level and whether the

recreation resource-user owned a camper, trailer or similiar type

of recreation vehicle proved to be significant at the .01 level. There-

fore the conclusion was reached that the mean incomes for these two

groups do in fact differ.

The mean income of those who owned camper/trailers was

$10, 514. Those who didn't own the above mentioned equipment had a

mean income of $12,257.

One would expect to find the owners of more sophisticated equip-

ment such as campers and trailers in a higher income group or level.

However the findings were somewhat different. Analysis of this failed

to uncover any valid reason for this. One rationale advanced is that

economy is experienced by camper/trailer owners on a per day basis

as opposed to higher daily cost of a short intensive vacation. High
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income earners may be more inclined to choose the short, intensive

and more expensive vacation pattern.

One might also hypothesize that the lower income group has less

family units with two members working, consists of a higher percent-

age of retired people and places their priorities of expenditures

differently. Some indications support this to a degree; for example,

in looking at the size of the group indications were that those who tent

camp average 4.64 persons per party as opposed to those who don't

use a tent. This second group has only 3.59 persons per party. This

might mean that a party with $12,250 income has less discretionary

income9 available than one with $10,500 and less dependents. Another

factor that may influence these findings is that research has indicated

in certain cases that higher income level or professional groups may

participate in hiking, back packing, nature study and similar wilder-

ness type activities. Although this group is not generally large its

incomes are generally in the upper income group.

F Test of Camping Experience and
Camper/Trailer Ownership

The difference between the mean camping experience of the

recreation resource-user and whether the recreation resource-user

9 Discretionary income refers to that income an individual may
have after caring for basic survival needs of food, clothing, shelter
and general family maintenance. Income to be spent at the discretion
of the consumer.
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owned a camper, trailer or similiar type of recreation vehicle proved

to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was concluded that the

mean camping experience for these two groups does in-fact differ..

The mean camping experience of those who owned a camper/

trailer was 23.4 years. Those who didn't own a camper/trailer had

a mean camping-experience of 17.9 years.

One might hypothesize that with camping experience one would

find an increase in age and discretionary income of the recreation

resource-user. Perhaps the previous camping experience helped the

camper to be more of a discriminating consumer. Age and increased

discretionary income also allows the user to reflect his preferences

through the purchase of a camper/trailer or similar type of camping

convenience.

Outdoor recreation, as any other activity, requires a certain

amount of skill in its performance. However, outdoor recreation

activities differ in the requirements for obtaining the necessary skills

(Stone and Taves, 1958). It is suggested that there is a progression

in these skill requirements and that it is possible to group recreational

activities accordingly. If this is correct, it should be possible to ob-

serve the extent to which the mastering of skills required for certain

activities leads to successively "more difficult" activities.

Several authors point out that technological improvement and

investment in outdoor recreation equipment and facilities by the public
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and the recreationists have, to some extent, substituted for personal

inputs required by the recreation resource-user. The camper/trailer

is a good example. This observation should provide some useful in-

sights to planners for future recreational activities and resource

developments.

F-Test of Length of Stay and
Camper /Trailer iersm

The difference between the mean length of stay and whether the

recreation resource-user owned a camper, trailer or similar type of

recreation vehicle proved to be significant at the .01 level. There-

fore it was concluded that the mean length of stay for these two groups

does in fact differ.

The mean length of stay of those who owned a camper/trailer

was 11.13 days. Those who didn't own such sophisticated equipment

had a mean length of stay of 6.11 days.

One might hypothesize that the recreation resource-user with a

camper/trailer is more self-sufficient, being able to carry more

supplies, stand extreme weather changes and has more security than

those who tent or make other shelter arrangements. The trailer/

camper often serves as a base for various recreation activities,

whereas the tent may be used while participating in certain short dura-

tion activities such as back packing or fishing in a remote lake.
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As a point of information, King (1965), in his study of campsite

use, felt that the most important variables associated with how long

the family camped during the season were: occupation, age, years

of camping on the forests, family per capita income, education, age

of the youngest child and whether the forest was considered a final

destination.

F-Test of Educational Attainment and
Camper/Trailer Ownership

The difference between the mean educational level and whether

the recreation resource-user owned a camper, trailer or similiar

type of recreation vehicle proved to be significant at the .01 level.

Therefore it was assumed that the mean educational level for these

two groups does in fact differ.

The mean education of those who owned a camper/trailer was

approximately 12.43 years. Those who didn't own this type of camp-

ing equipment had a mean educational attainment of 13.64 years.

This above relationship seems to be in agreement with income

of recreation resource-users. Findings disclosed that those who

owned camper/trailers also had lower average incomes than those

who didn't. The incomes were $10, 514 to $12, 257, respectively. It

might be assumed that for the most part camper/trailer ownership

is more affected by income than it is by educational attainment. That
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is, those who own campers, trailers or similiar type recreational

vehicles may have more discretionary income. The age and size of

party relationships seems to substantiate these findings.

Perhaps this is as good a point as any to comment on the im-

portance of education. Education is another sociological variable

which may be significant in explaining why the demand for certain

recreation resources seems to be increasing. Guedry (1970) states

that

It is implied that as an individual moves from one educa-
tion stratum to another, his perspective and attitude
toward leisure time activity changes. Also, his associa-
tion is generally with persons of a similiar educational
background and this interrelationship results in a desire
for given outdoor recreation activities. The desired
activities will require his participation to take place at a
site of particular characteristics within the facility.

An indication of a positive relationship between the demand for

outdoor recreation and the years of formal education may have sub-

stantial relevance to the recreation resource manager and planner.

As the trend toward an increased percentage of the population having a

greater degree of formal education continues, the consideration of this

variable in the future may be of increasing importance.

F-Test of Distance Traveled and
Camper/Trailer Ownership

The difference between the mean distance traveled and whether
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the recreation resource-user owned a camper/trailer or similiar

type of recreation vehicle proved to be significant at the .01 level.

Therefore it was assumed that the mean distance traveled for these

two groups does in fact differ.

The mean distance traveled by those who owned a camper/trailer

was nearly 299 miles. Those who didn't own such recreation vehicles

had a mean distance traveled of 242 miles.

Perhaps because of their self sufficiency, those who owned a

camper/trailer seemed more prone to travel greater distances for

their recreation. Many a camper or trailer vehicle is so well de-

signed and so convenient that it is quite similar to taking your home

with you.

Although the trip takes a somewhat longer time, stops and of

course housing enroute is quite convenient, while those without such

equipment must find suitable facilities enroute, often at a fairly high

cost. For example, the man with the camper-trailer may utilize a

safety rest area for his overnight stay while enroute to a recreation

area. The tent camper is not allowed this luxury; tent sites are not

available for him, and he may be forced to sleep in his car, find

another campground for the night, or stay in a motel.
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F-Test of Age of Husband and
Camper/Trailer Ownership

Thy; difference between the mean age of husband and whether the

recreation resource-user owned a camper/trailer or similiar type of

recreation vehicle proved to be significant at the .01 level. There-

fore it was concluded that the mean age of the husband for these two

groups does in fact differ.

The mean age of the husband from those parties that indicated

they owned a camper/trailer was nearly 43 years. Those who didn't

own such a recreation vehicle had a mean age of 33 years.

Again the age-income relationship was observed. It's some-

what reasonable to assume that as the husband becomes better estab-

lished his expenditure pattern changes and his discretionary income

tends to rise. In the early years the family is becoming established

and the beginning salary is spent on a down payment for a home, the

new baby and general subsistence. Little discretionary income is

available for such a luxury as a camper/trailer. This changes as he

becomes better established in his job, his family somewhat stabilizes,

his discretionary income level rises and the family demands more

"togetherness."

F-Test of Camping Experience and Tent Ownership

The difference between the mean camping experience and whether



Table 21. F-Test of Camper/Trailer Ownership

Mean
Length

Recreation Camping* of Educational* Distance* Age of*
Resource- Anticipated* Experience Stay Attainment Traveled Husband
User Expenditures Income* (Years) (Days) (Years) (Miles) (Years)

Owns a $108 $10,514 23.4 11.13 12.43 299 43
Camper/Trailer

Doesn't own a $ 66 $12,257 17.9 6.11 13.64 242 33
Camper/Trailer

F Significant at the .01 Level
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the recreation resource-user owned some variety of tent proved to be

significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was assumed that the mean

camping experience for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean camping experience of those who owned a tent was 18

years. Those who didn't own a tent but used other camping equipment

had an average camping experience of nearly 23 years.

The same general relationship here exists as does that of

camping experiences and camper/trailer ownership. Age and income

come into play. For example, as the recreation resource-user be-

comes older and more experienced he may become more of a dis-

criminating consumer. He may generally experience more discre-

tionary income which allows him to reflect his preferences through

the purchase of a camper/trailer or similiar type of recreation

vehicle.

F-Test of Age of Husband and Tent Ownership

The difference between the mean age for the husband of the

camping family and whether the recreation resource-user owned a

tent of some kind proved to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore

it was assumed that the mean age of the husband for these two groups

does in fact differ.

The mean age of the husband was nearly 35 years. Those fam-

ilies who didn't own a tent had a mean age for the husband of 41 years.
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Again the age and income relationship may be hypothesized.

That is, as the husband becomes better established in his job and his

family stabilizes somewhat and his income level rises his expendi-

tures pattern changes. The tent maybe given up for the convenience

and mobility of the camper/trailer.

F-Test of Size of the Group and Tent Ownership

The difference between the mean or average size of the group

and whether the recreation resource-user owned a tent of some kind

proved, to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was concluded

that the mean size of the group for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean size of the group when tent ownership was evident was

4.64 people. Those who didn't own a tent but used other camping

Shelter had a mean group size of 3.59 people.

The author might assume several things in light of the informa-

tion presented so far. First it is observed that the tent owners are

younger than those who own camper/trailers and that of those recrea-

tion resource-users who are presently retired, over eighty-twopercent

(82. 1%) own camper/trailers.

Again age and income relationships might be considered. The

size of the group for tent owners is larger than that for camper/

trailer owners. When considering the age of the two groups, assuming

that the age of the husband is representative, it is noted that the
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younger party is larger. This may reflect more children and other

dependents. As the mean age of the husband increases we find we are

looking at an older group or family unit. This may reflect fewer

dependents.

As the resource user gets older it might be assumed (1) That

he can better afford such a camper/trailer.than he could as a younger

family man. (2) Convenience and comfort becomes more important

to a quality recreation experience (3) Physical demands of setting

up camp become more prohibitive (4) A camper/trailer offers more

security and independence and (5) The amount of leisure time available

has increased to a point where one might better justify such equipment.

Table 22. F-Test of Tent Ownership.

Recreation Camping* Age of* Size of*
Resource- Experience Husband Group
User (Years) (Years) (People)

Owns a
Tent 18 35 4.64

Doesn't own
a Tent 23 41 3.59

F Significant at the .01 level

F -Test of Educational Attainment and
Ownership of Back Pack

The difference between the mean educational level of the recrea-

tionist and whether the recreation resource-user owned some kind of
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a back pack proved to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore it

was concluded that the mean educational attainment for these two

groups does in fact differ.

The mean educational level of those who owned some variety of

back pack was 14.63 years of schooling. Those who didn't own a back

pack had a mean educational level of 12.83 years of schooling.

Closely related to the above was the recreation resource-user's

intentions to purchase a back pack in the future.. It was observed that

the mean educational level of those who intended to purchase a back

pack was 16.14 years of schooling. Those who didn't have nor did not

intend to purchase a back pack had a mean educational level of 12.94

years.

Perhaps the fact that a high educational level related to back

packing was observed, the desire to back pack has much to do with

profession or occupation.

Those who have had more formal education generally are em-

ployed in some type of professional endeavor. Often this employment

is of a sedentary nature or at least not highly physical in nature.

Recent studies also seem to indicate that the educational attainment of

young people is increasing. Back packing seems to be primarily a

young to middle age activity, often being quite vigorous in nature.

Professionals and those with more formal education are showing

a growing interest in physical fitness or physical activity not afforded
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by their jobs. Closely coupled to this is a growing awareness and

appreciation for one's environment, nature and the wilderness. Some

of this may help to explain the relationship shown above.

Table 23. F-Test of Back Pack Ownership.

Recreation Resource-User

Educational*
Attainment
(Years) Income

Owns a Back Pack

Doesn't Own a Back Back

Intends to Buy Back Pack

Doesn't Intent to Buy Back Pack

14.63

12.83

16.14

12.94

$14,078

11,058

F Significant at .01 Level

F Test of Income Level and
Ownership of a Back Pack

The difference between the mean income level and whether the

recreation resource-user owned some type of back pack proved to be

significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was concluded that the

mean income level for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean income level of those who owned some variety of back

pack was $14, 078. Those who didn't own a back pack had a mean in-

come level of $11,058.

An education-occupation relationship seems to exist here. Pro-

fessionals and those with more formal education are showing a
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growing interest in physical fitness activities, nature and wilderness

adventures. As Harry, Gule and Hendee (1969) indicated in their

study on conservation, membership appears to be composed largely

of upper-middle class occupations, especially professional occupa-

tions. The relationship to back packing seems reasonable.

F-Test of Camping. Experience and
Ownership of a Boat

The difference between the mean camping experience and whether

the recreation resource-user owned some type of boat proved to be

significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was concluded that the mean

camping experience for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean camping experience of those who owned a boat of some

kind was 24.47 years. Those who didn't own a boat had a mean camp-

ing experience of 19.17 years.

Again an age-income relationship of the recreation resource-

user seems to be developing. It seems reasonable to assume that as

one gets older and gains vocational experience his income might in-

crease. Expenditure patterns may change from necessities to more

items that may be termed as less essential - such as a boat.

F-Test of Length of Stay and Ownership of a Boat

The difference between the mean length of stay at the site and

whether the recreation resource-user owned some type of boat proved
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to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was concluded that the

mean length of stay for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean length of stay of those who owned some type of boat

was 13.40 days. Those who didn't own a boat had a mean length of

stay at the site of 6.61 days.

It appeared that owning a boat might influence how long the

recreation resource-user may stay at a site or location. This too

relates to some degree to the convenience of the site to water sports.

For example, the more convenient the site was to water sports the

greater chance that the resource-user would stay longer. Having

observed the popularity of certain water oriented activities, such as

fishing, boating, and swimming, it might be assumed that a boat

allows the resource-user to more fully enjoy the water resource.

This enjoyment applies to a variety of water oriented recreation

activities for the entire family.

F-Test of Educational Attainment
and Ownership of a Boat

The difference between the mean years of education for educa-

tional level of the recreationist whether the recreation resource-user

owned a boat of some kind proved to be significant at the .01 level.

Therefore it was concluded that the mean educational level for these

two groups does in fact differ.
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The mean educational level, in years, of those who owned a

boat was 12.20 years. Those who didn't own a boat had a mean educa-

tional level of 13.37 years.

This above relationship seems to be in agreement with the in-

come of those recreation resource-users who own camper/trailers.

Not only did they have less formal education - they had less average

income.

Perhaps it could be hypothesized that boat ownership is more

closely related to discretionary income than it is to educational at-

tainment. That is, those who own boats have more discretionary

income, even though their income level or grouping is less than the

non-boat owners. The age and size of party relationships seem to

substantiate these findings.

F-Test of Distance Traveled
and Ownership of a Boat

The difference between the mean distance traveled to and from

the recreation site and whether the recreation resource-user owned

some type of boat proved to be significant at the .05 level. Therefore

it was concluded that the mean distance traveled by these two groups

does in fact differ.

The mean distance traveled by those who owned some kind of

boat was 239 miles. Those who didn't own a boat had a mean travel

distance of 289 miles.
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It's reasonable that those who own a boat are more hesitant to

go great distances than those who are not boat owners. Pulling a

boat and trailer takes time and money. Often many inconveniences

plague the ''trailer sailor." Parking, blow-outs, decreased mobility

are all factors that plague the recreationist towing a boat.

F-Test of Age of Husband and Ownership of a Boat

The difference between the mean age for the husband of the

family and whether the recreation resource-user owned a boat proved

to be significant at the .01 level. Therefore it was assumed that the

mean age for the husband for these two groups does in fact differ.

The mean age of the husband for those families who owned some

type of boat was 43 years. Those families who didn't own a boat had

a mean age for the husband of 36 years.

Here it may be hypothesized that a relationship between age and

disposable or better yet discretionary income exists. It's somewhat

reasonable to assume that as the family unit becomes better estab-

lished their expenditure pattern changes. For example, the husband

experiences a rise in income, the family size stabilizes and the

family is of an age where they can do more as a unit. With few de-

mands for down payments for a house, or a new baby, more income is

spent on recreation equipment for family recreation. Hence, a boat

may become a popular item for the family.
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Table 24. F-Test of Boat Ownership.

Recreation Resource-User

Camping *
Experience
(Years)

Length *
of

Stay
(Days)

Educational *
Attainment

(Years)

Distance **
Traveled
(Miles)

Age of *
Husband
(Years)

Owns a Boat

Doesn't Own a Boat

24.47

19. 17

13.40

6.61

12. 20

13. 37

239

289

43

36

*

* *

F Significant at . 01 level

F Significant at .05 level

F-Test of Convenience to User's
Home and Distance Traveled

Another variable that proved to have a "F" that was significant

at least at the .01 level was that of the user's attitude about the con-

venience of the site to his place of residence. When tested against

the recreation resource-user's distance traveled from his home, a

difference in his attitude about the site's convenience was observed.

The mean distances, the recreation resource-user's response

and the percentage of respondents in each category are tabulated

below.

User's Response Mean Distance Traveled (Miles) Percent of
Respondents

Very Convenient

Quite Convenient

Not Too Convenient

Not At All Convenient

181.5

199.4
271.6

468.4

18.95

35.95

25.49

19.61
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Table 25. Number of Recreation Days and Units Observed in the
Sample by State and County.

State County Recreation Recreation
days units

Oregon
Deschutes 283 49
Crook 21 3

Jefferson 18 4
Benton 84 10
Lane 544 61

Linn 67 11
Marion 72 23
Hood River 3 1

Harney 2 1

Klamath 11 5

Was co 64 3

Clackamas 104 18
Douglas 32 9
Jackson 49 8

Lincoln 26 4
Multnomah 875 98
Polk 16 2

Washington 84 17
Yamhill 355 9

Clatsop 2 1

Columbia 5 2

Tillamook 14 2

Coos 207 13
Curry 19 1

Jos ephine 67 2

Umatilla 31 4
Union 2 1

Washington
Benton 9 1

Cowlitz 8 1

Grays Harbor 4 1

King 11 3

Pierce 2 1

Snohomish 4 1

Clark 24 5
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Table 25. Continued.

State County Recr eation Recreation
days units

California
Alamada 72 10
Contra Costa 8 2

Marin 32 4
Napa 31 2

Sacramento 199 5

San Francisco 6 2

San Joaquin 21 2

San. Mateo 58 5

Santa Clara 85 10
Santa Cruz 4 1

Sonoma 21 1

Stanislaus 23 4
Kern 6 1

Los Angeles 274 22
Orange 57 8
Riverside 33 4
San Bernardino 42 2

San Diego 4 2

Santa Barbara 29 2

Tulare 26 1

Ventura 5 2

Humboldt 32 3

Shasta 6 2
Mendocino 5 1

Butte 11 2
Placer 8 1

Idaho
Custer 3 1

Nez Perce 3 1

Nevada
Washoe 6 1

Montana
Cascade 3 1
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From the above summary one might hypothesize that when the

recreation resource is somewhat over 200 miles from the residence

of the user, it becomes somewhat inconvenient. If the site location

is somewhat under the 200 mile figure, it seems to be considered

rather convenient. The author suspects that the distance isn't quite

as critical as is the driving time. For example, the greater portion

of the resource-users are destination oriented, that is, they have

the Bend Ranger District as their destination and plan to spend more

than one day in the area. If they can get to the site in one-half to one

day driving time, the author suspects the user feels the site is rela-

tively convenient. If they must travel a day or more, staying over-

night in route, it might be assumed this is relatively more inconven-

ient to the user.

F-Test of Convenience to User's Home
and Anticipated Expenditures

Another association that appeared in the Analysis of Variance

was that of the recreation resource-user's attitude toward how con-

venient the site was from his home and how much money he expected

to spend. That is, if he traveled a long distance does he expect to

spend more money on the trip including the stay at the site?

The F-Test proved to be significant at the .05 level indicating

that there was a difference between at least one of the means. It was
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observed, as one might expect, that as the recreation resource-user

traveled further from his home he anticipated that his overall ex-

penditure level would increase. The user's responses, the mean

anticipated expenditure level, and the percentage of respondents in

each category are tabulated below.

Table 26. Convenience of Site to Users.

User's Response Percent of
Respondents

Mean Anticipated Expenditures
(In Dollars)

Very Convenient

Quite Convenient

Not Too Convenient

18,95

35.95

25.49

41.89

69.30

77.92

Not At All
Convenient 19.61 108.86

This relationship is not surprising; yet it is reassuring to know

that as the recreation resource-user evaluated the site and its con-

venience to his place of residence, he was also able to anticipate what

it might cost him to recreate in the area. The expenditure figures

not only reflect travel cost but may reflect other intrinsic decisions

about his length of stay, supplies he will need, and cost of lodging.

From looking at the mean distances traveled for various responses

given one might suspect that travel costs are a major portion of these

cost expectations.
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F-Test of Convenience to Water
Sports and Length of Stay

Another variable that proved to have an "F" that was significant

at least at the .05 level was that of the recreation resource-user's

attitude about the convenience of the site location to a water sports

area. When tested against the recreation resource-user's length of

stay at the site it was observed that the convenience of water sports

opportunities seemed to have a positive influence.

The user appeared content to stay a relatively longer period of

time - at least when compared to the two extreme conditions of con-

venience. The user's response, the mean length of stay at the site

and the percentage of respondents in each category are tabulated be-

low.

Table 27. Convenience to Water Sports.

User's Response Percent of
Respondents

Mean Length of Stay at Site
(In Days)

Very Convenient 60.93 6.33

Quite Convenient 27.15 4.00

Not Too Convenient 9.93 4. 80

Not At All
Convenient 1.99 2. 67

Water, in many studies dealing with recreation resources,

quite often is found to be a focal point for recreation and recreationist.
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The author strongly suspects that this is the case in the Bend Ranger

District. The popularity of many of the water oriented recreation

activities seems to support this as does the indicated "Likes" of the

resource-user (Appendix 1, Question 12).

F-Test of Degree of Development
and Camping. Experience

Another association that appeared in our Analysis of Variance

was that of the recreation resource-user's attitude toward the degree

of site development and his camping experience. That is, as the user

gains camping experience does he demand more or less site improve-

ments? The F-Test computed had a level of significance of .05, It

was observed that as the recreation resource-user gained experience

he seemed to choose sites or locations that were developed to the

extent he desired, hence, he didn't request substantial changes. The

user's response, the mean years of experience and the percentage of

respondents in each category are tabulated below.

Table 28. Degree of Desired Development.

User's Response Percent of
Respondents

Mean Years of Camping
Experience

Better Development 25.83 16.36
Needed

All Right As Is 70. 86 23.20

Less Development 3.31 16.40
Needed
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It's hard to tell whether the recreation resource-user was of a

conservative nature and resisted change or whether he selected his

recreation areas with an eye to how they are presently developed.

The author suspects his reaction is a little of both.

Major Activity Participation and Selected Variables

The F-Test of recreation activities participated in most by the

recreation resource-user proved of interest when compared with

selected variables.

The author selected variables that had an F that was significant

at the .05 level or the .01 level. These variables proved to be (1)

Income, (2) Education (3) Size of Group (4) Age of Husband (5) Camp-

ing Experience (6) Anticipated Expenditure, and (7) Distance Traveled.

The means of each of these variables are shown in Table 29. These

are shown as they relate to various preferred recreation activities.

For example, one might look at the activity, "Fishing," and be able

to determine the average income level or average size of the group

that participated "Most" in this activity.

The author could attempt to hypothesize as to why certain differ-

-ences occur; however, the feeling is that too much generalization is

risky. Attention is drawn to certain relationship only for discussion

purposes. For example, those users who showed a strong preference

for photography were in a higher income group, their years of



Table 29. Major Activity Participation and Selected Variables.

Average of Variables

Activity Preference
Income *
(dollars)

Education *
Level (Yrs)

Size of *
Group

Age of *
Husband

Camping **
Experience

(Years)

Anticipated **
Expenditures

Distance *
Traveled to
Site (Miles)

Fishing 11,014 12,4 3,8 40,0 22.7 $ 99.60 308

Boating 9,181 13.4 5.3 34.6 20,1 61.81 133

Waterskiing 16,063 14.3 5.9 29.9 17,4 87.42 179

Swimming 14,893 14.5 4.7 39.9 16.2 110.68 244

Camping 10,518 13.0 4.0 40.3 19,9 83.89 281

Hunting 8,500 13.0 3.5 47.2 23,5 93.67 160

Sightseeing 7,909 13.5 3.9 25.4 19,0 85.63 274

Photography 17,000 18.0 2.0 65.0 35.0 350.00 513

Hiking 12,502 13.9 3,7 26.4 14,5 46,03 191

Riding 35,550 20,0 4,0 33.0 5.0 0 34

Sailing 16,014 13.4 3.1 39.4 33.4 37.07 169

Picnic 15,510 14.2 3.2 26.2 13.4 27.20 180

*
F proved to be significant at 01 level.

**
F proved to be significant at . 05 level.

Note: Although the F Test did not disclose which means are significantly different, it does indicate that at least one is reliably different from the
others. The author has chosen those variables that show some difference for tabulation above, as further testing is in fact justifiable. If F
had not been significant, there would be no further reason for testing as none of the mean differences would be significant.
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education were higher than most other activities, the age of the hus-

band was high, the size of the group was small, they traveled farther

than other resource-users and expected to spend more for their trip.

From the above information one might hypothesize that for the

more sedentary activities such as photography one might expect to

find an upper to upper-middle class group with few if any young

children, the user would probably be retired and older than most of

the other users. Although this kind of assumption is risky, it might

be a start to future study of specific traits and characteristics of

those who use a specific resource area.

A comparison of fishing and waterskiing is also of interest. The

author found that the income and educational level was somewhat

higher for the waterskier. The size of the waterskiing group was

also considerably larger; this is reasonable in that safety laws usually

dictate that there should be a minimum of three people with a boat

at any one time -the boat operator, the skier and an observer. Also,

several people can be actively involved in the other recreation activi-

ties on shore while still waiting their turn on the skis. If a boat is

involved in the fishing activity the fishermen are generally all in the

boat.

As mentioned earlier, waterskiing is an active sport and has

a high participation by younger people. The average age of the hus-

band proved to be more than ten years younger than that of the fishing
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party. Because the waterskiers are a younger group it is understand-

able that they have less camping experience than the fishermen.

The waterskiers tend to travel less than the fishermen, that is

they don't go quite as far to find a place satisfactory to their water-

skiing needs. This could be for many reasons; for example, almost

any relatively large body of water that is clear of debris is suitable

to waterskiing, whereas to find a good fishing resource one must be

more selective. The equipment (boat, motor, trailer) is usually

somewhat larger than that used by the fisherman, somewhat prohibit-

ing towing the boat and trailer to a more distant location - especially

if a suitable alternative is close by.

When we look at the activity of swimming, we note that the age

of the husband or father is approximately that for fishing and some-

what older, ten years, than that for waterskiing. This may raise

some questions at first in that one might feel that the relationship

between swimming and waterskiing should be closer than that between

swimming and fishing. An analysis of preferences shows that gen-

erally when the husband goes fishing the rest of the family likes to

swim. The husband,as a respondent to our survey, often ranked

fishing as his number one recreation preference and swimming as one

of the best for the family.

A look at the activity "sightseeing" discloses that the average

income level of sightseers is the lowest of all the activities. It was
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also observed that the husband of the family unit of sightseers had the

youngest average age (25.4 yrs.). This might lead one to believe that

sightseeing is popular because of several reasons. First, it's rela-

tively inexpensive. Second, a young family with small children can

take part in it with relatively few inconveniences. Children seem to

influence the participation pattern of many recreation resource-users.

Little new or special equipment is needed for the young family to go

sightseeing.

These are but a few examples of what might be deduced from

the information given in Table 29, assuming a reasonable understanding

of some of the other findings. Further deductions as to possible re-

lationships are left to the reader.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Simply stated, our people need more outdoor living space.
Wise farsighted provisions must be made to get it. Out-
door recreation is no longer a luxury. I do not need to
belabor the importance and immediancy of the challenge
which we face. Only a bold stroke and a major invest-
ment can save some of the remaining lands and waters
for urgently needed outdoor recreation.

- Nelson A. Rockefeller

Summary of Variable Associations

Value of the Recreation Site

The author would expect the recreation resource-user to think

highly of the recreation value of the site/location. He is generally

satisfied with the degree of development and wants little change. Water

for recreation purposes is particularly important to him. If the user

is an Oregonian, as nearly three-quarters are, the tendency is to

value the site less than the out-of-staters. He is more discriminating

and may take the resources more for granted due to their relative

abundance and availability.

Urban/Rural Residence of Resource-User

Those recreation resource-users from an urban environment
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generally had a more friendly attitude toward other campers than those

from a rural place of residence.

The urban dweller also participates in a greater variety of

recreation activities. Camping and swimming were also more popu-

lar with the urban dweller than the rural dweller. Fishing ranked

first with the rural dweller and was relatively more popular.

The urban dweller will also be less sure of the safety of the

area than one from a rural environment. The contrasts in environ-

ments probably account for this.

Convenience to Water Sports

The general attitude is that the site/location is "very to quite"

convenient to water sports. This seems to have little relationship to

the convenience of the site/location to the user's home. Although one

may feel that the site or location is inconvenient to get to, if it is con-

venient to water the extra effort seems to be worth it. Fishing and

swimming were the major attractions; and as the site became more

inconvenient to reach, boating and waterskiing suffered.

Desire to Return to Site/Location

Convenience of the user's home to the site seemed to have little

effect on whether he desired to return. Generally, even when the site/

location was "not at all convenient," over eighty-five percent desired
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to return. The recreation experience was worth the effort and incon-

venience. This experience seemed to include such things as (1) beauty

of the site, (2) friendliness of other users (3) safety of the site for

children (4) degree of development (5) cleanliness of the site, and (6)

convenience of the site to water and water sports.

The Retired Recreation Resource-User

Fishing, camping, sightseeing, photography and rock hounding

proved to be relatively more popular with those who were retired than

those who were not; however, such activities such as swimming, water

skiing and back-packing were not as desirable to those users who

were retired. Age seemed to have the greatest influence on the type

of activity participated in by the retired recreation resource-user.

The population of retirees can also be expected to have more

campers, trailers and boats than those who are regularly employed.

We assume that several factors may influence this. For example as

one gets older (1) he may better afford such equipment than he could

as a young family man (2) convenience and comfort may become more

important for a quality recreation experience (3) physical demands

are more limiting and (4) the amount of leisure available may help to

justify the need for such equipment.
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Recreation Resource-User's Type of Dwelling

Those resource-users who lived in a single dwelling unit seemed

more inclined to own campers, trailers and similiar types of camping

vehicles, whereas those who lived in multiple units were more in-

clined to own back-packing equipment. Again age and related income

seem to come into play.

Recreation Resource-User and Boat Ownership

The relationship between boat and camper/trailer ownership was

also strong. For example, over sixty-four percent of those who

owned boats also owned a camper/trailer or equivalent piece of recre-

ation equipment.

Instate/Out-of-State Recreation Resource-User

If it was observed that the recreation resource-user was from

out-of-state, one could expect a higher percentage of camper/trailers

than those who are from Oregon. Two out of three out-of-staters

could be expected to have a camper, trailer or similiar vehicle.

Recreation Resource-User and Noise

There seemed to be a general feeling that the noise level at the

various site/locations was minimal. Part of this was attributed to the
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level of development and design of the campground. Rustic develop-

ment, adequate spacing of sites and the distribution over larger areas

contributes much to the peace and quiet of the site/location.

Safety and Cleanliness of the Site/Location

As one might suspect safety and cleanliness were related in the

eyes and mind of the recreation resource-user. A site/location may

be viewed as being unsafe for children or adults because of clutter,

litter, garbage or unsanitary conditions.

Camping Experience as a Child

Those who were raised in an urban environment generally had

camped more than those who were raised in a rural area. We might

assume that at least two reasons for this exist first, the desire for

those away from nature to return to nature and, second, more formal

opportunity being presented to urban children through scouting pro-

grams, Y. M. C. A. 's, community recreation and special interest

groups.

Recreation Resource-User and Camper/Trailer Ownership

The recreation resource-user who owned a camper/trailer was

noted to generally anticipate a greater level of expenditures on each

trip; to be more experienced at camping; to stay longer at the site
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location; to travel further to get to the site/location and to be some-

what older than those who were not camper/trailer owners. Non-

owners generally had somewhat greater incomes and level of

educational attainment, that is, more years of formal education.

Mainly an age-income relationship is reasoned to explain some

of these differences. For example, one might hypothesis that with an

increase in age the resource-user's camping experience increases,

he becomes better established in his job and his income level may rise,

but more importantly his discretionary income rises. Expenditure

patterns change; less is spent on the down payment for a home, the

new baby and general subsistance. More discretionary income is

available for meeting the "togetherness" needs of his family through

recreation; hence a camper/trailer is purchased.

The relationship between distance traveled, anticipated expen-

ditures and length of stay seems obvious. The security, convenience

and self-sufficiency of the camper/trailer generally allow longer trips

and stays. Both of these are paid for in time and money.

The relationship between education and income seems consis-

tent; however, camper/trailer ownership seems to be more of an

income phenomenon. Trends also indicate that the educational attain-

ment of our young people is increasing - hence, age again comes into

play.
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Recreation Resource-User and Tent Ownership

The recreation resource-user who used or owned a tent was

generally quite different from the camper/trailer owner. He had less

camping experience, was younger, camped in a larger group and had

attained a higher level of formal education. The assumed reasons

behind these differences have been discussed previously.

Recreation Resource-User and Back-Pack Ownership

The recreation resource-user who owned or used a back-pack

was of a higher income level and had more formal education. Back-

packing seemed to appeal to certain professional or occupational levels.

Young to middle age groups participated more often as the activity is

generally quite vigorous in nature. The growing emphasis on physical

fitness and a growing awareness and appreciation for one's environ-

ment, nature and wilderness, tend to increase interest in this type of

activity.

Recreation Resource-User and Boat Ownership

The recreation resource-user who owns a boat is also older and

more experienced in camping than those who are not boat owners. He

also stays at the site almost twice as long as other users/owners.

The boat owner won't travel as far for his recreation as others.
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Age and income relationships also play an important role here.

Water probably is one of the key reasons the resource-user stays put

at the site/location although the inconvenience of pulling a boat is also

a major factor as shown by the distance he travels. He travels on

an average of 50 miles less than other users.

Major Activity Participation and Selected Variables

The recreation activities participated in by the recreation re-

source-users proved of interest when compared with selected vari-

ables.. The variables that proved of special significance are (1)

Income (2) Education (3) Size of group (4) Age of husband (5) Camping

experience (6) Anticipated expenditures, and (7) Distance traveled.

Table 29 found on page 203 may prove of interest to the reader.

The author could attempt to conclude as to why certain differ-

ences occur; however, the feeling is that too much generalization is

risky. Attention is drawn to certain relationship only for discussion

purposes.

Photography

The recreation resource-users who showed a strong preference

for photography were in a higher income group; their years of educa-

tion were higher than most other activities; the age of the husband was
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high, the size of the group was small, they traveled farther than other

resource-users and expected to spend more for their trip.

From the above information one might hypothesize that for the

more sedentary activities such as photography one might expect to

find an upper to upper-middle class group with few if any children,

probably retired, and older than most of the other users. Although

this kind of assumption is risky it might be a start to future study of

specific traits and characteristics of those who use a specific resource

area.

Fishing and Waterskiing

A comparison of fishing and waterskiing is also of interest. It

was found that the income and educational level were somewhat higher

for the waterskier. The size of the group was also considerably

larger; this is reasonable in that safety laws usually dictate that there

should be a minimum of three people with the boat at any one time

the boat operator, the skier and an observer. Also, several people

can be actively involved in the skiing activity while still waiting their

turn on the shore. If a boat is involved in the fishing activity, the

fishermen are generally all in the boat.

As noted earlier, waterskiing is an active sport and has a high

participation by younger people. The average age of the husband

proved to be over ten years younger than that of the fishing party.
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Because the waterskiers are a younger group it is understandable that

they have less camping experience than the fishermen.

The waterskiers tend to travel less than the fishermen; that is

they don't go quite as far to find a place satisfactory to their water

skiing needs. This could be for many reasons; for example, almost

any relatively large body of water that is clear of debris is suitable

to waterskiing, whereas to find a good fishing resource one must be

more selective. The equipment (boat motor, trailer, etc.) is usually

somewhat larger than that used by the fisherman, somewhat prohibiting

his pulling the boat and trailer to a more distance location especially

if a suitable alternative is close by.

Swimming

When the activity of swimming is observed, it is noted that the

age of the husband or father is approximately that for fishing and

somewhat older, ten years, than that for waterskiing. This may

raise some questions at first in that one might feel that the relation-

ship between swimming and waterskiing should be closer than that

between swimming and fishing. In analyzing the preferences it is

generally observed that when the husband goes fishing the rest of the

family likes to swim. The husband, in responding to the survey,

often ranked fishing as his number one recreation preference and

swimming as one of the best for the family.
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Sightseeing

The activity 'sightseeing" has an average income level asso-

ciated with it that is the lowest of all the activities. It is also ob-

served that the husband of the family unit had the youngest average

age (25.4 yr. ). This might lead one to believe that sightseeing was

popular because of several reasons. First, it's relatively inexpen-

sive. Second, a young family with small children can take part in it

with relatively few inconveniences or difficulties. Children seem to

influence the participation pattern of many recreation resource-users.

Little new or special equipment is needed for the young family to go

sightseeing.

These are but a few example of what might be concluded from

the information given in Table 29, assuming a reasonable understand-

ing of other findings. Further deductions as to possible relationships

are left to the reader.

Summary of Attitudinal Responses

The overall attitudinal response for the selected variables was

generally quite favorable. The author concluded that the recreation

resource-users were generally quite satisfied with the environment of

the recreation resource. Few complaints or indications of dissatis-

faction were indicated. Indicative of the attitude of the recreation
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resource-users was their response to the recreation value of the re-

source. Over eighty-two percent (82. 65 %) of the respondents gave the

resource the highest rating possible.

One might assume that as long as the site/location is reasonably

quiet and private, convenient to water, safe and clean, with friendly

campers and attractive scenery, the resource-user will be relatively

satisfied. This would probably hold even if the site/location is not

generally convenient to the user's place of residence. With the above

positive factors the user may find little need for more site develop-

ment; in fact, he may be prone to want things just as they presently'.

are for fear that more development might bring more people, crowd-

ing, noise, litter, site deterioration and other people problems.

The Bend Ranger District seems to be particularly desirable to

this particular group of recreation resource-users because of the

area's remoteness and seclusion; its beauty and scenery; its access to

water and good fishing resource. The resource manager can do much

to aid and enhance these desirable attributes. For example, a con-

tinual fish and game management program is most desirable if a

quality recreation experience is to be maintained.

Planning the design of campgrounds or recreation areas should

take into consideration such fundamental things as good access to the

area, spacing of individual sites, access of the area to water for
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recreation and drinking. Preservation of the natural beauty and en-

vironment also seems most desirable.

With any recreation area the importance of good facilities and

services emerges. Cleanliness, good maintenance, adequate rest-

rooms, water supply, firewood and tables are not only basic require-

ments, they are a fundamental obligation to the user. Once a resource

manager invites the recreation resource-user to an area he must

stand ready to serve and in a sense manage him as well as the re-

source. Without such integrated management, both will suffer - but

not nearly as much as the dedicated resource manager. If the hard-

ship isn't felt immediately in the recreation resource area, it may

well be on the way through the channels of our political system.

Conclusions

The quality of our outdoor environment is now receiving serious

attention by national as well as local leaders. The growth in popula-

tion, discretionary income and the increase in leisure time makes it

even more necessary to match the resource with resource-user. In

order to achieve this match in terms of optimum human satisfaction,

those agencies responsible for the provision of the outdoor recreation

resource base need to have more knowledge about the particular quali-

ties of the recreation-user. Likewise, the resource manager must

be knowledgeable about the recreation resource-user, his
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characteristics, attitudes, likes and dislikes, opinions, attributes and

idiosyncras ies.

It appears that this will be no simple matter in that there are so

many diverse and conflicting interests among recreation resource-

users. Assuming that the many conflicts between other resource-

users have been solved, or are at least under control, resource

managers have a whole new challenge facing them. For example, in

the process of trying to develop policy on the use of motor scooters on

mountain trails, two widely contrasting factions may appear. The

hiker may ally himself with the horseman and say that the scooter use

should be banned. The scooter user may quickly retaliate in saying

that he has equal right to use of the mountain trails as anyone else.

Both of these points of view of the recreationist mean conflict, and the

resource manager must evaluate, choose between, or compromise.

Other examples might be the wilderness user who is opposed to

roads in many areas in contrast to the mass recreationist who must

have roads to satisfy his desires. The fisherman vs. the water skier

is another example.

The recreation resource manager may at first shirk from these

new challenges - these "people problems" but he need not. He has

faced problems similar to this day after day. Since the acceptance of

"Multiple-use" in our forests, he has faced the problems of over-use,

abuse and coordinated use. For example, over-population of wildlife
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might cause deer to die in their search for food. Here, the numbers

of cattle and sheep had to be reduced to achieve a balance that would

allow improvement in range capacity. Highway encroachment or

forest fires, or the threat of, are other examples of how the resource

manager has handled various challenges through knowledge and under-

standing of the various uses and how they might best be coordinated.

This principle of coordinating uses can be applied equally well

with respect to solving potential conflicts between motor scooters and

horsemen or hikers on the trail; between water skiers, swimmers,

and fishermen on the lake; or between advocates of tramways, hot-

showers, paved parking areas and their counterparts.

It appears that with studies such as presented here, blended with

experience, the resource manager can better plan for the recreational

challenges of the future. Multiple-use management planning requires

knowledge of the resource and the resource-users, present and poten-

tial. Using recreational facilities as an example, a manager might

observe that the clientele in a particular area is transient - that is,

just passing through an area. He might find that by developing near

a major highway and developing facilities specifically to accommodate

the needs of the transient visitor, he may reduce traffic and pressure

on key resource areas.

While enroute, the traveler may not be particularly interested

in nature trails, boat launching ramps, interpretive programs, fish-

ing or other similar activities and facilities. They may be more
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concerned about a site located close to their travel route, easy to

find, quiet and restful; and most of all, easy to get in, set-up and get

out with a minimum of lost time.

On the other hand, as observed in this study, there are recrea-

tion resource-users for whom the resource is their destination. They

often want to set up a home away from home. Here they may want to

stay a week or more at a time. Most are "activity" oriented and seek

the resources and facilities they need to enjoy themselves during their

stay. These recreation resource-users generally want to get away

from the crowds and traffic; be near a water resource; have a variety

of recreation opportunities; enjoy the beauty, scenery and nature; and

relax in peace and quiet.

These are but two examples of the user groups that might desire

to use the recreation resource. The author has briefly looked at

others such as the backpacker and the resort recreationist and some

users that fall in between these groups. By recognizing different types

of users and their needs, recreation resource managers can plan to

develop and utilize the various resources and opportunities in a bal-

ance, or "mix," that will be most efficient or, it is hoped, somewhat

better than they have done in the past.
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We must strive for the "highest and best use" of our resources.

As former Secretary of the Interior, Stewart L. Udall (1963) said in

the Quiet Crisis:

Our mastery over our environment is now so great
that the conservation of a region, a metropolitan area,
or a valley is more important, in most cases, than the
conservation of any single resource. Complex decisions
will require sophisticated judgements that weigh all ele-
ments and explore all possible alternatives. Slum valleys
and regional slums will be the result, unless we put our
resources to their highest and best use.

As the area of conflict and overlap increases we must
constantly improve our decision-making techniques. Nor
must we be afraid to decide the toughest of issues; practices
that defer necessary decisions can also be a threat to the
national welfare.

This has application to resources such as the Bend Ranger Dis-

trict of the Deschutes National Forest. In order to improve our de-

cision making we need to have natural resource managers who are not

only oriented to the natural resources but have a greater orientation

and understanding of people. This means that resource management

teams must draw more from other disciplines and approach the prob-

lems more from an interdisciplinary point of view. This means that

economists, sociologists, psychologists, political scientists and

recreation educators will play a much more active role in the future.
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One of the major problems will be to provide for people in ever-

increasing quantity and at the same time protect the quality of the

resources on which outdoor recreation depends.

Trip Planning by Users

La Page (1968b) found a number of factors influence trip plan-

ning: (1) The amount and variety of a family's past camping exper-

ience; (2) The amount of money invested in camping equipment; (3)

Preferences for specific campground facilities; (4) Awareness of

alternatives; and (5) A variety of other factors such as weather, health

and personal finances. He reported that most of the decisions of

camping trips were made at least two weeks in advance.

In the Bend Ranger District the resource-user showed many of

the factors that La Page mentioned. The recreation resource-user

had quite a bit of camping experience (average of 21 years); had in-

vested a considerable amount in equipment; had a preference for

specific facilities and resources; was probably quite knowledgeable of

alternatives, etc. In fact nearly eighty percent (78.89%) planned to

visit the specific area where they were interviewed. Another nineteen

percent (18.94%) intended to visit the Deschutes National Forest, and

only a very few just happened to "stop off."

The implications are that the Bend Ranger District is looked upon

as a destination for the recreation resource-user. Trips to the area
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are planned in advance. The resource has proven to be a major attrac-

tion to those who are experienced in camping.

The resource managers of the Bend Ranger District appear to

have done a good job in the past, at least for the existing users, and

future changes in program or policies should take this into considera-

tion.

Residence of Resource-User

Another interesting observation was that nearly three out of every

four users (73. 15%) of the Bend Ranger District were Oregonians.

Apparently certain recreation resource areas are used more by out-

of-state recreationists than others. In the Oregon State Park Visitor

Study (1969) it is reported that only thirty-seven percent of their

"overnight campers" were from Oregon; the remaining sixty-three

percent were from out-of-state.

The conclusion might be drawn that certain areas of the state

because of their remoteness and the knowledge of the resource-user

about the area are more apt to be used by Oregonians. The Travel

Information Section of the Highway Division in Oregon conducts an

extensive out-of-state publicity campaign. State parks are by law to

be located along or in close proximity to state highways.

It has been observed that in the eyes of many Oregonians, cer-

tain areas and facilities are "strictly for the tourist" during the
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summer vacation season. The Oregon Coast, for example, seems to

be more desirable to Oregonians in the spring and fall because of the

climate and lack of overcongeStion.

Diversification of Clientele

Many of the findings were in agreement with other studies. For

example, Wilbur La Page (1968) found that an increase in campground

crowding resulted in a drop of user-satisfaction. The recreation re-

source-user of the Bend Ranger District was pleased with the remote-

ness, seclusion and spaciousness of the recreation site. This was not

in agreement with the findings of Hendee and Campbell (1969) who

essentially were saying that camping for many people is much less of

an environmental than a social experience. This implied a closeness

to people and people problems.

This leads the author to believe that for Hendee and Campbell's

study this may have been true, yet for the recreation resource-user

of the Bend Ranger District was more on the other end of the spectrum.

Certainly he had some social orientation but was probably influenced

more by the resources of the area. This was indicated by the popu-

larity of such activities as fishing, the site's remoteness and seclu-

sion, its beauty and scenery, and its access to water.

This discussion should find added support from Allen J. Wagar

(1963) who has attempted, on occasion, to emphasize the range of
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recreationist needs and advanced a classification system of seven

types of campgrounds to meet these needs. The point is that recreation

clientele are many and diversifie-d. The State Park user of Oregonmay

seldom use the Bend Ranger District and visa versa. Even the users

of the Bend Ranger District can be classified into many sub-categories

with a little careful study.

Hendee's (1967) study supports the findings of this study when

he reported that State Parks were preferred because of their "modern

facilities," "convenience of accessibility" . . . and National Forests

because of " insulation from people," "convenience of accessibility"

and "natural environment features."

Resource-User Preferences

According to Hendee's (1967) study, national forest car campers

chose certain recreation areas because of the "insulation from people,"

"convenience of accessibility," and "natural environment features."

He also observed that national park wilderness users were the most

"wilderness purists" followed by national forest wilderness clientele,

national forest car campers, national park car campers, and state

park users. His feeling was that the most "wilderness" users also

tended to be the most "preservationists."

The author was not able to rank preferences such as those in-

dicated by Hendee. However, the recreation resource-user was of the
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opinion that the recreation value of the area was particularly high,

that the noise level of the area was minimal, that the site was conven-

ient to water sports, that he had a lot of privacy or at least quite a bit,

that the development was alright as it was, and that he also would be

very interested in returning to this particular site. When given an

opportunity to express likes and dislikes about the camping, good

fishing was ranked as number one, followed by remoteness, seclusion,

spaciousness, and few people as number two, quiet and solitude as

number three, and access and location as number four.

Some of the major dislikes were dust or dirt, people problems,

lack of restrooms, and poor facilities and services. The majority of

these problems could be rectified by the provision of certain facilities,

services and basic considerations in facility and area design.

Although not in full agreement with Hendee, many common de-

nominators did appear. For example, the desire to get away from it

all, to find seclusion and quiet ranked high on the list of preferences

as did accessibility and the appreciation for many natural environment

features. But also emerging was the fact that resource management

considerations can make the recreation experience far more meaning-

ful to the user and can reduce the problems of the manager consider-

ably. For example, fishing seemed to have a considerable influence

on the recreation resource-user of the area. This again implies good

resource management by, for example, the Oregon State Game
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Commission and perhaps by other public agencies in the provision of

boat launching facilities, access sites, moorages and other related

facilities and services for this particular clientele. An analysis of

likes and dislikes not only would be of value to the recreation resource

manager in providing information and direction for improvement of a

program of facilities and services, but it could also be a valuable form

of public relations.

Water A Must

Among physical resources, water was found to be a prime fac-

tor in outdoor recreation at the Bend Ranger District. This, of course,

comes in agreement with the first national recreation survey that re-

vealed that forty-four percent of the population prefers water-based

recreation activities over any other and predicted that this percentage

would increase.

Water also enhances recreation on land. Choice camping
sites and picnic areas are usually those adjacent to or
within sight of a lake or stream, and the touch of variety
added by a pond or marsh enriches the pleasures of hiking
or nature study.

"Outdoor Recreation for America" (1962)

Charles Rombold (1964), while establishing campground develop-

ment criteria, reported that participation in camping is more strongly

associated with preference for water activities and hunting than with

other types of outdoor recreation. He observed that three-quarters of
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all campers go fishing, two-thirds go swimming, while boating oc-

cupies the time of one-third.

It was observed that activities such as fishing, boating, swim-

ming, and waterskiing were not only popular but highly desired.

Access to a lake, stream or water sports was appreciated if not de-

manded by the resource-user. The importance of water to "look at"

was not measurable; however, it is reasonable to assume from user

responses that the popularity of "beauty, scenery and sightseeing" can

be attributed to some degree to the quality and quantity of water re-

sources.

A word about "quality" may be in order. Perhaps its importance

can best be stated by Marion Clawson (1963) who has emphasized the

problem of the quality of water based recreation supply in this way:

As total recreation demand in the future mounts,
so will the demand upon water for this purpose. It is not
possible to put this demand in terms of acre feet or cubic
feet per second, or of any other measure of volume or
flow, for the reason mentioned above, that recreation does
not consume water in this sense. Recreation usage of a
reservoir may create management problems; for example,
drawing downs for other purposes may impair the value of
the reservoir for recreation. It is conceivable that all
recreation demands for water could be met without depriving
any city, industry, or farm of any water required by it.
The biggest future problem in provision of water for out-
door recreation is not volume, but quality.

The quality of the water resource and of the recreation site, as

well as the quantity of water available constitute important considera-

tions in the user's choice of recreation site/locations.
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What water quality characteristics are important to the user and

in what order of importance, i. e. color, depth, form, clarity, char-

acter of the shoreline, water temperature, number and type of facilities

provided, etc. , still needs to be determined.

Education Opportunity

The income, occupation and education data shows that the rec-

reation resource-users of the Deschutes National Forest are in the

middle and upper-middle classes and suggests an educational oppor-

tunity sirniliar to that recommended by King (1965).

These users are probably above average in the awareness of

natural resource management controversy and often have questions

about resource policy that deserves a good logical answer. Efforts

to provide answers and information should prove worthwhile because

these recreation resource-users probably represent the politically

more expressive socio-economic classes in the general population.

Family Needs

Family groups and families with children were the predominant

recreation resource-users, especially of those who could be called

campers. Campground facilities that offer opportunities for a variety

of activities are needed. David King (1965) emphasized the same needs

in his study.
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Some examples are swimming facilities, hiking and nature

trails, rustic play areas, fishing docks and boat rentals. Among these,

swimming is particularly appealing to families with children. A lake

campground with a beach generally tends to be a popular area because

of swimming and related sunbathing opportunities. Where and when

appropriate an investment in the development of beaches at lake camp-

grounds should be given careful consideration.

The author noted responses that reflected the need for a variety

of activities for the family. The respondent might favor one type of

activity, his wife or husband another, and the children something

entirely different. For example, the respondents showed little inter-

est in swimming themselves, but for the family it was considered

quite important.

One of the reasons for certain pressures or demands at a par-

ticular resource can probably be attributed to its suitability to family

recreation. In planning the resource manager must be concerned about

the numbers of children, their ages, their interests and their safety.

Often a survey of the "Head of Household" overlooks this fact and

omits fiftrpercent or more of the user population from the analysis.

These type of gaps in information often lead to major gaps in resource

planning and service.
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Camper Experience

Woerpel (1964) found that his average family camper had no

more than four years of experience in the field. They usually came

from an urban area and used a tent. The more they camped, the

greater probability of changes to other modes. Woerpel reported that

the trends indicated that most likely the family in his study would not

prefer deluxe campgrounds after they had gained some experience.

La Page (1968a) found that the variety of past camping experience

accompanied an increase of camper satisfaction, but it also accom-

panies a more critical reaction to campground crowding.

The recreation resource-user of the Bend Ranger District was

more experienced at camping than what Woerpel had observed. This

resource-user averaged some twenty-one years of camping experience.

The user was more apt to have a camper, trailer or similiar type of

camping vehicle for shelter. They seemed satisfied with the more

natural or rustic type of campgrounds and particularly liked the re-

moteness, seclusion and solitude. Although at first glance these

findings appear somewhat different than Woerpel's findings, after some

analysis they are surprisingly in agreement. In this case La Page

adds some support to some of the author's findings.

All this implies that adequate spacing of sites, less sophistica-

tion in development, preservation of environmental materials, and
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planning for more sophisticated equipment may be in order for the

resource manager. The Forest Service, changing to a "State Park

Standard" of development, may be making a costly mistake even

though some changes may be warranted. Moderation seems to be the

key.

Resource Standards

A single standard for recreation resource development doesn't

seem to meet the needs of everyone. It was observed, for example,

that many equipment changes have occurred. Much of the equipment

that appears today doesn't fit the facilities built under yesterday's

standards; and campers don't want the same kind of facilities, neither

do their desires and needs stand still.

It appears that this lack of "fit" between the resource-user and

facilities may tend to lead to management problems, including deteri-

oration of soil and trees, conflict with established rules, and other

forms of friction. The recreation resource manager must know more

about the recreation resource-users.

The recreation resource manager should conduct periodic sur-

veys of the recreation resource-users. These surveys will:

1) Produce information needed for finding and measuring what

facilities and services are actually existing and those ap-

parently needed by the recreation resource-user.
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2) Help give direction to overall planning by helping to specify

the apparent best combination of facilities.

3) Produce information on trends in user equipment and ac-

tivities that can be considered when resource areas are

developed or modified.

An investment in studies of the economic, resource management

and social aspects of recreation should provide useful guide lines for

resource managers . . . but these studies must be of a more specific

nature than they have generally been in the past. Few sweeping gen-

eralities can be made with accuracy, validity or confidence. What

might apply to the recreation resource-user of the Bend Ranger Dis-

trict may have little or no relation to the visitor to Sunset Bay State

Park in Oregon.

Recreation Perspective

This study has been delimited to the recreation resource-user

of the Bend Ranger District in the Deschutes National Forest. Cer-

tainly it is not representative of the total population by any means. It

does suggest certain things that are in general agreement with some

of the Outdoor Recreation Resource Review Commission Reports

(ORRRC).

For example, recreation at this specific resource area is not

particularly attractive to persons over 65 years of age; non-white;
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married persons who do not have children; and the very poor and the

very rich. ORRRC Study 19 (1962) national sample found that for the

peak season of June to August of 1960 only 8% of the American popula-

tion twelve years of age and older went camping. Only 6% went hiking

which was about the same rate as the population which went water

skiing or attended outdoor concerts. Even the supposedly more popu-

lar forest related activities of swimming, fishing and hunting repre-

sented less than a majority of Americans. Swimming attracted only

29% of the population; hunting, almost exclusively a male sport,

attracted only 13% of the population. ORRRC Report 20 (1962) which

is also based on the national sample, again indicated that considerably

less than a majority of Americans participated in the major forest

activities of boating, camping, and hiking.

Through this type of research findings and observations may

lead to a discovery of the complexity of recreation. It is questionable

whether the recreation resource-user's behavior reflects a majority

decision or better represents many different minorities.

Recreation Investments

Two basic types of investments of the recreation resource-user

are very closely related . . . time and money. Not only do the more

experienced recreation resource-users tend to have larger invest-

ments in equipment but also their trip expenses tend to run higher.
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La Page (1968b) observed essentially the same as the author.

He also observed that those campers with highly mobile camping

equipment were generally staying a shorter period of time and making

more frequent visits to a campground.

The author observed in his study that over fifty-four percent

(54.11%) of the respondents had some form of camper or trailer for

outdoor living. Nearly eighty-two percent (81.76%) indicated that they

had cooked over an open fire before they got a camping stove. It was

also observed that the type of equipment used by the recreation re-

source-user changed over time. For example, when they were asked

the type of equipment they didn't use any more, they responded by

indicating that over eleven percent (11.40%) had given up campers,

trailers, or tent trailers. Over forty-two percent (42. 40 %) had given

up tents. Another fifteen percent (15.80%) indicated they planned to

purchase a camper or trailer in the future.

The indication that the recreation resource-user also had equip-

ment for such activities as backpacking or boating also implied that at

the time of purchase the resource-user had a very definite preference

for outdoor recreation activities of a given type. This type of prefer-

ence, of course, motivated the recreation resource-user to make cer-

tain purchases. A thorough knowledge of the type of equipment owned

and that which the recreation resource-user anticipated he would
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purchase, in the future, would also be of value to the recreation re-

source manager.

Development Needs

A word of caution is in order at this point. The trend seems to

be to develop recreation areas and facilities to the Nth degree, for

example, paving, sewer systems, street lights, hot showers, electric

stoves, TV hook-ups. In some cases this is most desirable, at least

to some degree, but perhaps it is not necessary for certain recreation

resource-users. Perhaps this type of improvement may force some

of the existing users to change their use pattern or attract an entirely

different user group. Over 75% of the sampled users of the Bend

Ranger District indicated that they didn't want additional development.

Over sophistication could conceivably change the camping experience

from one of an environmental nature to one of a social nature. It

can't be said that this is bad or good. The author can only question

the necessity for this type of development. Perhaps management

decisions that would encourage the sophisticated developments in less

critical resource areas, that would set and maintain capacities or

limit the numbers using an area at one time would be a more desirable

approach. The author can only raise the questions in light of the

information at hand - hoping others will pick-up where this study

leaves off.
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Planning Considerations

(a) The recreation resource-users seem to appreciate more

space, freedom of movement, privacy and quiet. They do

not like to be disturbed by their neighbors.

(b) The presence of fishing, swimming and boating attractions

at or near the campground is generally associated with

longer and more frequent visits and more numerous plans

to return.

(c) An increase in the number of activities offered in the re-

source area is accompanied by a slight increase in user

satisfaction.

(d) If possible, campsites should be made of a size that is large

enough to accommodate campers and trailers as well as tents.

This builds flexibility into the campground use and can allow

for an adequate spacing arrangement.

(e) One of the best of all natural attractions is water . . if an

area is so blessed, it should be designed to allow optimum

utilization of this resource. If the water is not available,

one might consider constructing a pond, reservoir or

swimming area. This man-made attraction can reduce

problems and pressures in certain natural areas and pre-

serve key resources.
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(f) A design and layout of a recreation area should provide

convenience to the user, efficiency for maintenance and

preservation of the natural beauty of the area.

(g) The formula for success for the recreation resource man-

ager seems deceptively simple . . . satisfied users. This

is no easy accomplishment but should be one of the aims

of the resource manager.

(h) The factors that may have the most influence on the behavior

of recreation resource-users are those that also seem the

least related to recreation area planning. For example,

many variables of the users themselves, their preferences

in resource areas, their reasons for participation, their

past experiences and their equipment, may exert much

stronger impacts on behavior than the recreation resource

size, location or attractiveness.

(i) In planning also consider:

. the size of a park is directly related to the
manner which you use it. If you are in a canoe
traveling at three miles an hour, the lake on which
you are paddling is ten times as long and ten times
as broad as it is to the man in a speedboat going
thirty . . . Every road that replaces a footpath,
every outboard motor that replaces a canoe paddle,
shrinks the area of the park.

Paul Brooks
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Fees and Charges

Although the study does not directly address itself to the ques-

tion of fees and charges, several respondents felt that a charge would

be entirely reasonable for special needs or services. No objections

were raised to the charging of fees or the need to purchase the

"Golden Eagle Passport." This seems to be in agreement with the

La Page (1968b) study. He found, practically without exception, that

these campers were in favor of paying a fee for the use of a public

campground. Many of these campers defended the fee as a legitimate

means of paying the cost of maintaining public camping facilities.

Perhaps as a management tool better use can be made of the fee

concept thereby providing more and better service while having better

control of the resource.

The usefulness of cost-related prices might be illustrated by

their role as what might be thought of a management tool to bring

about a more efficient management of recreation resources. In this

case fees might be charged on the weekends but not on week days, for

example, to reflect the higher costs imposed by weekend use. Con-

centration of fee collection on days or hours of heavy use would both

reduce the cost of collection, which is sometimes high relative to the

money collected, and provide an incentive for users to shift to off-

peak hours and days when use would otherwise be below capacity and
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costs are less. This could have application to the Oregon State Parks

and their current crowding problems. Parking or camping charges

might also be imposed in heavily used areas and not in lightly used

ones. The objective of these differential charges would be to bring

about better use of resources by influencing visitors to choose certain

areas, times, and activities and observe certain rules of conduct.

User charges need not,in these cases, be completely arbitrarily as-

signed but can be devised to bear some relationship to the added cost

imposed by the added visits. A fee, therefore, could act as a ration-

ing device for the resource manager. The concept, although not

original by any means, has considerable merit and needs to be applied.

This could be justified at least on a test basis.

Primary Reason for Using the Recreation Resource

Although Rombold (1964) was able to state that the desire for a

change of environment and the opportunity to give children a camping

experience were two strong motives for camping, the author could find

no simple answer.

It is apparently no easy task, if not impossible, to identify the

"primary reasons for using the recreation resource." Reasons such

as economy, enjoyment of nature, social contact or peace and tran-

quility are only a part of the whole. Recreation is a mixed bag of

interests, including some that are apparently contradictory, like
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"peace and quiet" along with the "opportunity to meet and visit with

other campers."

study.

In concluding two quotations seem to have relevance to this

America today stands poised on a pinnacle of wealth and
power, yet we live in a land of vanishing beauty, of in-
creased ugliness, of shrinking open space, and of over-
all environment that is diminished daily by pollution and
noise and blight This, in brief, is the quiet conservation
cr is is

Stewart L. Udall (63)

Surely we are wise enough to recognize that man needs
more than the steel and concrete environment of urban
civilization. He must also have the sanctuary of un-
spoiled land, a place of solitude where he may turn his
thoughts inward . . . to wonder at the miracle of
creation.

Alan Bible

Not only must greater attention be paid to the "Quality of Our

Environment" . . . The recreation resources, the waters, air, and

land. But resource managers and policy makers must continually

strive for knowledge of the recreation resource-users. Only through

this dual effort can those charged with the responsibility of managing

recreation resources serve both adequately.
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"The face and character of our country are

determined by what we do with America and

its resources . . .

- Thomas Jefferson
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Beyond brick and mortar, away from the
sound of cities . . . over the hills to
God's country . . . where health and
happiness take root . . . and where nature
quickens physical, mental and spiritual
guidance.

John P. Saylor
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APPENDIX I

D-3 OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 8/11/67
Hello, I'm . I'm working on a recreation sur-
vey for Oregon State University and would like to ask you a few inter-
esting questions if you don't mind.

Number Including yourself, how many persons are
there in your party which is camping or
stopping at this particular place?

2 - 1 Family group (ask 2a, Is your party mainly a family group,
2b, 2c) or is it a group of unrelated individuals,

2 Unrelated indiv. (ask such as friends or neighbors?
2d, 2e)

3 Other (Explain) (ask
2d, 2e)

2a - What members of your family make up your present party?
2b - What is the approximate age of each member of the family who

is with you?
Members Approximate age of each

1 Husband
2 Wife
3 Children (Age of each

one)
4 Other (Who?)

Other (Who?)

2c - Age What is the age of your oldest son/daughter?

2d - How many men or women are there in your group? Any children
with your group?

2e - What is the approximate age of each member of your group?
Number Approximate age of each

Men
Women
Children)

ASK OF EVERYONE

3 May I ask where you presently live-
(City or Town) (State) the city or town and state?

3a - (Pop.) What is the approximate population of
your city or town?



- 1 Inside city limits
2 Suburb of city

- 3 Rural - not on farm
4 Rural on a farm
5 Other (Describe below)
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(HAND RESPONDENT CARD A)
Which one of the statements on this
card best describes the area where
you presently live?

5 1 Own
2 Rent
3 Other (What?)

Do you own or rent the place in
which you are nowAiving?

6 - 1 Single DU
2 Duplex
3 Triplex
4 Apartment (4 units

more)
5 Other (Describe)

Is the place Where you presently
live a single dwelling unit, a duplex,
a triplex, a multiple unit, such as

or an apartment house, or is it some
other type, such as a trailer house?

7

(City or Town)

0 D., K.

What was your hometown when you
(State) were growing up as a small child?

(Between 1 and 8 yrs. of age)
(Pop.) What was the approximate popula-

tion of your hometown at that time?
Just your best estimate.

8 1 Inside city limits
2 Suburb of city
3 Rural - not on farm
4 Rural - on a farm
5 Other (Explain)

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD A)
Which one of these statements best
describes the area where you lived
when you were growing up as a
child?

9 (Last Grade) Would you mind telling me the last
grade you completed in school?

10 - (Type)

Industry

What type of work does the chief
breadwinner in the family do?
(INT: If not family group, obtain
occupation of respondent)

10a - Years About how many years have you
(has that person) been doing that
type of work?

10b - Occupation

2 No other occupation

Did you (the chief breadwinner)
have any other type of occupation
before your (his) present one?
(if YES) What?
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11 - 1 Overnight here (Skip to 12) Are you staying overnight at this
2 Lodge or motel (Ask 11a) campsite, or are you staying
3 Other (Where?) (Ask 11a) elsewhere, such as at a lodge or

motel?

lla - 1 Yes
2 No
3 D. K.

Do you plan to come back to this
campsite tomorrow?

12 Usually there are two sides to almost everything. First, what
do you like MOST about this particular site, or your camping
location? (PROBE!)

Anything else?

13 - Turning to the other side, what do you like LEAST about this
particular site, or your camping location? (PROBE!)

Anything else?

14 -

(Name) (INTERVIEWER: Write in name
of campsite)

15 - What types of outdoor recreation or activities do you, person-
ally, enjoy doing the most? (INT: Obtain specific types)

16 - What types of outdoor recreation or activities does your family
enjoy doing the most as a group?

17 - Most Next Third
1 1 1 -- Fishing (HAND RESPONDENT CARD B)
2 2 2 -- Boating
3 3 3 -- Water skiing Which one of these would you
4 4 4 -- Swimming say is your main type of activity
5 5 5 -- Camping while you are stopping or stay-
6 6 6 -- Hunting ing in this particular area?
7 7 7 Sightseeing
8 8 8 -- Photography
9 9 9 -- Hiking Which comes next?
0 0 Riding
x X X -- Other (Name) Which is third?

Y y - - No other



18 - Days

More days
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How many days have you been
staying at this particular site or
location?
How many more days, if any, do
you plan to stay at this location or
site?

19 - 1 Visit particular area
2 Visit Deschutes Forest
3 Stopped off (Ask 19a)
4 Other (Explain)

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD C)
Which one of these statements best
describes your travel plans so far
as this area is concerned?

19a -

(ASK ONLY OF THOSE WHO STOPPED OFF ENROUTE --
Code 3 in #19)

(City or town) (State)
What is the main destination of
your trip -- the city or town and
state?

(ASK OF EVERYONE)
20 - 1 A lot

2 Quite a bit
3 A little
4 Not at all
5 Cannot remember

How often would you say you went
camping as a child--a lot, quite a
bit, a little or not at all?

21 - Years All in all, how many years have
you, yourself, been camping?
Just your best estimate.

22 1 Van camper
2 Truck camper 0
3 Trailer camper 1

4 Tent trailer 2
5 Outside frame tent 3

6 Tube tent 4
7 Umbrella tent
8 Ordinary tent

9 Sleeping bag
Stove
Lantern
Cooler
Back pack
Other

(HAND RESPONDENT
CARD D)

Which of the following
types of camping equip-
ment are you using on
this trip? If there are
any other major items
not listed, please give
us those, too.

ASK ONLY OF THOSE USING A STOVE IN #22 (Code 0)

23 - 1 Yes open fire
2 Always used stove
3 Did not cook before

You mentioned that you are using a
stove on this trip. Before you used
a stove, did you cook over the open
fire when camping?
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ASK ONLY OF THOSE WHO ARE USING A BACK PACK IN #22

24 - 1 Army surplus (Rucksack)
2 Board frame
3 Contour frame
4 Other (Explain)

You mentioned a minute ago that
you are using a back pack on this
trip. Which of these types of back
packs are you using? (HAND
RESPONDENT CARD E)

24a - Before present

0 No previous use

What type, or types, of back
packs, if any, have you used
previously. Please list in order
of use--the type you used just
before your present one, the one
before that, and so on.

ASK OF EVERYONE
25 -1 Van camper

2 Truck camper
3 Trailer camper
4 Tent trailer
5 Outside frame tent
6 Tube tent
7 Umbrella tent
8 Ordinary tent
9 Sleeping bag
0 Stove
1 Lantern
2 Cooler
3 Back pack
4 Other (Name)
5 No other type

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD D)

Thinking of your adult life, are
there any of these types of equip-
ment which you have used in the
past which you are no longer using?

26 - 1 Van camper
2 Truck camper
3 Trailer camper
4 Tent trailer
5 Outside frame tent
6 Tube tent
7 Umbrella tent
8 Ordinary tent
9 Sleeping bag
0 Stove
1 Lantern
2 Cooler
3 Back pack
4 Other (Name)
5 No plans to buy

Looking at the card again (CARD
D), do you happen to have any
plans to buy any of these types of
equipment within the next year or
so?

(If YES) which one or ones?
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INTERVIEWER: Refer to #19. If either code 1 or code 2 is circled,
use the first (a) wording below. If either code 3 or 4 is circled, use
second (b) wording.)
27 - (a) To help the University figure out how valuable camping is to

the state, I'd like to ask you about your expenditures from
your home to this area. To help you remember, let me ask
separately for the items on my list. Please include the costs
of your entire group as best possible.

(b) To help the University figure out how valuable camping is to
the state, I'd like to ask you about your expenditures involved
in stopping off here - -that is, how much extra it cost to stop
off here. To help you remember, let me ask separately for
the items on my list. Please include the costs for your
entire group as best possible.

Item:
How Much
(Extra) to site

Food while traveling, including restaurants $

Food and liquor while camping
Lodging while traveling
Campground fee, if any
Lodge or motel rental while in this area
Boat rental
Boat launching
Gasoline and oil for boat
Boat equipment, such as life preservers,

fire extinguishers, etc.
Motor or boat maintenance and repairs

for trip
Fishing tackle rental
Bait for fishing
Trailer or camper rental
Tent rental
Stove rental
Clothing for trip
Souvenirs or similar items
Film and supplies for camera
Car maintenance and repairs for trip
Gasoline and oil for car
Any other items not mentioned thus far?
(If YES, list each one on back of
questionnaire and give amount to site.
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28 - All in all, about how much do you expect to spend on this
entire trip (for stopping off at this point on your trip)? $

29 - Again, let me ask you about some of the equipment you are
using. Are you using a boat on this trip?
(If YES) Do you own the boat? (INTERVIEWER: follow the
same procedure for each item on list. This is, ask first if
the item is being used on this trip and, if yes, if the item is
owned. Then, for each item owned, ask questions 29a and 29b.

29a - What year did you purchase
29b - Would you please tell me the approximate purchase price of

Item:

Boat
Boat trailer
Fishing tackle
Van camper
Truck camper
Trailer camper
Tent trailer
Outside frame tent

(pop-up tent)
Umbrella tent
Tube tent
Ordinary tent, such as

pup tent
Back' pack
Sleeping bag (if more

than one, list)
Stove
Lantern
Cooler

29a - Own? 29b - Year 29b - Ap-
(X - if YES) purchased proximate

cost

Any other types of camping
equipment I haven't mentioned?
(If YES, list and obtain
necessary information.)



30 1 (a) Under $2,000
2 (b) $2, 000 $3,999
3 (c) $4, 000 - $5, 999
4 (d) $6,000 - $7,999
5 (e) $8,000 - $9,999
6 (f) $10,000 - $11,999
7 (g) $12, 000 - $13, 999
8 (h) $14, 000 - $15,999
9 (i) $16,000 - $17,999
0 (j) $18,000 $19,999
X (k) $20,000 or over
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(HAND RESPONDENT CARD F)

Would you please look at this card
and tell me which one of these
groups best fits your total family
income for last year?

Just call your answer by letter,
please.

31 - 1 Male
2 Female

1 Under 21 years of age
2 21 - 29 years
3 30 - 39 Agp and sex of
4 40 - 49 respondent
5 50 59
6 60 or over

(Area Code) (Number)

Phone number of
respondent

(for verification purposes)

X I hereby certify this interview was actually taken with the
person described above, and represents a true and accurate
account of the interview.

(Interviewer's Signature) (Date)
1967

COMMENTS ON INTERVIEW (if any)



(a) - 1 High
2 Medium
3 Low
4 D. K.
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How would you rate the recreation
value of this particular location --
high or low? (INT: Do not include
"medium" in questioning, but circle
if given)

(b) - 1 Very noisy
2 Quite noisy
3 Not too noisy
4 Not at all noisy
5 D. K.

How noisy is this particular site --
not at all noisy, not too noisy, quite
noisy, or very noisy?

(c) 1 Very convenient
2 Quite convenient
3 Not too convenient
4 Not at all convenient
5 D. K.

How much, if any, is this particular
location convenient to water sports,
such as fishing, swimming, or boat-
ing--very convenient, quite conven-
ient, not too convenient, or not at all
convenient?

(d) - 1 A lot
2 Quite a bit
3 A little
4 None at all
5 D. K.

How much privacy, if any, do you
feel you have at this particular site- -
a lot, quite a bit, a little, or none at
all?

(e) 1 Very friendly
2 Quite friendly
3 Not too friendly
4 Not at all friendly
5 D. K.

How friendly are the campers at this
particular location--not at all friendly,
not too friendly, quite friendly, or
very friendly?

1 Very beautiful
2 Quite beautiful
3 Not too beautiful
4 Not at all beautiful
5 D. K.

How beautiful is this particular site-
not at all beautiful, not too beautiful,
quite beautiful, or very beautiful?

(g) - 1 Very convenient
2 Quite convenient
3 Not too convenient
4 Not at all convenient
5 D. K.

How convenient is this particular
location to your present home--very
convenient, quite convenient, not too
convenient, not at all convenient?



(h) - 1 Very interested
2 Quite interested
3 Not too interested
4 Not at all interested
5 D.K.
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How interested are you in returning
to this particular site next year
not at all interested, not too inter-
ested, quite interested, or very
interested?

(i) - 1 Very safe
2 Quite safe
3 Not too safe
4 Not at all safe
5 D.K.

How much, if any, do you feel this
location is safe for children--very
safe, quite safe, not too safe, or not
at all safe?

(i) - 1 Very clean
2 Quite clean
3 Not too clean
4 Not at all clean
5 D. K.

How clean is this particular location- -
not at all clean, not too clean, quite
clean, or very clean?

(k) - 1 Better developed
2 All right as it is
3 Not as well developed
4 D. K.

Some people like a camp site that is
well developed with quite a few con-
veniences, while others like a camp
site that is more primitive. Do you
personally think this camp site
should be better developed or not as
well developed?
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APPENDIX II

DISTRIBUTIONS OF PRESTIGE RATINGS,
UNITED STATES, 1947 and 1963

Occupation

March, 1947
NORC

Score Rank

June, 1963
NORC

Score Rank

U. S. Supreme Ct. Justice
Physician
Nuclear physicist
Scientist
Government scientist
State governor
Cabinet member in the Fed. Govt.
College professor
U.S. Rep. in Congress

96
93
86
89
88
93
92
89
89

1

2.5
18

8
10.5

2. 5
4. 5
8
8

94
93
92
92
91
91
90
90
90

1

2

3.5
3. 5
5.5
5.5
8

8

8

Chemist 86 18 89 11
Lawyer 86 18 89 11
Diplomat in the U.S. Foreign Service 92 4. 5 89 11

Dentist 86 18 88 14
Architect 86 18 88 14
County judge 87 13 88 14
Psychologist 85 22 87 17.5
Minister 87 13 87 17.5
Member of the board of directors

of a large corporation 86 18 87 17.5
Mayor of a large city 90 6 87 17.5
Priest 86 18 86 21.5
Head of a dept. in a state govt. 87 13 86 21. 5
Civil engineer 84 23 86 21.5
Airline pilot 83 24.5 86 21. 5
Banker 88 10.5 85 24.5
Biologist 81 29 85 24.5
Sociologist 82 26.5 83 26
Instructor in public schools 79 34 82 27. 5
Captain in the regular army 80 31.5 82 27. 5
Accountant for a large business 81 29 81 29. 5
Public school teacher 78 36 81 29. 5
Owner of a factory that employs

about 100 people 82 26.5 80 31.5
Building contractor 79 34 80 31.5
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Occupation

March, 1947
NORC

Score Rank

June, 1963
NORC

Score Rank

Artist who paints pictures that are
exhibited in galleries 83 24.5 78 34.5

Musician in a symphony orchestra 81 29 78 34.5
Author of novels 80 31.5 78 34.5
Economist 79 34 78 34.5
Official of an international

labor union 78 40.5 77 37
Railroad engineer 77 37.5 76 39
Electrician 73 45 76 39
County agricultural agent 77 37.5 76 39
Owner-operator of a printing shop 74 42.5 75 41.5
Trained machinist 73 45 75 41.5
Farm owner and operator 76 39 74 44
Undertaker 72 47 74 44
Welfare worker for a city govt. 73 45 74 44
Newspaper columnist 74 42.5 73 46
Policeman 67 55 72 47
Reporter on a daily newspaper 71 48 71 48
Radio announcer 75 40.5 70 49.5
Bookkeeper 68 51.5 70 49.5
Tenant farmer-one who owns livestock

and machinery and manages the farm 68 51.5 69 51.5
Insurance agent 68 51.5 69 51.5
Carpenter 65 58 68 53
Manager of a small store in a city 69 49 67 54.5
A local official of a labor union 62 62 67 54.5
Mail carrier 66 57 66 57
Railroad conductor 67 55 66 57
Traveling salesman for a wholesale

concern 68 51.5 66 57
Plumber 63 59.5 65 59
Automobile repairman 63 59.5 64 60
Playground director 67 55 63 62.5
Barber 59 66 63 62.5
Machine operator in a factory 60 64.5 63 62.5
Owner-operator of a lunch stand 62 62 63 62.5
Corporal in the regular army 60 64.5 62 65.5
Garage mechanic 62 62 62 65.5
Truck driver 54 71 59 67

Fisherman who owns his own boat 58 r'- 68 58 68

Clerk in a store 58 68 56 70
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Occupation

March, 1947
NORC

Score Rank

June, 1963
NORC

Score Rank

Milk route man 54 71 56 70
Streetcar motorman 58 68 56 70
Lumberjack 53 73 55 72.5
Restaurant cook 54 71 55 72.5
Singer in a nightclub 52 74.5 54 74
Filling station attendant 52 74.5 51 75
Dockworker 47 81.5 50 77.5
Railroad section hand 48 79.5 50 77.5
Night watchman 47 81.5 50 77.5
Coal miner 49 77.5 50 77.5
Restaurant waiter 48 79.5 49 80.5
Taxi driver 49 77.5 49 80.5
Farm hand 50 76 48 83
Janitor 44 85.5 48 83
Bartender 44 85.5 48 83
Clothes presser in a laundry 46 83 45 85
Soda fountain clerk 45 84 44 86
Share-cropper - one who owns no

livestock or equipment and does
not manage farm 40 87 42 87

Barbage collector 35 88 39 88
Street sweeper 34 89 36 89
Shoe shiner 33 90 34 90

AVERAGE 70 71
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APPENDIX III

DEFINITIONS OF OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTIVITIES

Definitions of activities for the survey are essentially the same

as those used in the 1960-1961 surveys (ORRC Report 19, pp. 105,

108 -109).

Boating

The recreational use of any boat other than canoes or sail-

boats such as rowboats, outboard and inboard motorboats,

etc.

Camping

Living out of doors overnight using for shelter a bed roll,

sleeping bag, trailer, tent, or a but open on one or more

sides, if the person takes his bedding, cooking equipment,

and food with him. This does not include formal camps for

teenagers such as Boy Scout camps or formal family camps

such as church camps.

Canoeing

The recreational use of a canoe or narrow light boat moved

with paddles, not oars.

Driving for pleasure

Driving or riding in an automobile, but only when the purpose

is primarily for pleasure.
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Fishing

The catching of fish for noncommercial purposes.

Hiking

Walking of a substantial nature in which a pack containing

provisions and/or shelter is carried by at least one member

of the party.

Horseback riding

Any riding on horseback which is done for recreation only

and not a part of one's job as, for example, a mounted

policeman.

Hunting

The search for, or stalking of, animals in order to kill with

bullets, arrows, etc., but excluding commercial hunting and

the trapping of animals.

Mountain and rock climbing with gear

The climbing of mountains or rocks with the use of gear such

as rope, ice axes, crampons, spiked shoes, etc.

Photography

Taking of photographs or slide transparencies for pleasure.

Generally of scenery, flowers, birds and animals in a natural

surrounding.
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Picnics

An outdoor activity where the primary purpose is the prepara-

tion or eating of a meal out of doors. This would include

cookouts and barbecues in neighbors' yards but not in one's

own yard.

Rock Hounding (Collecting)

The act of searching for and collecting rocks and minerals

as a hobby or recreation activity. Imply the discovery of

said rocks and minerals in a natural setting.

Sailing

The recreational use of any vessel primarily intended to be

propelled by wind and sail including sailboats with auxiliary

engines.

Sightseeing

The viewing of historital, scenic, or other specific attrac-

tions. An important qualification is that sightseeing must

involve the prior intention on the part of the respondent of

viewing the attraction.

Swimming

Swimming in a lake, river, ocean, or outdoor swimming

pool (with filter system) and including playing in the surf,

surfing, skin diving, scuba diving, and sunbathing at any of

the above places.
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Water Skiing

Any of various sports where a person is towed behind a boat

waterskis, aquaplanes, etc.


